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'EDITOR'S NOTE

The International and Intercaltural Communication Annual is a yearly publicatiOn of
the Speech Communication Association devoted to the areas of international and

' intercultural. C.Ommunitation. International communication refers to communication .

* among nations through various chWrinels,inclUdirig diplomatic channels, mass Media,
international organielions, and comfmunicationsatellites, it includes both poLitiod and
nonpolitiCal types of communication between two or more nations. 'Intercultural
communicationlleals with communication betiten persons from different cultural'
bKkgr'ounds. Its primarysfocus is on face-to-face interaction between persons with

. differing cultural backgrounds. As ageneric term, intercultdral communication includes
interracial communication, inter - ethnic communication, crossicoltuial co mmenieation,

and natitinaldevelopinent communication. Thus the 'Annual publishes ankles on a wide
'C waristy of topics in the areas of international and intercultural communication.

Consistent with the goals of the Speech Communication Association, The Annual is
designed to promote il'iudye criticism, research, teaching., and applicit io n of the scientific,

.
. . humanistic, and artistic ptinciples of international and intercultural' communication..lt

publishes articles, bdiik -review?, and other features of'intere!t to scholars; researchers,
'as

-v [cache's, trainers, administrators; and. practitioners of international'and intercultural-
:communicationAe ticognirc the,interdisciplinary_nature of the areas of international
- and intetvullwarckrnmunica,tion and the wide lived)? of orientations and approaches
' whith can.be usedin theie relatively new areas of communication. Fred Catmit, the

.
. folia,ding ellitol, Of the Annual, in his editorial tie for the second volume, emPhatized .

the broad scopce of this publication when he wr e: As we realize the great need forghe 41

aiplicaVpn of scholarly and scientific diicipiine and erinciples, 1 hope however, that we
will not overlook the need for Creative thought add challenge based on the insights of the
experienced students and schfolars." _ -

S
... t 17

1 1 ,
I

, 4 Like the previ us three .volurnesof the Annual, t his volt; me Kas seiieralanicles dealing
'.,

with various aspe ti of international and intercultural communication."Since we did not
V receive many manuscrip4 in the area of international communication, most, of the

articles in this volume Isom on intercultnraleoinmunication. This volume continues the. ,
, , tradition df publishing book'reviewi in the seciion of Review Of Recent Literature." The
., .. boOk reviewers for this volume include Scholars, trainers, administrators, practitioners,

.. ind students of ihternational and intercultural communication. finally, this issue
includes a cumulative index to.articles and book reviews published 'In the ,fiist four

.(1, Noltimes of the 'Annual, We hope that the indgx will facilitaff gfeater use of.tliematerials

.'
. . published thus far. . <-.` . . . 4

. ' 4:e. .

. 1
... it is difficult to appropriately acknowledge, by name. each indiiiduai who contributed . .
. the preparation of this volume..Fits,1 woulci.liktio exprdr-rriy dppreciation to,

prent and formergnembers of the Speech Communication AssoCiationls Commission
for lnterna tional'and Intercultural Communication for teir support'ib sponsorarid k.

.4'.
publish the Amnia Mx very kpecialthanks to the Department of Coinnntriieation Of

4. Arizona State University for prdvidingencOuragement-ana support, in varigd formslfor '
preparing vatume I am thankful- to the authors of`the manuscripts; (Air consulting ....

editors; AssOciale Editor William G. Davey, Book Revrew "Editor ,Willard A. ,...

Underwbodeour editorial assistants .7-- Diana L. HutchifiSons Phyllis M. SOunitt, and , ....,... . .. - ..

a 4. a ' : ' 1.,1
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-Sara Collins Witt -- and many others who helped mein preparing this vglume. I would
like to thank William Work and Wilson Korpi of the Speech Cominupication

_Association for their assistana in publiihi ng thi*nstie, Fiirally,J want to thank rn$, wife.
Push pa, and my children, Kelly.INeal, ari Ravi, far' allowing me to devote many of my
"family,fiours"-to complete this project' , $ , ,
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'INTERCULTURAL CONTACT AND ATTITUDE CHANGE:
A REVIEW OF LITERATURE AND

SUGGESTIONS FOR 'FUTURE RESEARCH

WILLIAM B. GUDYKUNST

Previous research on the contact hypothesis anJ ethnic relations suggests that several
-favorable conditions are necessary if positive attitude change.es to follow intergroup
Contact. This paper reviews tte research onsojourners to other cultures and other forms of
interciattural contact within the context of the contact hypothesis. Although the studies
examined ge.ne!alily support the relationship between contact and attitude change, there are
some major stlorteomings With previous research The paptr e eludes with a d iseussion of ,
several conceptual and methodological issues which need o be considered tri future
researchr

` In recent years Aural research has made many impbrtant contributions to the
general study of des. Cross- cultural studies Nave made these contributions utilizing -

. three approaches.' The first approach is aimed at identifying differential characteristics
_

opcultvs..that [nay nave a relationship to attitude formation and change. Included in this
, ,.. approach arc studies of national chatactelistics. cultural self-image. modal personalities,

r- '

.

and cultural orientations to influence and change. The second appr6ach inSolveS the
impact done culture upon another. This apprpach has focused on three areas of
research. (1) images the people in one culture trold about pedple from anotherN2) what
happens when a member cg one culture is exposed to people from another culture, and
(3 )responses to innovation as culturally foreign ideas are diffused in a new culture..The.
Final approach examines 'cultural influences on language and conceptual p ocesses as
intervening factors related to attitudes and behavior."2

. :
This paper will focus on the second approach discussed by Jacobson and his associates.

dr snore specifically. what happens when a member from one Culture comes into contact
with people from another *eulture The study of intercultural contact is a subset of the
more general study of intergroupcOniact Intergroup contactienerally refers to contact
between people from different sbcialsonits, either large or small. The major difference
between intergroup and interculturalcontact studies is theiet of factors included in the
analysis. For the purposef clarity. thefollowing stipulated definitions will be used in
this paper. () intergroup contact wit) be used to refer to contact betigen people from
tw'o (or more) groups Stith no reference to the composition ofthe groups; (2) interracial,
contact will beiased to refer to contact between people from twcy(or more) cthnic groups
(e.g., black-white Contact). and (3)'.ititereultural cgjact will be used to refer to contact
between peoplc from two,(or more) cultures (e.g.. hpanese-American contact).

--% .
v .I

. ,

. 1 NTEliOROUP CONTACT") ; .
. One of the first researchers to become ctively involved in examining the relationship

beikveen intergroup contact and.intergrOup relations was Kurt Lewin.' Since the work of
Leitin, there. have been several discussions of the 'contact hypothesis" in the social-

,

. _psychological literature. For example. Saengeri and Allports both devote a chapter in
their respective.books to the effect of contact on intergroup relatifins, while Ha'rding,
Kutner. Proshansky and Chein". have also reyiewed the early studies on intergroup

. .
4 .......:

- ...
S
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I 1 . higher ranking in importance than the individual goats of each of the
_

i,

i 'St_ouPSils. __ , .
.,..

. . .

In addition, findings from a recent study suggest that one additional variable is important .
A in influencing the outcome of contact. Amirand Gatti found that cOnges in attitude -,*".

were related to previous intergroupoup contact. Specifically. onfy people without Previous
1

contact displayed attitude change is a result of intergroup contact.,6 These writers
suggest that people who have engaged in previous contact may hive already altered their'
attitudes and are no longer susceptible to change:

Qualifications on the Effect of Contact . k

.

.

Ideally, if intergroup contact takes place under the conditions described by Amir and
Amir and Gam. there will be positive attitude change and a-reduction in prejudice among
the people partiCipating in the contact. However. therearesix qtialifications that warrant
discussion. First, as Amir points out in his review of studies on the reduction of prejudice,
it is possible that many of the studies report positive attitude change because of the .,
selection of "favorable" experimental conditions. He goes on to argue that it isdoubtful if .

intergroup contact in real life actually takes plact under ideal conditions and. therefore,
earn must be taken in generalizing the results of 'the studies to real life contact."

The .second qualification concerns the direction of attitude change that, follows
intergroup contact. Guttman and Foa19 argue that its possible that contact is not always
related to the direction of the attitude. rather. sometimes it may only be relate'd"to the

. intensity of the attitude. they found that "the proportion of people with, a favorable
attitude was the same. regaidless of the amount of contact. but the intensity of the .

. attitude increased with contact.'19 .
. ; --..

- -. 4
The third qualification is the possible specificityof any attitude

.
change that may take

place following contact. Pettigrew argufs that "intergroup contact fiiit affecti attitudes
that are specifically involved in the new situation itielf. But such contact does not
generally mean that a person's whole attitudinal structure will crumble without other
situations changing too,"28 AIM:lush this is true for many oases of iniergroup contact, it is
.. _ ..possible that an initial change in a specific attitude may generalize over time and change -. ....
more general attitodei. :

,

. .

'
. . .

The fourthkqualification involves the individual difkrences, or personalities, of the
people involved in the intergroup contac& Pettigrew argues that "the psychological and
sociological correlates of prejudice are elaliorately intertwined and that both are essential
to proviaelin adequate theoretical framework for this complex phencnienon."2$ Two

-,-10 characteristics of the indtvidintl that can influence the outcome of intergroup contact.
incjuds; (l) the extent to vvhichtdividuals differ from commonly held stereotypriof the
object-Army.. and (2) (he ex nt to which 3hey resemble the s`,obrect-in diViduars

$
, background and- interest.22 Furthe with respect to the attitudechange. Cook and Selltiz

. pointout Utar "the nature and intensity of initial attitudesioward the object-group; and '-
aspects Of Oersoriality or character structure may predispose one to hostile reactions to

, . -
. . metiiheis'of ontgroqs."21. .. , - . , .

. ... ; . -. . t ,. . -
- . .*. The fifth (ullification that must he considered is the Pbesibility_that the social climate

. jz.. ,,- . , . .
la" Ifr . ' . ./ 0

I
f 11 * c. / e. -'V ( 9,

a , , ' . i > . 4p.
P. 4 . '0
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surrounding the contact, rather than :the contact itself. may be the crucial factor'in
. . .

_
*._ causing attitude change, If the surrounding_ social, climate is #eceptitg, it mare

unheces,sary for actual contact to take place for nianifestipg positive attitude change. Inv 4, ,
other words. the social climate mpy be a factor confounding the results of previous

.studies.on intergroup "contact aqd attitude change. . ..

& k.
- The final qualification is the length of time that isavailable for contact. Many of the ,

studies of interethme contact he examined ebntact of only a few hours (i.e.. 10-20)arid
found no resulting attitude change. Someresearch suggests that contact of only a short
duration does not allow enough tip: to enple attitudes to change 14 The short duratiOn
Of the Contact result's in an incomplete psychological experience for the participants.'

4,

Since the participants may not have internalized the full impact of the centact when they
were originally examined. if thi.) were to be reexamined some time after the experience
there may be changes in attitudes observed. where none were originally found. This
qualification suggests that it isdifficult to adequately interpret the finclings,orstudies that

.....fr-
have only collected data at one or two points in time. '

. .
.

.

, .. lir
1 Differences Between. Intergroup and Intercultural Contact '.. --

Given the "favoRble- conditions for intergroup contact and the qualificationi on the
effect of contact that have been summarized. there is one question that needs to be raised:

P will contact between people from diffe rent cultures. under similarconditiensIllo lead to
a ble attitude change? While there arc wn) similaV'ties between interracial contact .

ft.\ and in cultural conttet. there are a6o difference,s in the contact (nd contact situation)
that may affeej the relationship betweencontact and changes in attitudes. the differences

. between these two kinds'of contact situations have been discussed by $tuart Cook and his
associates2i and Rich and Ogaisa.N. The differences between interracial and,interculral .
contact are important in that they are factors that must be-considered in interpreting I*" 4,

. _ .

results between tbc two types of research.
.

.
v. , '

The first differencebetween the two types of contact situations involves the natureand
extent of the preconceptions each group* about the Other. In studies of interracial
contact in the United States. at least some of the members from one group have negative
stereotypes about meabers of the other group. Since these stereotypes are not always
accurate. the people who hold them oftetr?ealize that the objectpeople are more like
themselves than they initially supposed. According to:STiltiz, and her associates, in the . . i

°intercultural situation if may be neither party hasoany clear stereotype- ^`i. other youp
i

.
1

' or that both parties may have favorable preconceptions.27
.. ... t-

.
The second difference betiveen the two contact situations involves the abilities of the

-parties rriv\olved tio.communicate wit); each other. In interracial contact, the people ire
products of the same Culture and. in general, speak the same language. In addition .they

-tend to have similar'values and patterns of thinking. given these conditions, once the
parties begin to'cirmtinicate they can usually begin to understand one another. In
intercultufal contact. none of those factors may:le-similar. Even if the language is not a
barrier, the differences in_values,apumptions. patterns of thinking, and nonverbal cues
will present many difiere?) c s that must be ov;ercome.28 do

12

t-
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INTERCULTCRAL CONTACT. 5

Another difference between interracial and intercultural contact involves the broader
context within which the contact takes place. Most of the studies in the United States
have cdnpentrated on a limitedsituatio.n such as the work situation. In these.limited
situations, it can usually be assumed thethe only major new experience that mightlead
to changes in attitude's is the interracial contact. Selltiz and her associates argue that Otis.

',is not so for people who are in a foreign country. For the person visiting a different
culture, "personal associations are but one part of a whole new experience. At the same
time, he is accumulatingmariety of impressions about a complex national life which,, by
and large, is unfamillar7Phimr29

The fourth difference involves the range of relevant attitude objects. Most of the
studies on intergroup contact have examined Whites' attituderiowkds Blacks. In an
intereulturil contact situation, there is a much wider range ofattitude-Oljects.kciuse of
this, the generalization of attitudes that do develop becomes even more salient in the
intercultural situaliordo

. I.
The final difference between interracial Min ter.cultu ril contact has been discussed by

Rich and Ogiwa. They contend that interracial contact "is charaqterized by strain and
tension resulting froin the dominant-submissive societal and interpersonal relationship, _

historically imposed upon the hon-white by the structure of white Americem This
differs from intercultural contact which does not necessarily have a historyof dominant-
submissive relationships. .

These differences in the interracial and intercultural contact make it more difficult to
isolate the effects of personal associations, or facts. upon attitudes id intercultural
situations., Tven though it is more difficult to isolate the effects on attitude%in
intercultural situations, most international exchange programs are based °elk
assumption that interculniral contact will lead to favorable attitude change and better '

relations between members of the two cultures.

INTERCULTUR*4 CONTACT IN NATURAL SETTINGS, A

According to Kelmin (1962), thnere pre four types of activities on the international
scene that are designed 'to produce more friendly attitudes: "international
c9mmunication, exchange of persons, foreign aid projects, and cooperative international
Antures.'42 In this panel-, only the literature dealing with "exchange of persons" will be'
examined:There has ken considerablematerial written on the international exChinge of
perkons,".hut unfortunately very.few of the studies have empirically examined she effect
tifthe,interCultural contact on the cross-cultural attitudes of the participants.

,
.

Studies on the iephange of persons can arbitrarily be di' into two general.
categories: (1) studies of sojourner who are mainly filling the role of "student," and

studies of sojourners in roles other than student. Many of-the studies to be discussed
ha a bctif previously revie*ed by Brein' and David.0 However, the present "reviey
focuses only on those aspects of the studies that are directly applicable to intercultural
contact and attitude change.

. :1 3
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Studies of ''Student" Sojourners.
i .

.... . . . , . .... .
One of the eldiegt and most extensive research efforts to study student sojou rners wet

conducted by the Committee on' Cross - Cultural Education of the Social Science.., :
r. :, Research Council during the early 199 ©s. The research sponisired by the'Committee led

to numerous monogmpls35 and.initialled a research tradition which influenced numerous
- , studies of student. sojourners.3° Although...these studies have focused on many diverse4 areas of research, only those dealing with contact and attitude Change will be addreised.

tere.37 . , \

\41

. v
. , . . .

Many of the findings with respect, to student sojourners lend support to contact
hypothesis, and the conditions necessary for favorable attitude change specified earlier.

* For example, the necessity for equal status among the paraipahei is supported by.
studies conducted by,,Meorris and Lambert and Bressler. Morris ,found that forithose ,

foreign students .who perceive that Americans give their country lower status than they ),

do, there is an unfavorable attitude toward this country. On the other hand, if the foreign
. studentlperceive that Americans give their country higher status than they do (or at least

the same status), theyare more likely to develop favorable attitudes.): Further, Lambert
and Bressler conclude that students who' perceive tharAmerican's iliW an unfavorable
image of their country will not develop "friendly' attitudes tcpord the United States.
They go on to state that for amity, contact is not enough, especially if protracted contact

.. serves onlyiciaccumulate a series of assaults on the self-esteem of nationals oflow-status
countries.39 inaddition to equal status, studies of studeni sojourners lend support to the

--, necessity of intimate rather than 'casual ceriiaat. Selltiz and her associates concluded
from their study thaythe "results suggest that extensive and intimate social relatiolis with
Ammicans tend to/be associated with favorable attitudes, especialliconcerning aspects
of American life thpt involve face-to face relations:go The results of Sewell and

, pavidsen's- study of,Scandanavian students support this finding. These writers fotind, .

Ow the. fcvign students who came to the United States for social or cultural reasons
a(rather than professional) interacted make frequently with. Americans and had more.. .

favorable general attitudes toward the host, culture.4, ..
I.- .. .....

Studies of student sojourners suggest that, one additional condition influencei the .. ....

. nature of attitude change following intercultural contact: the length of contact. In a si udy
of 'American studentsaravelirigpproad, Smith found that a relatively brief experiencein
another culture (i.e., four io six months) has awry limited impact on gerieral attitudes. ..
such as worldinindedpess,., ethnocentrism, aufhoritarianiim, and a belief 'in the'

visiting the Uhited States. Theirtesults indicated that the grotipAahich was it-tifectriti ry
democratic pro-mu:42 This Osult it suppbrted by Watson and Lippittisiudyotgermsr

- the, longest showed considerably .positive attitude Change and experienced much
-.. difficulty in readjusting after their return home. In contrast, a grniip,whiCh stayed in the .. United' States a shorter period of tine and displayed little attitude eltange during their -
. - stay-developed positive-changes after their-return to Germanyei:. 4 , ...

:
-. ..

.- - .
. :.0.. " r , :

. - . '''. .... i L, ; .1. f '

' .." .

4,

!.

Although these studies of intesnational studentk ih the United States and Amnon
students abroad appear to lend support to the contact hypothesis in intercultural!'
relations, they can not be.considered an adequate test of that hypothesis. These stadia
have examined students iititheir natural environments and generally have not controlled
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. for other aria bles that might have influenced the outcomes of their st ud ies(i.e., previous
contact, rrounding-socialclimate, etc.).

. . 10 . ,,,.
.

. . ..

St f Non-Studear Sojourners

4,,

.

The s nd category of studies on intercultural contact involves the examination of
sojbume in roles other than that of student..A Itho ugh there has been extensive material
written o 'the international exchange of persons in roles other.than student," there have
been rela ively few empirical studies of the effects of'these exchanges on participants'
attitudes,

As with thistudies of student sojourners, the studies of non-studeit sojourners tend to
support the influFnCe of intercultural contact on attitudes. For example, Kelman and
Eiekiel's study of professional broadcasters visiting the United States suggests that the
subjects' evaluations of America became more positive when compared to a control
group:* these results were apparently due to several favorable condition; of the visit:
,(1) the experience was relevant to the subjects' professional concerns, (2) the participants
had the opportonity to establish reciprocal relationships with broadcasters ill the host
cfrontry+a) thetipportunity for the participants to make personal contributions. (4) the
opportunities the participants had for informal 'covets with Americans, and (5) the
enhancement of the subjects' national and personalstatus. These conditions very closely
agree with the " favorable" conditions for intergroup contact summarized by Amir.

Two additional studies of non-student sojourners also tend to suprart these results.
Gudyicunst,Wiseman and, Hammer found that the interaction of United States Naval
personnel stationed in Japan and their evaluation of that interaction influenced their
attitudinal satisfaction with living in Japan.46 Further, a study of Korean ithmigmnts in
Chicago, it dicates -that the immigrants' level of satisfaction was more closely related to
participation in interpersonal communication with members of the host society (i.e.,
Americans) than to communication with other Koteans.47 Kim argues that "this, result
suggests that, although the ethnic community may provide important social and
psychological functions, the immigrants' feelings of happiness may come front his active
communicatisc1 participation in the host society."18

. 'O f
From. the above studies of sojourners in natural settings: it seems clear that certain

characteristics which visitors bring with 'them and certain conditions of their stay,
strongly-influence the interaction patterns aqil attitudes of the sojourners. The two major
.factors are nationality and previous,foreigo experiences. The studies reviewed suggest
that three major conditions of the stay are crucial. First, for there to be favorable
interaction and attitudes, the visitor nee0to perceive that AmeNcans tank their country
at least as high as they dO or higher. The second conditicin would be the opportunities that
the visitors have for frequent and iqtfmate interactions,with the hosenationals in an equal
status situation. Third, the alfective co mponeneof the sojourners' cross -cultural'attitude
will influence the nature and type of interaction in which they engage and alsO influence
the sojourners' satisfaction with their stay ina foreign culture. In addition, as §mithend
Watson and Unpin have pointed out, the attitudes ofa visitor-amylquire a certain

.r
amount of time to develop and change.

a
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INTERCULTURAL CONTACT IN A SMALL GROUP CONTEXT

The studies reviewed thus far involved the aimination of intercultural contact in an
uuconttolled (or natural) environment. There is an additional group of stildies.that have
examined intercultural contact in a more controlled situation. These studies have
generally concentrated on the effects of participating in an intercultural small group
experience. Studies that have examined these various intercultural small group
approaches can be divided into two categories: (I) those' Jhich have examined
intercultural contact in a con it uation, and (2), those which have examined contact ip

nonconflict situation.

1
. I

4

Contact in a "Conflict' Situation

I.
r

Ge nerally there have been three approaches utilizing intercultural small group
experiences to solve intercultural confliccs.. The first approach focuses on the content of
the conflict with the emphasis onthe international system as the level of analysis 49 This
approach tries to provide the ,participants with a knowledge of theory (i.e., its
conceptual language) in order to assist the participants in moving froin the role ;if
,combative representative to that of conflict analyst. The second approach emphasizes the
interpersonal interaction process in the group rather than any specific content.,Both the '
National Training Laboratories' T-group methods° and the Tavistock method of group
relationss"have: been used. The third approach combines certain aspects of each of the
other two. This approach includes discussion of topics with direct relevance to the
conflict, introduction of theoretical issues, and prAcess interventions using the group in
order to explore intergroup (rather thanAinterpersonalkelations.si

O erally, the studies examined suggest that. intercultural contact in a small group
tex van. not overcome strong previously(held prejudiCed attitudes and bring about

better relationships between people..in an intercultural conflict situation. Given the
conditions necessary for positive attitude change following intergroup contact, these;
results should not be surprising. In conflict situations,' there is generally a lack of:
(1) equal status among the palicipants, (2) supporting social climate, (kintimate
contact, and (4) superordinate goals. Thus, positive attitude change would not be
predicted given the findings from previous studies on intergroup contact.

a

Contact in a "Non-Conflisp Situation .

As with the studies of contact in a conflict situation, the studies of intercultural contact
in a. non-conflict situation have used various small group procedures. Basically, two
group approaches, have been used in non-cohflict situations to change attitudes and::
improve intercultural relations among the participants: The first approach is similar ta,,,
one of the approaches used in conflict. situations, *iia.&ely the use of . r,

sensitivity groups. The second approach utilizes intercultUral small groups generally
referred to as Intercultural Communication Workshops (icw.,). Whilelioth of these
approaches can be classified under the general rubric of Ionian relations (or laboratory)
training programs, there are significant differences between the two types of groups.si
The major differences involve the goals and form of interaction that take place. The goal

16
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o f a sensitivity group is petsonal h e or personal growth which is accomplished
through group discussion thatifoc n the group and its interaction (i.e., the"here and
noir).* Ore the other .hand: the of ICWs generally involve an awareness of how

. cultive influen,ces,the partiei. values, aititudes and behavior. This goat is met by ,

group dislcussion that does eessarily focus on the group interaction. Rather, the
discussion may focus on intellectual level and include past experiences (i.e., the
"there and then"). Thu 'erent oljtcoines would be expected from the two grijup
experiences:

The studies of inte ul(ural contact in a small group are vot conclusive in th support
for the contact hyp hesis. One study of the effects of an intercultural sensitivity g p on,.
participants* w,ot mindednesi was conducted by Hull. The results indicated that the
American stud is participaling in the experimental groups showed a significant

. , increase in wo dmindedness and retained the change five weeks later while there was no
change for t e control group.54 Hull concluded that of Americanuniversity
students,to ardstudents from other nations can be altered through group ihvolvemeot

_methods t n those lasting only one weekend. How durable such alterations would be is-
uncert t this pi:line's% However, a similar study of an intercultural small group by
Mora hied no significant differences in worldmindednekiellowing the weekend
experience,56 Another study by Gudykunst indicates that participation in an ICW does
not affect attieudeStoWard other groups, but it does significantly influence theformation
of cross-cultural friendships."' In addition,the results of this study support the finding
that the surroundjng social climate is an important factor in the outcome ofintemiltural
contact. Specifically, the tncrease in the numbei of cross-cultural friendships-Mt was
found immediately following the ICW was not maintained when tht.s,ubje,cts were re-
examined six months later. Glidykunst suggests this may have been due to the removal of
the accepting socialclimate of the ICW after its conclusion.

One addifiMial study has compared'two types o"ntercultural small groUp experiences
concerning the_miality of intercultural relationships and attitudes .0 The results of
Kiyuna's study indicate that American students who participated in the sensitivity groups
dispityed more favorable attitude change toward Asians than did the Americans in the
Iir Frunhee, thin researcher found that there were no chariges. as a result of
participating in either-group for the Asian 'students.59

Generally, the studies reviewed indicate that most writers have hypothesized that
intercultural contact in a small group setting will influence attitudes, however, the data
does not fully support this position. Only two of the studies reviewed") found changes in
attitudes as a result of parti4pating in intercultural small group experiences.,Ironically,
attitude 'Change, was found only among Amefican students who participated in
intercultural sensitivity groups. This is ironic in that these stoups do' not have the
objective of improvingintercuhural relations. Although this is one of the objectives of the
ICW, lea attitude change was found in any of the studies reviewed: It is ossible that the
America6 participants in .the intercultural sensitivity groups had not gaged in any
previousintercultural contact and thus, were susceptible to attitude chap On tbe'ot her

. ' hand, participants in the ICWs _studied and the international student in Aiyuna's
intercultural sensitivity group may have engaged in prelim's contact a d were not
susceptible. to further attltulle change."

0
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SUGGESTIONS; FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

There is a major need for on-going research on intercultural contact. The research to be
coddueted would ideally have two purposes: (1) to help develop a theory of intercultural'. !

'contact in general,' and (2) to determine what type of intercultural contact can best help ,

td improve intercultural relations (for example, does naturally Occurring contactor
: arti dally created contact such as that in intercultural workshops have the gitafett

imfact on intercultural "relations). Al first these two objectives would appear to be
§epa rate, but in fact they are highly interrelated. This position is Consistent with Lewin
when he argued: "It is important to understandslea rly that social research concerns itself\ %,

ith two different types of questions, namely the study of general laws and the diagnosis
o specific-problems.m

. IP

.

ol 4

.. *
.

4.

The review of the literature presented above suggests several conceptual and,
method ical issues that need to be considered in future research. Specifically, Mete
ail: at st three major conceptual issues (i.e., content a / as of research) to be examined.
Fir the six qualifications on the effects of intergroup co act presented above should be
etijmined in the context of intercultural contact. For example, in developing a theory of

ercultural contact it will be important to determine whether the directibn and/or the
'density of attitudes are influenced by contact. Further, given the wider range of attitude

;objects which can be affected in the intercultural contact situation, it is necessary to
;determine whether general or specific attitudes acre changed. if onlyspecific attitudes are
cha d, do these changes later generalize? ; , , .'i .e. , *-.,

second conceptual area that needs to besxamined involves the components Of the
ttitudes being influenced by the contact. lm future research it would be important to

determine if intercultural contact affects the 'cognitive. conative or affective component
of attitudes "a In addition. when examining the cOgnitiVe component of intercultural.
attitudes, future investigators mi§ht profitably attempt to identify the different types of
intercultural stereotypes *Inch exist and which kind of conta'ct will bring lbout changes
in, the different types.

The third area of content that needs to he eximiried involves the language utilized in
the contatiVilhe. majority of studies reviewed involved foreign stude s in the United
States speatitinginglish, or Americans in other ctiltures also generally speaking English:
The Majatifislion which needs to be addressed would be: what effect loss the language
have on the outcomes of intercultural contact? is there a difference in the outcome if

",, contact takes place in the host language, the sojourner's language, a third languagiur if
,,,languagc is avoided (and nonverbal forms of communication are used)?

,
While the three conceptual concerns presented above are important and deserve to be

addressed in future research. there are several methodolbgical issues which also need to
be considered in future research. The first problem with previous work on intercultural
contact involves the research designs utilized. In general, experimental designs have not
becn employed in studying contact between 'people from different eutthres.os This has

it resulted in an inability to control for several extraneous variables which may influence
the nature of attitude change following, contact. For example, it 'would appear that

'previous contact, the surrounding social climate and expose to media all may operate

A.8
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as intervening variables between contact and attitude change. If these variables are not
controlled in some manner, it is impossible to determine the exact effect contact has on
attitude change. -

..

The, second m thodological problem with previous research is the tendency to
operationalize,co ntact as an eith er/ or condition and examine theconditions tinder which
contact takes place. Viewing contact in this manner ignores the fact that there are no dear
boundaries to when contact begins and ends 66 Further, conceptualizing co ntact,as an
either/ or condition tends to ignore the study of the length of contact. In addition, implicit
in this view of contact is also a tendency to ssoine that the greater the contact (bhder
favorable conditions), the greater will be the resultant attitude change. This suggests a
monotonic (i.e.,'

re
linear) relationship between intercultural contact and attitude change.

However, it is probably not realistic to assume there' is- a dircet linear relationship
between these two variables. In reality, the relationship between contact and attitude
change is probably such that initially asontact takes place under favorable conditions
there is'a change in attitudes. however, at some point the rate of change tapers off and
begins to decelerate. This 'relationship can be conceived of as very similar to the standard
growth curve. Thus. it might be more profitable (from a'theoreticai point of view) to
assume this relationship:as curvilineai..rather than linear. As Leik and Meeker have
argued: "If we deal with a short enough time span, especially in mid-range Of a growth or
cyclic types of process. '''' may so truncate the underlying curve that linearity isv.4

_approached. For some purp ses that truncation poses little threat to the theory being
developed, but it would be'useful to adopt the general posture that 'process' implies

, change over ti . that change cannot be limitless in any variable of a real sYstem, hence
the processe re inherently nonlinear. Even if linttar forms arc used, this posture will
enable recognition of probablebounliary conditions fOr the theory.'" $

The final methodological concern involves the cross- sectional (as opposed to
longitudinal), nature of previous research on intercultural contact. The majority of
studies have been correlational studies with da(a being collected at only one or two points
in time. It would appear-logical to view attitude change as a process that takes place over
time. In order to adegitately understand the process, it is necessary to examine the effects
of contact using time series designs in future research.sr*

If the conceptual and methodological concerns presented earlier were to be
incorporated in future research. there should be a resultant improvement in our
theoretical un erstanding of the effects of intercultural contact. Onf Of the more valdable
and accessi e re arch settings available to conduct the necessary research seem to be
intercultural wor shops and other similar intercultural small groups. These acially
created groups could serve as a good initial setting to begin the necessary research.
However, it should be noted flat an on-goipg research program cannot stop at
examining contact in a small group setting. Eventually the effects of intercultural contact
taking place in small groups must be compared with that taking place in natural settings.

,10
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THE SURVIVAL STAGE OF ,

.INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION
. t

EDWARD CATEWART'#4
A degree of order can be imposed art the ambiguities of intercultural communication t3y
using a mpdel of traveling with tliree stages. The first stage. survival, confronts the traveler
with factors which dissatisfy. Most training programs 'deal with them and ncgtect the
separate factors. the sakisficri. Upon arriving abroad. the traveler concentrates on the
surfaces of daily life and is particularly sensitive lo nonverbal communication. Daily life is
perceived in glimpses. concealing the web of everyday entanglements which would be
revealed in sustained experience. Nevertheless, the profounder levelsof cultural differenies,
affect the trifveler. Conflict between the traveir's own culture and the hest culture leads to,
culture shock. The experience results in painful learning about the two cultures in conflict.
Insights front the literature on culture shock, from Schuiz's treatment of the stranger, and

e from the social role of the consociate. cast some understanding on cultural survival of the
traveler.

nt

A dramatic Alf* inAmerican images of ot her countries took place during World War
11'. Before the war, foreign lands were generally seen as the "old countries" left behind by
emigrants cage' to arrive on American shores and experience the opportunities ofthe'
New World: Victory in 1945 helped to establish durable Spheres of American interest
abroad. In iddition to the many Americans who remained overseas in t he armed forces, a

74 steady floW of technicians, businessmen and students.began to leave the United States tip(
live and to work in foreign countries, supplementing the diplci mats and missionaries
had for years dominated American interests abroad. The Linked' States' growing
economy -encouraged waves of tourists.

"*!-s-

in the early sixties; thousands of citizens went abroad (or two years, as members of the
Peace Corps explosion, increasing the number and diversityof Americans overseas. This
sudden surge of departing Volunteers created-a strong need for training in language,
international affairs and technical subjects, which in tarn stimulated the study of the
experiences of persons in unfamiliar cultural settings. Advances" in the methodology of
study and research, the generation of knowledge, and the cultivation bf cultural skills
gave rise to the area" which is now called, intercultural communication.

The newcomer,
.

searching for cultural understanding or looking for a useful tool to
reduce culture shock, finds the field confusing and ambiguous. The layman seeks in vain
for guidelines, since communication , .

,
..

.

.4.. may involve the close at hand and the directly sensed --a purchase in the
market, a job instruction, apiece of music. Or the subject might lie highly

. abstract, as a scientific theory, a- &illness venture, or a government plan.
Specialists in interpultural communication focus their attention variously
across this range, Ind also across varying aspects of behavioor social life.
Some are concerned with contrasting rules foe social relations; some focus on

,nonverbal gestures, or on "culture shock" when one meets the strange and
different. Some will look at value orientation and "national Character' to

. make a case for contrasting styles of reasoning or logic or for differing
apProaches interchange, ',debate, etc. of this comes under the
intercultural communication umbre4.1

t
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Specialists in intercultural communication hae'not imivsed order on all the elementst. ...Ai
mentioned by Fisher. Perhaps the best explanation of the lack of distinctive meilhods of
research, well-established thepry and clear focus on content is to 'indicate that
intercultural, like communication, is a problem itather than a discipline.2The stimulus fqr
developing the area ,of intercultulal communication has come from the contemporary,
need for persons to leave their own country to live and to w °tic oistudyin another safety
where -the strange culture presentsobsticles that impede performance aqd disrupt
adjustment. Definition of the prqb,lissi identifies cultural factirs, usually differencesas
the blocki whicl) must be overcome Or. neutralized. Solutiong offered to the probiesq have
usually been training programs give!) in the home country befOre departure or in die host

-country ininiediately afterarrival. .

Tr ainers and consultants in intercultural communication have seldom wOrked.closely
with 'theorists and researchers, who in tile lasetwentyyears have begun to build up a
modest Jody of research and theory. Although there are formal definitions of concepts

precise identity of content iiiinterculteral commttnication,these do not convey the
character of the problem: Most of the termsind concepts, certainly the critical ones, are
close experience and emotion. T y are,concepts which sensitize. conveying a sense of
referencesnd of orientation grasped through theevocatiohpf personafexperienee.1 The .

sizing concepts which make u large part of the problem'area of intercultural
onim ion bring the specialist into the domains of the humanities and thearts, and eu

often into competition, with' the objective edges of specialists who wish to make a

411
discipline of the problem. The "state of the art" suggests that it is premature. if not
misguided, to fore intercultural cogimunication into thi mould of a disciplinenow.

.
. -

This conclusion does not relieve the specialist from finding a model which serves to
collect the disparate theories, skills and applications into an accessible order. The model
should, be' spacious enough to accommodate the necessary insights from psychology,
anthropology and linguistics, while also housing the humanitiesand the arts. Both theory
and applications should reside comfortably within the model. Remembering that it was
The rigors experienced by traitiers that gave bii'th to theknowtedge, developed the skills
and spawn e4 the doubts of intercultural commiaication, we propose that the traveler
serve ast.S1)1 foals for collecting the ideas, exrifikences and theories of intercultural
e6rtimunicatiOn

TRAVELERS ANDI.TRAyEEING
V> '

For the 'model of the traveler to min the poier to attract the numerous,aspects of
intercultural communication, it is necessary to iipose two conditions fn the fnodel. The
first of these is the requirement to consider travelinginsuccessive stages, and the secqnd
is to look dithe inner experiedee of the traveler. Theilist stage of traveling will be called
the suivivirtstage,Alt hough our usage of survival will accommodate physical factorsiif
*food, health, housing, etc...we do not propOselo raise speCters of theunknown diingers of
the road and seas which in antiquity discourased all but.* hardiest from traveling. It
was only in the late nineteenth century that Craver lost its direct threat to the safety and the
life of travelers in the 'western world. Modern means of travel, inns, hotels and' traveling
services with tourist comforts, bring all areas.of the world 'within reach of even4hose who
choose to travel While avoiding physical adventures. Alt hou,gh physical threats are

. .
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SURVIVAL STAGE 19

teemed to the random toll of accidents arid-offornine., still the idea of adventure in travel_
persists. Survival no longer refers to the body and to life; instead refers to the inner '
experience of adventure of'a symbolic nature. to the ability.to perform and tb derive a
Satisfaction from life and work in another society.

To explore the inner experience of the traveler duri ng t he survival stage of traveling, we
will rely on the observations of writers for the survival stage, primarily those of Paul
Thcroux.4 We will explore the phenomenon of intermittent percepoieWRIVich an object
is-viewed very briefly followed by a second object, a third: and so on. The briefnest of
eXposiire; and the quick succession of images, results in perception through glimpses, a

3pto cess which has been exploited in films and in advertisements onteievision. We suggest
ihat the experiences of the traveler may parallel those of perception through glimpses.

/ Another aspect of the inner experience has a social reference. The human contacts
. mad,O# the traveler are of a.jarticular sort. lacking both a past and a futuie. The meeting

is brief, and the-traveler, continues on his journey without devqloping an enduring _

purpose in his relationships, intervening only briefly in daily routines. Survival ivhe only
stage that we will examine. bur before turning to it. Nfew comments about the next two
stages arin order.

During the secondstage of traveling.41;e inner experiencesuft he traveler become more
important. He adapts to the new culture. and copes With, chang*s in himself brought

. . about by the new situation. Thus this stage is called intercultural comparisons. a period in
which the traveler establishes professional and social connections and learns to live and
work with cult uril differences. His emotions consistently engage the relationship'
between his own culture and that of the society in which he finds himself. He is concerned
with an inner experience most easily evoked 11 theartist. having to do with psychological
competence rat.hecthan with work performalce.

. ,

. Only a fewiravelers,reach the third stage of cross-cultural contrasts, which reveals a
depth of understanding penetrating to the nerves of a society. Culture and cultural
differences .become tobls *of an analysis which goes beyond the culture-specific.
transcends competence in the culture. and searcheokr universal knowledge of human'
behavior in. which culture is but one means of underStanding. f ,

.

TRAINING FOR DEPARTURE ' ,

, ....d
If we look at the 'prospective traveler some months btef ore his departure, we find thlt

iris primary concerns are thole of geography, culture, and the society at large., These
thoughts during the passage of time lead to more keenly4felt threats to health, personal
hardships and vela! complexities. The list of -all!prehension is long and differs from

,person to person, and destinatibn to destination. It is composed of, the concrete factors
which affect sand may endanger personal well-being the sources of misery for the

_traveler Wan neglected. They are negative. highlighting events that should not happen
and conditions that should be avoided. In traininethei may be 'approached asftdo's and

, . don'ts.- . '
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Psychologists have called thetii dissatisfiers5; their resolution means that'
dissatisfaction for the individual declines, but satisfaction does not rise. Dissatisflers and
sansfiers refer to different sets of conditions. Jte satisfiers may be considered as positive
factors of working conditions and life -stye which are meaningful'to the individual. Of '
these two motives, the dissatisfiers are the more readily defined and easily resolved.

This concept leads to another significant observatitSn. Motivational dissatisfiers lose
potency with dine and distance: one forgets the particular aggrav:ations of noise or heat.
The reverse also holds: as time slionens and distance, shrinks, the dissatisfiers grow
salient and increase in potency. Thus our prospective traveler at-six months is concerned
with the, culture and society of the country to which he is going, but at the timed
departure, his mind is peeciecupied, with the dissatisfiers. Because most preparation for
another society takes place just prior to departure; participants arrive for training with a
flurry of .survival questions: the dissatisfiers. Practical` application becomes survival
training, since participants are not likely to accept anything else as valid. The prominence
given in training to the objectives of immediately coping and surviving in different
cultures helps to- explain the diversity of views in intercultural communication. These
,practical activities are in turn reinforced by the emphasis on diisatisfiers.

. . e I

An additionakinfluence on the pragmatic pattern of intercultural communication may
be traced back to the fact that our problerdarea has developed primarily in American

t culture. ;Areview Of, the basic books in the area, or a perusal of publications such as
Intercultural Communicator Resources's', demonstrated that it is in the United States
where most of the activity has taken place. Even non-American publications give
prorn*fnce to the American efron.7 The result has, been that intercultural
co mm4nication bears imprints of American culture. For example, theArnerican cultural
pattern ;f4ransforming issues or purposes into problems has become a specific and.

.. b

significant root for cultural survival. This means that attackingt problem implies-the%
discoiely of native factors, obstacles and barriers Thkproblem" pattern displays') in
our ease, that is;4he preparation of the traveler, iden\ifies the dissatisfiers of the
intercultural experi6ice, which are attacked at their peak: the training event just priorto
departure or just after r.rivAl. This pattern also means the neglect of the salisfiers, which
often comes through to theoarticipants as theory wining its way through empty space.
Combined, these reasons can offer insight into the practical and applied aspects of
intercultural communication lit tie cultural survival stage.

4 ,
.\

,
r

it

. - r .
, ARRIVAL AND SURVIVAL

,

e ,
Up-on arrival in afo reign country, the traveler, hauingbeen trained cii survival skills, is

presumably prepared to tope with the immediate problems of htiusing, health, food,
'travel an security. He concentrates on the surfaces of daily lifes_the close at hand and
the directly sensed customs, habits and the organization of information which

determine his survival in his first days in the strange land. During this first stagehe
traiveler, neglects other aspects of the culture iuttil his basic neekls haveebeen satisfied and
the conditions of dissitisfaction have been reduced.,

$ -
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This initial stage of adjustment may last from days to weeks; it is lit pieparationforthis
period that survival training is.given. The impart of this training lessens as daily routines
are laid down and life becomes familiar /Beneath the hard surface's of survival issues, the
traveler has from the beginning confronted the deeper levels of cqltural differences,
which are typically Perceived in nonverbal communication such as the traveler's use of
time (promptness or lateneis for an appointment) or of- space Xproxlmity in
eonversation). tone of voice. facial'expressions. posture and body movement. Nonverbal
communication is based on the use of a word and the environment which It ks,,used.
Nonverbal communication codes differ from culture to culture, thus distracting or.

r distressing the traveler who fails to understand them.
,

When-the nonverbal aspect becomes the basis of the spoken message, ii shies depth to
he experience and ofteh highlights abstract qualities of culture. These deeper insights are

since nonverbal messages are ambiguous: the smile can covey delight, conceal
cmbarrassment or mask rage. Its cultuial significance and persbnal impact require
extense analysis and keen percept* to make the original observation and to note its
context. Traveling provides the conditions for surface perceptions and the simultaneous
search for cultural ,meaning, but it is a rare traveler who,has the skill to combine both
kin drof impressions.

The universal appeal of a visit to another plaCe is tliat life and the Country are perceived
in brOad strokes; just as the photograph; surfaces stand out. The knots.of daily life
the acts of existence are frequently reprented, as in the 'photograph,* small and
seemingly inconsequential details torn out of context. The traveler, seldom penetrating
the surfape, loses a scale of values. He is a carpricioui judge of societies and cultureiLike,
the photogriphbr, who discards a picture b,ecause a stray shadow on a face suggestilos.'s
or who selects another to preserve the graceful curve ofa neck, t he ira er often develoPi
strong likes and 'dislikes which elaborate inconsequential personal f

Why is lit so difficult .to combine the surface perception with valid eaningfOrif
possible answer hinges on the social perceptions orifthe traveler.,Without cu ural roasts in
the society, perceiving in glimpses, the traveler loses i sense of historical con 'huity in the
people he meets. He can identify neither with predecessors hor with su ors. The
traveler is adrift in the social structure, lacking human links to the past and t the future.
For, travelers possessing a strong sense of linealidentity, the humait voi rea ed intime
can produce a poignanvexperience.

/
The traveler meets contemporaries in his journey, those *ho share a.co unity of

time.t The essence 'of the traveling experience is that thelraveler ind conte raries
become consociates: individuals who actually meet, persons who encount one
another somewhere in the course of daily life. They thus shire, however briefly r
sup,erficially, not only a community of time but also Of, space."'

IS

The finally's of contemporaries is appropriate but from the perspective of the traveler,
the ouotidiin encounters would seem,j.o introduce a qualitative difference. Sharing of

space is fleeting anbconveys different meanings to theConsociates. It is not the same
thing as meeting a consoriatetin one's own society pursuing the dailirhythms of life'For
the traveler, the consoctate abroad is likely to be an image, a symbol .who lacks the

. , 29
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fullboclied proportions or an intimate and daily associate, one who both shares and
tiering a community of spaie, and with.whom there is an enduring purpose. .

travel is a lure which qui ens perception and attracts the mind. Some leap at I
&rice to travel to watt the moving parade of contrasts and differences which
stimulate the imagination, and vide the mind to act like a camera, to coded imagestOf..
stone walls, vendor's chanting in the evening, the smells of the earth; and black on every ....

-.. head. The mind stores these discrete images in the same way that a photographer
.

coin ses a slide show of his trip: "Train travel anim d my imagination and ,usually
gave, me the solitude to order and write my thou avelltd easily. in two direetions,

.\along the level rails while Asia flashed c sat my window. and at the interior/1m ofa
private world of memory and language. I cannot imagine a luckier combinati9n."10 For
Theroux, the changing images of travel evoke subjective feelings and impressions; he is
able to journey into his private world ojf memory and langbage. Some gifted/travelers are
able to combine the subjective and objeCtive journeys into one view. /Most people,
however, cannot quickly synthesize the two. and so lose the insight wbieh the private
world of "merbor,y, and language" brings to the "changes at the window." The critical
aspect, of traveling is perceiving daily life in glirripses, concealing tl}e web of everyday
entanglerhents which would be revealed in sustained and prolonggd experience.

.
i . , .

For thelra,veler. retrospection endows perceptions witb a morniinental quality. Such is
the expeanct.tof d;person walking down a hall. glancing briefly into each room before
moving on and seeing blank walls. The people he remembers Seeing in the rooms loom

larger than life N.they seem to swell to memorial dimensions as, they chanv from,
glimpses to mertioriei:Therdux, on the train out of London, captures the effect ma few
words: The skitwas cold. Schoolboys in dark"blue blazers, carrying cricket bats and

. schoolbags, theii,1 socks falling down, were smirking on the platform at Tonbridge. We
raced by them. taking their smirks away.""

.
. . . . .
. . t: . f

Theroux also comments on thewaiiiie of vision and what train travel adds that is
... missing in air or sea traver"And the notkin of travel as,a continuous vision, a grand

tour's oiccession of memorable images across a curved earth with none of the..
,distorting emptiness of air or sea is possible only ,on a train."12 ".

. 7

Sometimes what. is perceived in a glimpse suffices for the astute observer who knows'
how Motion and brevity guide the imagination to form the memorial image of the
expel-II*: At a well near the halt of Indian Fort a Burmese girl was combing her hair.
She was bent forward, all her hair down 7- so Ikng it nearly touched the ground and

/ she was drawing her comb through it and shaking it out'.it was such a beautiful sight on. this sunny morning that.cascade of black hair, swaying under the comb. and the
posture of the girl, her feet planted apart. her arms her lovelyinane. Then she
tossed it Ind looked up to see the train go past."11 Thy- is the movement of travetin a
momentary perception, as of the Burmese girl. The rapidity of the perception changesthe
image; it fakes something away and then it adds something tit it ke the image more

'nous than life. Part of tfie;_memorial qiiality is born in'the.mind's eye of the
perceiver, lin the realm of inner experience governed by.t he artist.

' 1

.
For the {traveler. it is the surfaces of life which matter: Pursuing Theroux on trains

through Mia, the statement rings doubly true. He has much to say about catehing trains,
1
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about adapting to them, and about foodAnd drink. His needs and necessities are on the ,

surface. These are the issues which establish the security of the traveler and can '
appropriately be called his survival needs: the ability to cope with them is hissurvival,'
skills, /I

'
Although Theroux concentrated primarily on the first level survival his s

'4 cut deeper. He compares an Indian village with the tirain station: . rs

Tht railway dwellers possess the station, but only the newarrival notices thjs.
He feels something is wrong because he has not learned the Indian habitof
ignoring the obvious making a detour to preserve his calm. The newcomer
cannot believe he has been plunged into such intimacy so soon. In, another
country this would all be hidden from him, and not even a trip to ,arvillage
would reveal with this clarity the pattern of life. The village in rural jAclia tells
the visitor very little except that he is required to keep his distill and limit

A his experience of the place to tea or a, meal in a stuffy parlor....' e life of the.
village. its interior, is denied to him.

4

But the station village is all interior, and the shock of thVexposure made
me hurry away. (didn't feel I had any right to watch people Whit's under a
low,faucet naked among the incoming tide of office workers; men sleeping

b4 T late on their charpoys or tucking up their turbans; women with nose rings and
cracked yellow feet cooking stews of begged vegetables over smoky fires,
suckling infants, folding bedrolls; children pissing on their, toes, little girls, in
oversized frock sfalling from their shoulders, fetching water in cans from.
the third-class toilet; and, near a newspaper vendor, a man lying on his back,
holding a baby up to admire and tickling it"

I..The scene is a documentary of Ind ia.hbe public train station reveals the intimate life of
e village and shocks the traveler. The ciasbing fusion of the exterior and interior views

qggestsA memorial experience for Theroux, the objective scene combining with his
inner experience. Helees from its intimacy. At one point. Theroux reaches an abstract .'
conclusion, coming from a perception more clearly rooted in himself than his reactions to
the-train station. He observes: "Galle.was a beadliful place. Garlanded with red hibiscus
and smelling of the palm-scented ocean, possessing cool Dutch interiors and ringed by
forestvofebamboo. The sunset's luminous curtains patterned thesky in rufousgold for an
hour and a half every evening. and All night the waves crashed on the 'ramparts of the fort.
But the famished facesathesleepwalkers and the deprivation in that idyllic port made its

p.' ' beauty almost unbearable."13
.6 4.

The .gifted traveler's observations, at(d his references to aesthetics, accomplish a
practical purpose, prOviding a concrete/analogy for experiences which travelers typically
overlook. The usual, traveler "senses" cultural experiences which are derived from
concrete images. similar to Tlieroux's observations. For example. Peace Corps trainers
frequently mentioned that volunteers, training in Plierki Rico while living With local
families, tiere compelled 'to make unusual observations about age.. In Puerto Rico,
greater deference is paid the elderly than in the continental United States. The voluAteers,
were required not only to perceive age, but to develop the means tcrdet rmine relative
position within the social hierarchy, for this also affected "proper behavio "rite forced
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attention to this quality resulted in the volunteers' developing a keener awareness of
themselves, and turning inside to examine their own, perspectives. The intercultural
perception had the effect of highlighting and enlarging tome dimensions of identity and
action for both the volunteer and the Puerto Rican. The process taking place wasseldom
recognized by the trainees, it was not conceptualized by the trainers, and therefore, the
insights gained did' not appear as part of the trainingtprogram.

-
-7

The raw grip of the gliiiipse poses a contradiction between perception and the
' inferences the traveler makes about the consociates he meets in traveling. When relying

on the glimpse, perceiving as through a camera, the traveler reaches capricious judgments
about other peoples and sociOes. The cross-Altura! experience is bigger than life, since
it evokes the traveler's own past experience as we saw with thePeace Corps volunteers in
Puerto Rico. The traveler, however, usually is innapable of combining the meaningful
cultural observation with the glint of perception gained in the glimpse. Nevertheless. the
traveler through nonverbal communication and other ways quickly comes to grips with .
significant aspects of other societies. These experiences sensitize the traveler in the sense
that they eVoke atilt udeinnervaluei relevant to the traveler's own culture. The stage is set
for the conctitiOn which has been called cultural shock: conflict between, two cultures
carried out at disparate levels, the profound level of tote traveler's nwn culture but at the
surface level of the strange culture, as perceived by the glimpse.

O ,

The gifted traveler shares. with the poet the imagination to integrate his perceptions
with his own experiencesand incorporate into'bis behavior'the higher older quality of
"bigger-than-life." When perceiving surfaces, the imagination simultaneously notes the
form underneath. The perceptual concluSiOn can be phrased with respect to the social
forms of the inner experience i The gifted traveler, like the artist, seems to combine in one
social form the features of contemporaries and consociates which most people clearly
separate. The imaginative fusion appears bigger-than-life.

Travel provides the ideal conditions for cultivating tbe perceptive fusing of perceptual
surfaces and cultural meaning. The traveler isdonsistentirfated with the unexpected, the
unusual but travel itself does not automatically give the traveler intercultural insight.
Wheii the imagination fails, the traveler experiences culture shock.

4

WHEN SURVIVAL SKILLS RUNDOWN: CULTURE SHOCK.,

Although a traveler maxbe prompted to react to the surfaees of daily living, hecannot
aifoid experiences which penetrate to the deeper layers of the culture, We have suggested
these levels by highlighting the images and perceptions to which the traveler is'naturally
exposed. Although he might not be aware of this fleeting flow of experience his
subjective journey its reality, influences his outlook. What are the social psychological
aspects of daily interaction which separate the traveler and his new consociates? Three "
general factors contribute to the continuing stringehess of The traveler: perspective..
features of knowledge and social references. A brief outline of the three ideas closelyA,
follows the masterly essay, "The Stranger."i%

For our purposes, perspective refers to the traveler's perception of the host culture
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from the outside, while his consociates naturally "sense it from the inside. The obvious
difference in perspective contains important distinctioni seldom considered. The
outsider's perspective penetrates the society objectively and discdvers in the cultural
pattern a field of adventure,, not a shelter. and a problematic situation ratter than an
instrument for disentangling problematic situations." Perspective of the culttyal pattern°
from the inside organizes information intuitively, sensing rather than analyzing what:
serves behaving and living in the society. The individual exists as the center of learning
and of colisclfisness implicitly evaluating info(mation and s cording to degrees of
relevance fordaily life. The traveler as a stranger does note ter the inner circle of the

,society, he retains objectivity and at the same time his' yalty remains doubtful's
Circumstances exist under which these conclusions fail, but, generally thp perspective
from outside and inside, sometimes called etie-and emu., leads to our second factbr, the,
features of knowledgeassociated with each perspective.

The traveler's task in learning the new culture may be cowpar5I with learninia foreign
language. T,o some degree, the learner approaches tlie new language with an outside
pers ctive, and masters formal aspects of the langdage whether thesetitre structural
come, or ve al habits evoked by conventional situations. In contrast a child
learning his own native tongue, from the inside so bispeak, has little need for formal
knowledge of the language according to either structure of the language or speech events.
The langirage is acquired as a living tool of communication relevant to the learner's
actions. The learner acquires his cultural pattern in a similar mariner with the end result
that knowledge is organized in terms of relevance to actions..Theinsider's"knowledge of
acquaintance" of his own culturecontrasts with the "knowledge about" acquired by the
outsider. our traveler and stranger,

The inside knowledge of acqu'aintance typically orgitnizes action in steps serving as
means to overcam obstacles and further purposes. Relevance is the criterion(used to
judge the significNse of information, giving risen) the concept ofgraduared knowle.dge,
which suggests that the world is stratified indifferent lasers of relevance, each requiring a
different degree of knowledge.20 The contextual quality of knowledge of acquaintance,
generated illkparticular action situations of daily life, results in a system of folk wisd'o'm
which is incoherent, inconsistent and only partially clear.v Neverthelgss, insiders of the
culture accept their folk wisdom as

trustworthy recipes, for interpreting the social world and for handling
things and men in order to obtain the best results in every situation #ith a
minimum of effort by avoiding undesirable con'sequen'ces. The recipe works,
on the one hand, as a piecept for actions and thus serves as a"scheme of
expression: whoever wants to obtain a certain result has to proceed as
indicated by the recipe provided for this purpose. On the other hand, the

*Recipe serves,as a scheme of interpretation: Whoever proceeds as indicated by
a specific recipe is supposed to intend the correlated result.22

The objectivity of the traveler quickly spots the contradi?tions of the cultural patte'rn
but only infrequently penetrates layers of grade red knowledge to reach the assumpticins
of the cultural patterns. In his own sOcictg the traveler employs his own cultural
interpretive scheme, and one of its elements consists in preserving apgropriate social
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references, the third social psychological difference separating the traveler and his new
consociates. The scheme found in,Jis own cultu interpreting the new consociates
originates in the attitude or a disinterested rver.. Beliefs and attitudes about
contemporaries are fleshed out as vivid experiences wt enew consociates. Before long
the traveler discovers that.his own reference group has provided him with an inadequate
scheme for interpreting the vivid travel experiences. Although his own behavior
subscribes to historical leads,,the traveler interprets the consociates' actions ruthlessly in
the present. Furthermore, acts of consociates are often misplaced as qualitiei of the
group instead of particular features Oriridividuals. The traveler's own folk assumptions
and his scheme for interpreting the behavior of others in the new groups often fail for
systematic reasons. the ready-made picture of the foreign group subsisting within the
strangeN home-group proves its inadequacy for the approaching stranger.for the mere
reason that it has not been formed with the aim of provoking a response or a reaction
from the members of the foreign group Consequently, the scheme of interpretation
s-rr alters to members of the foreign group merely as objects of this interpretation, but not
belfond it, as addresses of possible acts emanating from the outcome of the interpretive
procedure and not as subjects of anticipated reactions towards those acts.wA

IIC ANNUAL

I

.
In short, the traveler is prepared with a schethe for classification and not one to guide

interaction. Both the traveler with his own folk wisdom, and the new consociates, with
theirs, are governed by, anonymous and typical patterns of thought which insure success
and hence are judged as relevantu Whereas folk wisdom provides recipes for
performance, knowledge of others-tends to address questions ofcompetence rather then
actions. Thus the traveler may km:1w about others, but he usually lacks the inside
acquaintance with their ways to be able to interact with the new consociates for sustained
purposes.

4
_

_ . A itrange culture places many demands on the traveler each act requires a decision,
, each day becomes partly threatening and partly frustrating. Eyentually, these take their
toll; the mounting pressures of fatigue, strangeness, overtaxed health Mid endurance
frequently lead to an uneasy state. Thetoux, traveling through Malaysia, reports;

I sat and wrote; 1 read anclwent to sleep; I drank; anti often I would look up .

" 'and be incapable of remembering where I was, the concentration of writing or
reading bringing on a trancelike state. Extensive traveling induces a feeling Of
encapsulation; and travel, so broadening at first, contracts the mind: It had,
happened briefly oa. oder trains, but on this one it might have been
prolonged by the sameness oft kkalscape Or the steady beating rotthe rain

it lasted an entire days,' couldn't recall what day it was; I had forgotten the
country. Beinf on the-tram had suspended time the heat and dampness had
slowed my memory. What ty was it any way?" .

.

Theroux's description resembles the syniptoms which some,travelers have called'
culture shock, first described in the 1950's by Kaivero (berg, an anthroPlogist with the
Agency for International Developinent, He described a condition "brought on hy anxiety
that results from, losing alL our faniiliar signs and synlbols of social intercourse," Oberg
called it "culture shoilc," originating the view that it is an affliction. The sufferer rejects
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e uncomfortable environment and embraces the home environme which is
"irrationally, glorified," evoking an intense longing.

The specific symptopis vary, but they, are usually associated with:threats* to the
physical, psychological or social welfare of the sufferer; they are dissatisfiers.

This could be in relation,to the drinking war , food, aishessand bedding;
fear of physital contact with Attendants or sere nts; a feeling of helplessness
and a desire fdrdependence on long-term resid nts of oneamim.nationality;
irritation of delays and other minor fmstrati s, out of proportion to their -

causes; delay and outright refusal to learn the language of the host country;
excessive fear of being cheated, rdbbed or injured; great cancers) over minor
-pains and eruptions of the skin; and finally, thatiecrible.longing to visit one's
relatives; and in general, to talk to people who really 'make sense.'26

When in culture shock, the sufferer becomes suspicious of host country nationals and
provides the conditions to justify hislears; this soon pr6duces a "Chain yeactiotr which
consistently adds fuel to the fire and may ultimately inflame out of conttol. °berg advises
that the way to overcome it is to get to know the people of thehost country. Headdsthat

-this does not mean disdarding one's own cultural identity in War of that obtle host
country.

. 1

The view of culture shock as an affliction approximates f awes opinion; he calli it 'a
'mental illness, and as true of niuch mental illness, the victintusually does not know he is
adlicted."22 Adler recognizes the phenomenon but hesitates to call it .f.shoik"; he prefers
to see it as a learning experience in the transition from culturarsurvival to intercultural
comparisons. He writes: "The first stage begins with,the excitement and euphoria of
foreign travel. The individual is captivated by sights and sounds and sees thenew.cultural: 415
surroundings through the eyes of a tourist. involvement in local tradition4problems and
events isminimal and the victim's knowledge of the area is superficial and texibiook. He is'
more excited.by the discovery of cultural similarities than by differences and is primarily
concerned with securing his material well-being for the immediate future."2E .A.;

4%

4
The reference to travel and to cultural similarities places Adlet's views in the same orbit

as our analysis, The second stage of culture shock. which he identifies continues'the
parallel. Personal, social and cultural differences intrudointo the individual's image of
selt'security, assuming increasing influence in comparison to the-preceding interests in

. cultural similarities," The miseries of culture shock are put behind, and recovery starts,
when the indiVidual learns about local tradition and customs. The process speeds up
when the individual makes friends, when contempoia ries become consociates and strong
links are established between the traVeler and the tkople. Then there are some travelers
who nevesexperiente culture shock, interacting with the people from.the beginning.

Oberg's definition of culture shock has prob bly given the condition a greater objective
status than it deserves. When 'culture shock occurs, we can identify several states. There is
an initial period of discovery, the flush of excitement of being in a new society.30This is
the positive the "feelings" aspect of the survival stage. For some, this excitement is a

...threat, and quickly drowns tke individual in a state of shock. For others, the initial
,

.
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excitement may slowly yie ldto increasing frustration a depression: the culture Shock
stage. The first six weeks are usually the critical. riod although' it may vary .. .- ...

tretnendously. Afterwards the individual caters %Oat fight be called the period- of.' . . ...

intercultural comparisons, which Sill has called self-alig men:. This lakes place within
. ' four to eight months.3' The development process and rticularly the transitigri from' .

stage one (survival) to stage two (iniercpltural)ii highly i portaht, Culture shock should
be considered as a learning experience rather than an of fiction, though this knowledge ,

does little to reduce its pain. Adler points out that: "the c tu re shock process, however, rt., ' 1
fundamental in that the individual mu somehow confr nt the social-psychological and ., .
philosophical discrepacies he finds in is new surrou di* as compared to his own, 74
cultural props, self-image and understan ing. The cross uhural teaming experience is in f °

'attitudes and outlook are based on cultural dispositio .1'32 : . ' ./ntla rgr,part a function of the psycho- social impact, on ealizing how behaviors values; -

,

Culture shock isolates the experience of the t avele ; e drama is often enact on the .1.'
surface, in terms of survival skills, while the reirpr goniSts --the values, belief'
systems, moral judgment; and systems of logic with whit the sufferer must come to grips-,

. lie beneath the surface. Because of this, the sufferer s typically unaware of his own
condition, The learning aspect of Culture shock invol s a sort of.self-examination,, .
marked by periods of frustration and depression, and b salljepto thetigher plateaus of '%.

0

,'

emotions. The individual is directed not gnly toward se f-exam illation, but also toward
an analysis of his relationships with others, a path of sychological and philsophical a'
search. . 111

Emeigence from culture shock' is accompanied by an increase in humor; this
,interesting comment is frequently made. The emergence requires expermentation, role- e
playing and getting to know host country nationals and their &Mare. Three kinds of
learning emerge from the resolution of culture shock: knowledge of the other culture,
knowledge of the individual's own culture, and knowledge of self, t learner. Perhaps
"knowledge" is not so appropriate w term as "awareness," meaning m thaw just .

perceptual quality; it includes disposition. It is consciousness. The indivi learns tot,
legitimize cultural differences, primarily those betweenahis culture and tgose of the other
culturev "The greatest shock in cultlire shock may not be in the encdtinter with a foreign
culture but with the confrontation of one's own culture and the ways in which the
individual is culttire-bound."33 .

_

I c,

I

It is true that all individuals are locked into their Ma ,res, a sealed b that culture's .
stamp, but Adler's interesting conclusion may more valid . Am 'cans thaWfor
members of cultures who readily accept the fluence of th,eit arc tur on their i.'4:-'
perional behavior, Because Americans tend t tone down this tonne a cy become
frig teaed when theygrasp the imprint of th own culturi during cul 'shock, and
have to acknowledge that they are creatures.° ulture.

*--
. 0

a
' 7 "..

The important implication of culture shock, whit ur discussions nd examples
aniply illustrate, is that the survival skills do not suffice. Cu h fl, ca beinterpreted
as the 0704 of the traveler to force the decline of dissatisfieis, which, ot necessarily.
Mean that survival skills have failed. The traveler struggles to attai the
older his life and to work productively. He uses activities of nonverb images and other
experiences to pursue a subjective journey into the nervous system the culture to find
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t'.4 ' its organizing principles. The surfaces of customs; rpnization of knowledge and of
information, no longer suffice. .

O

)

. .

We Can take the episode ofcultuie sho ck as a convenient transition from the firsfto the
second stage. Some people crystallize the.culture shock and return to their own countries
dissatisfied, suspicious and unhappy with the sojourn abroad; on the other hand, they
may endure abroad formonths or years. Others pass through culture shock with alight

. trenfor, and unobtrusively enter the' econd stage, called intercultural comparisons.
A.

SUMMARY'

Specialists treat intercultural communication as a problem, explaining the diversityof
application and theory which has characterized it from the beginning. 'The cruxot the
subject refers to the cultural obstacles met by an individual in working and living in 4
anotherosociety. Specialists typically offer training as the solution to the problem.
Definition of intercultural communication as a problem does not disguise, the need to
impose some order on the subject, at least to make iraccessible to the outsider. The model
of ktnveler serves to synthesize practice Viand theory.

..,`
The traveler's Perspective requires two conditions to attain the objectives of synthesis.

First, travel occurs in three stages of.survival, comparisons and contrasts. The second
condition consists of the treatment of the inner experience a the traveler, a task often
better done by the artist than by the social scientist.

Most specialists in intercultural communication conduct training for survival, which.
yields to an analysis of training objectives attained to diminish dissatisfies in a strange
culture: factors of nonverbal communication, welfare, convenience and physical
amenities.

NM.

The traveler's perspective of working and living in a strange culture reveals two factors
for analysis: intermittent and surface perception, and 'shallow relationships with
consociates, The traveler's role y precipitates a conflict between the traveler's
own culture and the strange culture. This dition, culture shock, makes tip part of the
process ofjearning to perform in and adjust t the strange culture, Resolution of culture
shock signith the end of the survival stage a the beginni$ of the next stage.

44.

The model of the traveler suggests that problematic'subjects such as intercultural
communication benefit.. from a chronological 'development. The perspective
accOMMOdaten,thenretiCal issues and.practical matters, such as the timing of training
programs. Part of ilk exposition ses the writings of a novelist, indicating that the .
intercultural problem spreads over the arts as well as the social sciences.

3
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INTERPERSONAL PERCEPTIONS IN A SIMULATIQN GAMk

OF INTERCULTI:kg CONTACT

MARNA,KENNY BADAMI

,

The study of mutual interpersonal pe rceptions of persons in two interacting culture; was
undertaken in a laboratory setting using the simulation game &Fa &Fa Afterinitial

...assignment at random to either the Alpha or the pets culture, participants silent about
ligthree hour; ,playing the simulation and complain; Reactions Questionnaire' prior to a

debriefing. Thacuestionnaire measured interpersolfhl.ferceptions throughr semantic
differential items, 10. relating to.one's own culturepid 10 to the other culture. Factor
anaysis indicated tfie presence of 'three independentfactors. Seven items comprised an
ActWity Contras( factor describing boih cultures in inns of contrasting.energy patterns.
Four items Vote related to Posiiive Self-Description, referring to one's own culture
exclusively andpositively. Four tens reflecting an unfavorable view of 110ther citlture
were called the Negative Qs r- Description.' Multivariate analysis of variance
demonstrated that the three factors served to distinguish between members of Alpha and
Beta cultures. The findings were seen as demonstrating the importance of distinguishing
descriptive from evaluative perceptions categories. and.of further differentiating positive
and negative eva0ations as components of ethnocentrism:

. 0 1

Among the difficultiel!ti:stablishing viable theories in the area of intercularai
7communicatiO4, has bee e dee-ate among practitioners and. re 'ers about

111 appropriate methodologies. Despite impatience about the anecdotal niuu idencto
offered in support 'of some theories, empirically oriented researchers have discovered
many difficulties in data collection. These difficulties include the long-term nature of
many intercultural experiencestifiltiumerous intervening variables presumed to be

operating in field settings, thi non-random selection or self-selection of subjects, and the
lack of mutually verifiable repOsts from both parties involved, in an iptercultural
encounter. Both the ex0ense and the amount of time required to collect field dita):Ati...,
reasonably high reliability and validity have apparently militated against empirical
research, whichih turn' has interfered with theory building.

0lie

The major purpose of the present experim ental study was to coritributd to theory
building in the field of intercultural communication by using empirical Methodology in a
simulation *sting to study interpersonal perceptions.' Specifically, the study utilized the
training game BaFd BaFd as the stitnulus.2 The decision to study interpultural
communication in a laboratory setting, then, would allow,empiricalmeasuremenato be
taken, afford random, assignment of subjects to treatments, involve actual interaction
among subjects rather than the presentation of a bypothetical situation, and permit
collecting reports of Mutual fit rceptions from members of two interaqing cultural
groups. The focus of the investigation was interpersonal perceptions.'The selection rlf this
variable was based on the assumption articulated by other researchers iu the field of
iniespersatal communication, that people's perceptions of other people &ermine to a
major extent whether there is a communication attempt- made, and *re amajor impact -
on the results of 4py corninunitution encoubfer."3 The derisioal`tO study mutual
perceptions was maae because most prior studies of stereotyping have ,involved.,one
grow describing a target group, but not the. reverse perceptions! Two major research'

_ quest Ans evoIfed: (1) What categories, of interpersonal peraptiots are reported by
persous_engaged in intercultural interaction? (2) Can stip analysis of reeoqed perceptions vi
distinguish between members of two interacting cultural groups? Success in answering

.
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theresearch qhestions would Isnjustify the method ological Choice of simulation game
id order to 'study inrercultura communication in a laboratoryesetting.

-,
$k.
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4..
-, METHOD..

.. - .
PILOT- STUDY *. ..

. .
..; ,

.
-A series of three pilot sessions tested the admimitrative procedu res and time limits of

the game, !spell as providing preliminary information for the development ofilependent
variable scales. Participants in the pilot study included 14 undergraduates at
Northwistern Unive-tsity, 12nonuniversity adult volunteers from the Chicago business ',
community, and 24. adult evening students from the 'University of Wisconsin
Milwaukee. The pilot-study, totalling 50 persons from reasonably diverse backgrounds,
confirmed that about three idqrs would be necessary fOr successful completion of the
game, administration of the questionnaire,and debriefing.

. .
. . 4

SUBJECTS- .. . .
4.,

If

.

a

t:

The 'main study consjsted of eight sessions which were conducted during-the fall
,semester of 1976 at the UniverSity- of Wisconsin Milwaukee. Of 269 students who
participated as volunteers or during their regular co mmonicationcourse meetings,a total
of 263 completed the game and the experimental questionnaire. Of those 263 subjects
whose responses were used in the analysis, 135 had been Ando mly assigned to the Alpha
culture and 128 to the Beta culture.

PROCEDURE f
- .

participants met as a group-and read an initial statement detribingtheturPose of the
study and theil rights as subjects: At this time, they also completed a demographic
questionnaire. They played the simulation game itt:Fa' RaFte,.completed a-"Reactions
Questionnaire' about the game, and participated in a final debriefing.

. ,
..

-: r a^
In the &Fa' fieFa'simulation game of intercultural communication, participants are

divided into two groups or 'cultures," Alpha and Beta,each supervised in a separate
.room by, an administrator. Members of each group learn a t of rules to)govern their
behaviorwhile in the new culture. The Alpha rules estals a relaxed culture which
values personal contact and intimac3i, bat operates withi a sexist and patriarchal
structure. The Beta rules establish an aggressive trading culture in which a person's value
is measured by accumulating points. in a 'system o( barter. Alphans speak English while
making friendships in"their culture, but Betansinushse a special language of gestures
and sonnsyllables to effect their trades. Observers are exchanged between th(two
cultdrett,, and then all members participate in visits, to the _other cultnhe. Generally. a

imp debriefing follows the last round' of exchange 4. risks. In the debriefing,
. 1

4.:

0.
.

. :"G
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participants describe their impressions of the "foreig Visitors, their guesses about the
other culture's rules, and their feelings during the game. .

Twg major modifications- or the 'standard administratio procedures
implemented for this study. First, subjects were randomly assigned t either the pha or
.the Beta culture by drawing an index card from a shuffled deck. The not only
designated them as ap Alpharior a Benin, but also assigned them a s identification
number in order to preserve the anonymity of their responses. Second, as 'non as t he last

t visits between cultures had taken place, the final questionnalke was administered. Only
after subjects had independently completed the questionnaire was the debriefing held.
The debriefing served its usual function, to process the events of the game, and also
servckl as a forum to deal, with any additional questions about the research study.r

.

. Each administration of the game required two supervisors, one for each culture.
Colleagies and students of the experimenter served as co-administrators. Each met in
one or more 2-hour training sessions with the experimenter. In addition td attending the
training sessions, theprefiewed the "Director's Manual," received materials to be used in
the game, and were given.a checklist of procedures for the study.

a

MEASUREMENT

The independent variable was "culture," i.e., subject assignment either to lea or to
Beta. Dependent variables were measured using a 73-item "Reactions questionnaire"
(see Table I for the complete questionnaire). Twenty semantic differential items relating

k 4
tp, 'Perceptions" (items 17-36 on the questionnaire) were the, basis of the study being

.. w reported here.s:The "Perceptions" variables consisted of ten items designed to measure a
A subject's perceptibns of his other own culture as well astho ten items, indifferent
.-- ..1, order, ittpasuritlgilhe subject's perceptions of the other cultyr..
- * 'vow .1.- f 1, ..4. '

I
: '.

,,
sj 61

I 41A

C

-21

.MANIPULATION CHECK . 4
.

4 It it i s necessary to test whether Alphans had indeed perceived theiCcultureasfrien'dly .
ancrcqoperative, and BetaRs4beir culture as aggressyeand coupetitive. In response to ..

'an item concerning perceptions of their own culture, 67% of the Alphans judgeditheir
..,

culture as highly cooperative; while 80% of the &tans judged, their culture as highly 4

41.

competitive. On the basis of this information, -it was decided that toe, experimental I ,
.

manipulation had been successful: As adadditional type of validity checkonequestion
measured whether subjects had exhibited kreasortalii4egreeeparticipaiidli.Over133% .,..

of the subjects responded at the upper end of the scale on the item Measuring Whether
'tiloy.had gotten into the spirit of the game." ', '- . i

., . ! .
6; . . .

.

421.
":".:("-

6.

V



NOTE: ,.Itetiis.1-16-offeredthe folloiving options: '
.---k--

.-Extremely/ Somewhat/ Neutral or Unsure/ Not yew Tuch/ Not at all
. . 00 t

1. How similar toAou and y6Ur culture are the.people iii-the other culture?
-2. How well do yod understand them?

3. tto you like them? ..

gat
..,.

4: How Well infiiiihed 'are you about them? . .

5. How- t a degree of personal contact did you have with then's?
6. Wire you contented at. the end of your visit?
7; Would 'you be eager to visit their culturt again?
8. How successful do you think you would, be in. another visit to .their culture'
9. Was your visij difficulty,

10. ',... informative?
II. ... unpleasant? "4

12. ... 'confusing?
13. ... successful?
14. ...!bad?
15. ...characterized by =tut? understanding?
16. -,,, disappointing? ,.,

.
NOTE: Items 17-36 were ,seniantio.differential polar choices

YOUR 'CULTURE '
17. friendly..... unfriendly
18. competitive...,, cooperative
4,9. aggressive....: peaceful
2& relaxed. .....tense__.
21. Nstrong. .... wettk
12. irejodiced. ..:, fair
23. active..... passive
24. like the U.S.A. ... unlike .the U.S.A.
25. kind.... cruel -
261- good. .... bad

--._.
.

THEIR CULTURE. j, ..-.

27." cooperative..... competitive
28. tense..... relaxed
29. fair. T. prejudiced .1

30. unlike the U.S.A. .... like the IP.S.A.
3I. 04% good.
32. unfriendly.:... friendly .

33. ileOeful. 7...aggressive -
34. Weik,...., strong ..

35. passive....: active,
36. -laud. .... "kind

.,..,,.'..

i . , :Z
,
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I
NOTE: ltenr 37-68 o the following option

Stropgly agree/ Agree/ Neutral or Unsure/ Disagree/ Strongly disagree
I.. , . .

37. Overall, 11 an satisfied 'with my visit to their culture.
38. My cultilrre and 1 are quite different ft OM the Other culture.
39. I- know .fiery little about the other culture.
40._ 1 interacted a great deal with the people in the other culture.
41. The peorile in the other culture are, quite likeablet
42. 1 was able to figure out hat was going on in their culture.
43. I made al good impressio during my visit.
44. 1 itet quite ai few people from the other Culture.
45. I do not really understand the people in the other culture.

N.
46., 1 didn't enjoy my visit toitheir culture. *re

47. 1 would want many facts about the other culture befOre another visit.
48. i.would rather not visit their culture again;
49. 1 found their behavior quite predictable.
50. 1 felt 1 tad established a sense of communication with them.1
51. My visit there was exciting. .

.

2.a. Despite our superficial digorenies, there are basic underlying similarities in our two
cultures. t r .

..
i . . . ,

53. I find, the cithec,culture'i people to Be attractive human beings.
54. I felt a sense of achievement when 1 finished dealing with them.
55. At this poirit 1 have considerable information about them.
56. My visit to.their culture was fun.. . , ...

57. 1 would go t6 another round of visits with enthusiasm.
58. We.and they haye almost nothing in common.
59 My visit tolieir culture did not go very wen.,
60. 1 di, ike the .peoplf in the other culture_ ...
61. My visit-was easy.

,
a. . .' ..

62. My visit wail uninliOrmativi. l. -%

_
63. My visit viasipleasant. ... . -
64. I My visit witlunsuccessful.., .

65. My visit was .,clearo, . -
66. 'My visit wtslacking communication. 7 _ . . r..67. Mfsisit was Without mutual understanding.
68. ,My .visitwas good. .

\ a
.-

p
i1 4

- . ..,
O. If there were one more round, Would, youother send it.stayintin your

. a

own culture or, visiting the,other one? -.,.... -
own culture,___: : :.,,,;,_::_-,-,"6"ther culture

. ,
70, Tb.what extent did you f&I yoursegajetting into the spirit of the game? . .-

YirY-1010c11:-:--" :--:ncit at all i ,
71. -It yovl !ludas choice of.a culture to be in permaifently'whichsultuce-would .

you chooset. ; ALPHA :.,,BETA . , '.. -: .
_

72. Write in the nutiibes of persins froM their cii1fgri that you talkei2to and/or
..

had (*.slings wiiji during your visit:. .. -:
,

.4. .... 4

71 Visitesin yotir filial st-orelf you aro a Betani. .



INTER PERSONAL PER CEPTIONS ,

FACTOR ANALyS41,

R ESULTS

1.

37

The 204tem Perceptions Scale was sybmitted to principal components analysis with
`One as an estimate of the communality. Cattelrs Scree Test on the eigenvalues suggested
.the presence"of three independent factors, accounting for 44.5% of the variance. On the
bisis of th'iprincipal components analysis, it was decided to utilize a principal axis factor
a_mflyts and to generate a three-factor solution through she Kaiser varimax rotation.
116Wwith a value of .40.or higher were considered to be loading meaningfully on s

ifactor. Table 2 reports the items loading on the three factors and their secondary
loadings. Item-total correlations'and CroUbach's Alpha as a measure of reliability were
calculated for each'of the scales. It was determined not to retain an item unless the item-
total correlation was .50 or above. No item that loaded .40 Or more in the factor analysis
had an item-total correlation less than .45, and most item-total correlations were above

. .70. Thus, no items were dropped from the subscalet

4k

The Mit factor consists of seven items concerning perceptions of both one's own and
the other culture; it was labeled Activity Contrast since-the bisis of the coMparison was a
set of constructs relating to energy. The second factor tefers'exclusiiely to one's 'own

. culture as good and valuable; it was named Positive Self-Description. The third factor
consists of four items reflecting an unfavorable view of the other culture; therefore it was
called Negative Other-Description. 'The three subscales prOved to be internally consistent
according to Cronbach's Alpha, with reliability estimates of .82, .78, and .73,
respectively. ,t"

ff

4/
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TABLE,2
.

FACTOR LOADINGS OF QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS
ON THREE PERCEPTIONS SCALES

(-
PERCEPTIONS SCALES

FACTOR
*

I II

Activity 'Contrase(Cronbach's Alpha: .82)-.

Your Culture: competitive/cooperative . .60 -.45 .03

Your Culture: aggressive/peaceful .51 -.49- .05.
«

Your Culture: active/passive \ 47 -.05 -.0.1
. A . e

a

Their Culture: cooperative/compptitive- .55 ..- -.20 ,.29
7

.Their Culture: tense/relaxed «.66 ..17 :20
: . - ,..

Their ulture: peaceful/aggressive - .67 -.05 --.17-

Their Culture: passIve/active .62 -.16 .06

Positive Self-Descriptioo(Cronbach's Alpha: .78)

Your Culture: friendly/ uniriendly -.18 .64 .04

Your-Culture: retaied 1 tense -.38 .59 -.01
. . ,

. Your Culture: kind /cruel -.13 .82 .15
e .

..... .

Yi:tur ultiare: good/bad , -.05 .63 ...26

Negative. Other-Description-(Cronbiteles Alpha; .73)

:410

Tb;i"vCulture: fair/prejudiced

Their Culture: -unfriendly/friendly

Their Culture: cruel/ kind...

.03 -.01 -.57

.23 .04 -- .69

. .60

02 .694--
-.20

I'".-".
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MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

Je

N
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39

Since three dependent variables 'related to perceptions had. emerged in th actor
analysis, it was decided to utilize multivariate statistical analysis techniques in hypoth 's
testing. Multivariate analysis ( MVA) extends the usual univariate model to include more
than one dependent variable, As Monge and Day point out, in their review article on
MVA, it "provides the communication scientist with a set of techniques which is capable
of capturing a far greater degree of complexity than alternative procedures. Specifically,
among other advantages, MVA permit,s the simultaneous 'examination of multiple
dependent variables in addition to multiple indep ndept variables." The test of the
second resear h question, whether reported perce t ons will diitinguish between
members of wo interacting_ cultural groups, was a dinplished by the overall

ultivariate st of the equality of mean vectors, F (3, 259 80.59, p< .0001. The
out ode indicates that there are Significant differencesketweeh the perceptions of the
Alphantanirihe Betanerable 3 reports the observed cell means and other statisticaor.
Alpha and Bata mug!, both cultures combined,- oil the three perceptio subscales. .

O

TABLE 3

OB,,SERVED CELL MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS
ULTI VAR f, &NO!A) FOR THE THREE PERCEPTIONS SCALES

, .
Culture
. ,

Alpha (n=135)

N-,..,
:.

Be taln= 12a) :
,

Combined (i1=263)

`-, \ .
'Acti ity

,....Con
.,

sta
.

17.04 .

(4.71)

25.56 -

(5..12)

,

20.75 i
(6.88)

-

f
,

--,-- ,
positive%

Self-Description).

17.75

(247)

14.39 e

(3.36) "

16
.

14 , ,b

(3.37)

--
Negative ,

bther-Descriptions
.

13.28
. (3.93)

. 12.51

', (3.93).

12.92

- (3.50)

!iPotential range: 7 -35, midpoint 21

-bP,otential range: .4-20, midpoint 12

'C Potential range: 4.20, midpoint 12

insperction of the univariate F values for the three perceptions subscales shows the
itrongest\differences to exist in the area of Actiiiity Contrast, with Alphans ,perceiving
themselves as loW on activity and perceiving the Betans to be high, while the converse is
true of Betan perceptions. That difference is statistically significant, F (1, 261).= 197.37,

'p <4.0001: There is also a difference in the degree of Positive Self-Description. Both
cultUres see themselves as essentially good; however, -ATplians see themselves as
considerably better than Betans see' themselves, F (1, 261) = 86:00, p < .0001. On Or
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four itemsiepresenting Negative Other-Description, however, persons in both cultures
judge the -others to' be about equally bad. The ,difference is not significant,

:1 F (1, 261) = 3.22; p < .07.

As an additional' assessment of positive feelings for one's own culture and negative
feelings for the other culture;participants were asked, "lf you had a choice of a culture to
be in.perinanently, which culture would you choose?" Responses to that question were
analyzed using a chi - square matrix. Table 4 presents that analysis, indicating that
Atphans overwhelmingly would prefer to stay in'Alpha, and Betans woukkprefer to stay
in. Beta by a 2 -to-I margin.

4

TABLE 4

MATRIX OF RESPONSES TO "CHOICE" QUESTION
..

Response Cateeory .

Assigned
to Alpha

Assigned
, to Beta Total

Would Choose Alpha

Would Choose Beta ,,,
.

..

13 8

12

.
Al

. ..,

82

159

94.

Total '' 130 l23 . 253

Wising data = 10

X2 = 89.3:p < .05

.

.. .

DISCUSSION '

The factor analysis indicated the existence of 'thee different -components in the
perception ofcontrasting cultures: a descriptive aspect,'a positive evaluative aspect, and a
negative evaluative aspect. In the present study, the descriptive functi66 consists otthe
Activity Contrast category rhich refers to both cultures in contrast to on e inother on the
dimension of energy. The two evaluative factors which emerged appeal' to be separate
parts of the overall construct of ethnocentrism: a positive' description of one's own-

-culture and a neptivedesaription of the other; The theoretical importance otseparating
. . the measurement of liking of home Culture from dislike of the other culture wasborue out

by the statistical analysis, whith showed that the degree of dislike of the iitherculture was._

a not asextreme as the liking of one's own culture. Further, the liking for one's own culture
(Positive Self-Description} distinguished the AlphIlhs from theaetans in the multivariate Tt.,,,_

,

Analysis:of variance, as the dislike of the other Culture (Negative.Other:beseriptibri) did
. ,...not.. .. , .

_::

: .e IS . ,...
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.. The.emergence of the Jite,tualuative variables also suggests that ethnocentrism is 'a,
"normal" component of humqn behavior rather than an extreme or an aberratiori.
Ethnocentrism appears to bean inevitable consequence of grouptidentityludging from

. the strong ethnosentrisiii which was induced during the 3-hour game. In-terms of training
applications, the scores on this variable suggest strong barriers to_thedevelopment of the

1
culturally relativistic 'multicultural person" which A dler has proposed, or the effon to go

rr^

"beyond culture" urged by Hall.'

The univariate F value for the Activity Contrast variable was significant, indicating
that Alphans and Mans distinguish their respective cultures from :oneanother in
mutually consistent ways: However, the F values for the two evaluative variables require
further explanation. There was no statistically significant difference on Negative Other-
Description; Alphans see keta approximately as negatively as Betans see Alpha. But
there was a difference in Pd'sitive Self-Description, with Alpha beingjudked as the better
culture. Additional evidence of that difference was found in the dichotomous "Choice"
question whose results are teporad,in Table4. Fewerthan Woof AlphansiwouId choose -

to become Betans. while precisely one -third of Betans would become Alphans. What,
then, leads respondents toprefer Alpha so strongly? tri the pilot study,that "Choice"

k

question included room for an essay explaining the choice. Those answers suggest two,
possible explanations for the'orralt preference for the'Alpha culture. When subjects
were asked to explain in their cfwn words their.preference for ontculturerer another,
two reasons often emerged: many people liked theetoperative, atmosphere in Alpha, and
many people disliked the language barriers created by .the limited Beta language.

.

. The importance of these findings to developing theories about intercultural
communication rests primarily on the separation of the (WO evaluative factors in
perception. The study indicates that ethnocentiism is hot a unitary construct, but has at
least' two separate components, the positive vating of one's owq c u and the negative
valuing of the other culture. Further work with the tripartite

ub re
percepticihs variables

identified in this study (description,-posiOve self-evaluation, negative other - evaluation)
would be desirable.

.
.

The study has indicated the usefulness of thi ssimidation technique as an efficient way
W gather laboratory data about intercultural contacts. Clearly, in the area of group
dynamics,.the small group laboratory experience KU been a useftd means of gathering
data on decision-making, leadership, interpersonal conflict; and otbei communigition
variables. Similarly some intercultural 'researchers may find it profitable, to choose to
study communication variables in the structdred environment °La laboratory
experiment. This is not to argue for the abandonment rf field research, but rather for
using the laboratory experiment to add to field findings and to seek to verify

4 speculations as yet untested in either laboratdry4 field. The judicious use of multiple,,
methodologies will strengthen theory building as it adds to thedata ban., of thelield. Nor
is this a plea for single-variable studies. While single-variable studies may be useful steps
of a programmatic research approach, multivariate.statistical measures can facilitate
sophisticated work with multiple variables and models of causation in a laboratory
setting.

r

The findings of this study relate to previous Work &deli group dyne Mies and indicate
the need for a theoretical synthesis with the small group work on cooperation and

4
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competition. The Alpha culture is characterized by cooperation, and the Beta culture by
competition. In the findings of this study, it, was clear that subjects much prefer the
cooperative Alpha _culture over the competitive Beta culture. Furthers analysis and .
research on the nature of cooperation and competition would strengthen future work
with the BaFa: Ba Fa' simulation games .s.

The format of the study has advantages that were briefly alluded to in the introduction
to this paper. The game offers a real, if brief, actual interaction, not simply a hypothetical
situation presented to a subject. Further, if we agree that the clef arihg chafahretistic of an
intercultural encounter is the perception of similarities and differences of oneself and of
persons from another background, then the decision to study mutual perceptions should

. be important-in our work. Similar studies of mutual perceptions should be done with a
variety of simulated and real cultures in order to establish the critical dimensions on
which they differ, much as Triandis and his associates haveworked out methods to study
the ways that members of different cultures tonceptsualize particular constructs .8

. .

There are some limitations to the design of this study. The cultures created irs,BaFa,'
Ba Fa' a re sy nthetic cultures, newly available to the participants. Although the niles of the

, game include an admonition that "The rules of the culture must not be told to strangers,"
this rule is not truly analogdus-to the situation where in real life, for the most pan, the
rules of one's own culture are invisible and unavailable to consciousness. In one sense it
may be argued that Alpha and Beta are ferei to the panicipant'sown'culture; in the
case of-the present study, American (U.S.) c lture patter's. And ygt on the other hand,
one can seo within U.S. society elements of th 'Alpha and Beta. The further use of the
game should address the sqlrestion of the lationship of the:Artificial cultures to the
culture of the participants, and the qdest of what effects that may bsive on the playing
of the game and on the findings of studie such as this one. The time lirtlits for interaction
are also.problematic. This was a study of initial interaction in an intercultural setting, not
reflective of thelievelopment of perceptions over time. The methodology it insufficient
for studies of long-term development of attitpdes 'and behavior pattern's in intercultural ,.
settings. The subjects ihr the study were Arneiicats, primarily from a'naidy6st 'college
environment. It will be imporfant to test the findings of the present study using''
respondents from other national and culture groups, including non - university settings, if
we intend to generalize these findings toward building non- ethnocentric theories of
intercultural communication. ,

: - .
.

t* ,/, . - -:"
. .. . .

Additional refinement' of the questionnaire' Ill aim be itnportant in future-woik wi h .

, these concepts. In particulisaubjects raise lie.question during the debriefing abo .
their problems in categoriyour bulture" and 'thee chkure," since it was dear to
many of them that their culture was different iselatipp-than when visitors were present,
and that the cultures did undergo some cha

rt
eis duringthelsour playing of the game.

ma

hat explanation was especially important in trestairdintwhy Alphani had described
eir culturep the manipulatibn check ass pill less c"cooperative"than Betani had

ribed their culture as "competitive." SomelOphlins felt drat once the visitors entered
the °in, their culture became more cooperative Imopkthemselvequt not iasegard to'
the visitors. Future questionnaire construction should clarifiwlitkerihaque,stionsrefem"
to the culture in isolation at the start of the genie, the culture du in ,visitor contact, or the.
vulture as it evolved by °Wend of the game. This doe's nos rto be an initerent
limitation of the game, since in this case the cultures do chatige c4e period of time, as

A:

. 5,0 .1 As
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do real-life cultures. The issue here is to ask precise questions so that the categories are
not confused.

:

:

Although BaFa' Bard,has found wide acceptance asp training game, it has rarely been" 4
reportcd as the subject of research studies. A number of other research uses of the game
beyond the present study can be propose!!. Lashutki has used performance in the game
as a predicitir of future behavior in a subsequent intercultural contact, and other
are in preparation.

SUMMARY

The simulation game BaFas BaFa' was used as a synthetic cultural contact sitpation to
'study interpersonal perceptions in a !abdratory experiment. The findings included a.

discovery of three components of percept iolisr: description, positive self-description, and
negative other-description. Multiyariaternalysis of 4ariance demonstrated significant

'differences in the perceptions ,ofithe twcrcultures, Alpha and Beta, which were created
through the game instructions. It was suggested that this proceture offers a useful
addition to other methodologies used to study intercultural communication, and that
further laboratory experiments, including ones using BaFa' BaFa', should be conducted.

sr"

NOTES .

Mary ,Kenny Badami is Assistant Professor in the iiepartment of Communication
at University of Wisconsin Milwau .

. .
. ,'This report is adapted from the a thor's dissertation, "Intergerional Perceptlons .

and Outcomes of Communication in a Simulation Game of Intercultural Contact"
(Northwestern University, Pin) direfcsay Charles R. Berger. The assistance of Mary
Aim Fitzpatrick in preparing this article is gratefully acknowledged.

40

2BaFa' BaFa': A Cios liure Simulation was prepared for the Navy Personnel
Researchand Development Cater, San Diego, CA, by R. Garry Shirts of SIMILE 11.
This study used the first edition of the simulation game. A revised edition, copyright
1977, is available from SMILE 11,, NS Twelfth Street,. P.O. Box 910, Del Mar: CA
92014.

3James C. McCroskey, Virginia P. Richmond, and John Daly,'The Development
of a Measure of Perceived Homophily jn Interpersonal Communicition," Human
Communication Research, 1 (1975), 323-332.

1

,Compare, for example, the classic study ofiCatz and Braly to the efforts of Rich
and Ogawa, The former was a one-way study of stereotyping; the latter two studies were
of two-way stereotyping. See D. Katz and 'K. W. Braly, "Stereotypes of 100 College
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StUdents,"Jourial of Abnormal and Social Psychology, 28 (1933) 280-290; studies by
Rich, and Ogawa, cited in AndreaRich, Interracial Communication (New Yoilc Harper.
& Row, 1974), pp. 5E-61.

50t her questionnaire items were used in separate studies. The full report of those
findings can be found. in the author's dissertation cited in note 1.

6Peter R. Monge and Patrick D. Day, "Multivariate Analysis in Communication
Research," Human Communication Research. 2 (1976), 207-220. See also Jei!emy D.
Finn, A. General Model for Multivariate Analysis (New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 1974).

'Peter. S. Adler, "Beyond Cultural Identity: Reflections on Cultural, and
Multicultural Man," in Larry A. Samovai and Richard E. Porter tntestithural
Communication: A Reader, 2nd ed. (Belmont, CA: Wadsworth, '1976), pp. 362-377;
Edward T. 114; Beyotkl Culture (Gardent.City, NY: Doubleday, 1977).

Marry. C. Triesidis, V. and G. Vassili9w, Y. 'Tanaka, and A. V. Shanmugam, The
Analysis of Subjective Culture (New York' Wiley-lnterscience, 1972). .

nergivaashutka,"Atorrelative Study of a Simulated Cross-Cu tural Experience
n Prediett Cross-Cultural Adjustment," Master's Thesis, Univers' y of California-
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Smith,!University of Denver, Center for Teaching International Relations; a master's
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TRANSITION HOCK PUTTING CULTURE ow' lc
IN PERSPEOVE A

t..
'JANET BENNETT i, , .,..

a .

.. 4
Whed we experience periods of life transition, vo often feel out world view has been 'i
assaulted because of the threat inherent in_ elitnge. When this threat sacks defense :
mechanisms, wofind ourselves in a state of transition shock. TOnsition shock may boa
Wined as a state of loisand disorientation we experience during arty change ip our familiar ..."-

environment which requires adjustment. Cultuie shock, as a subcategory of traisition
shock, can ba more .Epsily recognized and resoled ivhei individuals reference their .;;:,...

previous experience with other life change situations. By viewing transition shock as a -
challenging opportunity' to examine.. communication patterns and increase

).

personal,
flexibility, the 'shock' can-be channeled into personal development.

t . 4. .
. . I., .

..... One of the difficulties in considering culture'shock is tjletendency to treat it,as an

.
. exotic ailment, with origins rooted in faraway places. In fact, culture shock bears a

remarkable. resemblance to tensions and anxie ties we face whenever change threatens the
stability of outlives. Alvin TOffler has 'described the phenomenon of disruptive change

. within a culture as "future shock."' Gail Sbeptry has focused on the painful crises in',
individual life eyelet; in whit we might term "passage sh Ock."2 The and other forrns of
"shock" (including culture shock) might be subsumed by the general Category tiimition-
shock. This paper,.will relate various concepts of culture shock to the general category of

transition shock, and will suggest how thisframe,of reference itusefplinunderstanding
the causes, effects, and coping mechanisms of culture shock. .

tt.

a.

, a

The expression 'culture shock" was popularized by Kalver Oberg to refer to the
*anxiety that results from losing all of our familiar signs and symbols of social
intercourse."' Edward T. Hall suggested the added dimension of replacement of the
familiar cues with new Orange elements! According to Peter Adler, "culture shock is
primarily a set of emotiorial.reactions to the loss of perceptual reinforcements from one's
own culture, to new cultural stimuli which have little or no meaning, and to the
misunderstanding of new and diverse experiences."' LaRay.Bama broadens the concept
be include physiological aspects: "culture shock ... the emotional, and physiological
reaction of high activation that is brought about. by sudden immersion in a new and
different culture."6

I would like to go one step furl* and suggest thit culture shock is in itleif only a
subcategory of transition experiences. All such experiences involve loss and diange: the

..,lossof a partner in death or divorce; change of life-style related to passages; los's of a
' familiar frame of reference in an intercultural encounter; Cm, change of values associated

witO rapid social innovation. The reaction to loss and change is frequently *shocking" in
terms of grief, disorientation, and the necessity for. adjustment: "... a similar process of
adjustment should work itself out whenever the familiar pattern of life has beep
disrupted, For once the predictability of events has been invalidated whetheyfrom the
collapse of the internal structure of purpose or of our ability to compieheng the
environment life will be unmanageable until the continuity 1pf, meaning can be
restored, through a process of abstraction and redefinition.... (Eveh changes which we
scarcely think to involve loss may be analysable in similar terms. Our. adaptive
processes fail to meet the needs of the moment and welind ourselves overwhelmed by the

4.1
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stiftli we are forced to assimilate. Therefore the definition of transition shock I would
suggist is: a state of loss and diSorientation precipitated by g change in ones familiar
environment which requires adjustment. Culture shock may be characterized as a
transition shock in thecor,ivxt of an alien cultural frame of reference. This experience
may be linked to visiting another country, or within a subculture of this country. The
important factor in considering this issue is that culture shock, as a subcategory f
,transition experiences, is more recognizable, more understandable, even more toleralfe,
when viewed in the light of previous life expeiiences.

The fruitfulness of this perspective lies in the potential that we each havesome pievious
experience with the elements'of culture shock. Perhapi we have not experienced all the'
elements, perhaps not in the same form, but nevertheless the similarities my+ rovide us
with confidence that we are not entirely without resources, since we have expo 'enced
change before, if only in the form of change of residence, marriage. etc. Th mere idea
that culture shock is not an alien feeling can give us the confidence that we ha e the ability
to resolve it comfortably.

SYMPTOMS
N.7

0

While we may each have had some experiences of transition shock, appear3 to he a.
different reaction gf(erent people in different places at different time . The symptoms

- vary from COSe to baii;as.the virtual infinity of vaiiables interact to create impact on as.
Time and space, place create a unique chemistry and, personalized reaction.
Some of the symptoms tsti ste.doby various authort (Oberg,Lfoster,9 Adler'°) include:,
excessive concern over cleanliness and health; feelings of helplessness and withdrawal;
irritability: fear of being cheated. robbed, or injured; a glazed stare; desire for home and
old friends; and physiological stress reactions. We are essentially in a state of frustration;
anxiety, and paranoia induced by the pnfamiliar environment in which we find ourselves.
Maris neatly describes this state of ambiguity common to transition experiences:
"e.. some common features [ of change]: the need to reestablish continuity, tcfl Out an
interpretation of oneself and the world which preserves, despite est rangement. t he thread
of-meaning; the. ambivalenceof this task as it swings between conflicting imp'ulsesnhe
need .t articulate the stages of its resolution; Ind the risk, of lastingdisintegration if tlif
.process is not worked out.'"ii a

. sp.
.4,

-

Transition ock often leads to communication problems -g's well. When we -are'
-anxious, lonely, and disoriented, our comny pication skills degenerate. Isolation and

r.

tension !are exacerbated, producing block
' intercultural context. disorientation

isolate us from our environment. We
Communication available to us,i n order.to
obstruction in intercultural communication

RESPONSES

defensive communication: in the
arty lethal, for it only serves to further

ck out the new forms and styles of
serve thiold. Culture shock is thus a major ., 00. "

, .-

Frequently, as a reaction t cLsuch change. culture 'shock'-takes the forin.' of psychic
withdrawal. One of the 'nearly universal aspects of transition experiences is cognitive

I.
0. .
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- v, . . . 1-yr ,
:.. A inconsistency: what once Wili a coherent, inte)nally consistent set of beliefs and values is. .
t a suddenly overturned by exterior change. One of those values, self-preservation (or

*
,: , .

psichological stability),Is eallectinto serious question unless an alteration is made in our
eritirevalue system. 'Fransition.thock and culture shoCk Ca ratty be 'view -"aws-defente
mechanisms in reaction to cognitive Inconsistency. If, as Dean -Barnlu nd suggests, people

r-= '" become zdefensivewhen they 'perceive a threat to their world view, then what greater
situation of threat exists than immersion in an alien culturer Bamlund describes the

,.. :. jecreasing level of stress whiCh results as the threat tq world view increases: lAs, the per-
:,.'s ceived threat increases, they narrow their vision, resist certain kirfds Of info nnation, dis- ..

e41 tort-details to fit their own biases, even manufacture evidence to bolster their preconcep-
tions. The old, whether appropriate or not, is favored over the new. Anxiety is aroused
when a person :.. confronts perceptions that are beyond his capacity to ssimilate."D

'.'
This situation of threat maybe perceived as a case of cognitive inconsistency. We arrive

overseas with a well-established hierarchy ofoassumptions, values, and beliefs. The .
chances are excejlentQtal we will be ih an environment where things may look familiar,

...., butthey.don't operate in familiar ways. indeed, perhaps nothing will even look familiar!
In either cise, world view, including our View of ourselves, is assailed by liodtve dial and

...
nonverbal, as well as physical and psychological stimuli. If We cling to ourown world
view, we may experience an untenable state of cognitive inconsistency: :either they're

. crazy, or I amle At one and the same time, we yalue our old belief system as Well as
adaptation to the new; we seek a way to survive Iviihin our former world view, and yet
recognize the necessity for a new perspectir. Oft n two very contradictory systems vie

, / for equal time. All we have held sacred is reflected i a distortion mirror and the image,
flasher4.:611ck throws us off balance, i sortof ultural fun-house where Previous

.. . .orientations contribute little or nothing to the %urvival of the psyche.
..

: .--.
_--- - . , ,/Wall depend to a certain extent on the norms Qf our chvironment, norms whith we.---

_,...-- have cultivated carefully in our socialization process. Suddenly, in an other culture that

(lives
cultivation goes to seed and tie neat systems of categories which arranged our

---y ' lives go askew. Dissonance is exacerbated 'by the loss of familiar cues, as well as the
distortion of seemingly fainiliar responses.. Previously high explctations of exotic

. ...-

overseas life have been crushed, causing us to question the decision to embark on this
adventuge. In short, all that we once held true is called into question, and daily life
becomesan endless round of attempting to hieve bblance in this incongruous world.
The firstfeaction is to fight for the suryi of our worldNiew and to rescue it by reaching

. for our defenses. The only defenses have are those from our ownLcultureAlefenses
. 'whickare rarely helpful in' the oew culture: Our,fense of alienatioiNocreases as our

defuse mechanisms drive us further from understanding the culture. The old-frame of
refereke doesn't help in the least, but it's all we have, so we protect it furiously. Perhaps.-
in doing so; we prolong culture shock am/delay the acquisition of a new fritne of
reference. .

.
It is importanit to note here that it is not merely the loss of the frame of reference that

causes culture shock, but the,defensiveness that such a loss engendas. It is not merely
not knowing what to do,' but it is more a case of not beingabk to do what one hascome

to value doing. Recognition of the inappropriateness of our responses arouses
iremendoui inconsistency; we ,choose to deal wit this dissonance by defending the
familiar world view, an we find ourselves deep i the throes of culture shock.

.J.
: r
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If we can overcome a tremendous desire to flee this discomfort, we may recognize
several gages, which maybe &Maier from otherprevious transitioneimeriences which we
have survived. While several authors deal wjth various-phase in transition shock, the
U.S. Hanes presentatimi of Clyde Sergeant's model is representative.' i Four phases bf -

the psychological aspects of envirbhmental adjultment arcluggested: fight, Might, filter,
-aid flex. Thi model outlines an exploratory phase in,which the initial ,iiimact
immersing ourselves in another culture occuriapuringtlirs period of recognizingthat our
world view is dissonant in a new mature, 4IP move from early enthusiasm and high
expectations to a light" stance, where self:Kotective meckanisms.are engaged. Moving
from the exploratOry to the crisis phase, we becurne discouraged, bewildered, withdrawn, .

and may choose "flight ;as the most effective defense mechanist") availablet Duridg the
recovery and adjustment phise," we resolve our ibcongris;us perspectives, lower defenses,
and absorb new stimuli ("filter). Finally, we reach the accomOdation phase where we
give ut, defending our world view and "flex*in o.,ur perspective orkthe new environment.

-- .

This particular flex does not imply a -surrender of world view, but lather ibggests d
variety of adaptations which may be employed to reduce diisonance in the neW culture.
Draguns.,discusses l'aft's research in this area which identified three - varieties of
adaptation. isThe monistic adaptatiehi will lead us to Other "go native" and to submerge
ourselves in the host culture, or cause us to retreat to ihe safety of our fellow countrymen
in residence. If we choose the pluralistic adatitatiqn, we will both maintain our own
culture and assimilate the lost, culture, becoming bicultural. Using the interacrionisi
adaptation, choose portions of both cultures anlitccome a mixture of each.

. -
, . t . . :I

RESOLUT101 \ '

.1
\ t 1. . is

. .

The "flex" responssis based on several personality charactristics which aid us in
resoliring the', c-onflicts more quickly and comfottably in the new environment. Theie
characteristics include self-awareness, non-evaluativeness; cognitive comtilelty, and

'- cultural empathy. During any transition experience, the quandaiytis freqtient : "Who 't
am ir There is a loss of continuity in one's purpose and direction, and, this continuity
musj.,be reesta)lished to overcome t e resulting sense of aliceationtThe individual who is
most likely to master this situat n is the one 'Who has firm sense of self-identit4
Draguns note : "To the degree t t one's identity is aystallized apdffidependebt, many
jolts'froni the encounters with new, coniusirig social reality can' be absorbed."4

in the cultu hock experlen , we mug be very attuned to our town cultural values
and beliefs, so thip the 'contrast culture is more. evidently understandable. If we -

understand our own assumptions, then the.elements of the newenvironuient stafid out in
clear relief for sus to examine. As LaRay barna stiggested: you) become securein your
bwn identity ... there is little chance for serious loss cif self -esteem and more freedom for' ,

. 1-open investigation.v 7
7 .

However-, I would suggest that a strong sense of identity could also be a hindrancef
&inflexible and become threatened too quickly by conflicting stimuli. Awareness of our
own culture needs to be held in an atmosphere of non- evaluativepess where we can easily

SG
l
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. ,

,t, -. separate what we see from our interpretation and evaluation of that event: if we enter ,

sack interaction -in thelio'st culture with evaluation as out first choice of communicative ,

style, our culture shock will be maximal. Among:theArst skills we need to develop are the
. abilities to withhold evaluation, to refrain from cultural absolutism, to accept rather than'

:
reject. As Arensberg and Niehoff Xleieribe it: "... the newcomer purposefully pushes
ahead and bends all efforts to understanAlieother system. The new ways will become ,-.

.. familiar and eye comfortable only by comidg back to them again and again, Seeking
understanding without applying the values of one's own culture.His

,... 1
\ .

. , This non-evaluative characteristic is a prerequisiii_fo'l the development of culturral
,,, empathy. Empathy may be defined as -the use of imagination to intellectually,and

... , emotionally participate in an alien experience.19 Often people diicuss empathyin titms,
of IT sting yourself in ;he other person's shoes.' But such a simple shift in position

:. ,without an equal shift in personal perspective,merely elicits a sympathetic response.
From such a view, we know howwe would feel in the situation, but not how the other
perion feels. To achieve an empathic response, we must not only step into the otherN

. person's shoes, but we must imaginatively participate in the other's world view. We must
not only shift .out position but also our perspective on the event. This is an essential
difference ,in the cultural context, for very rarely do sympathetic responses prove
insightful cross cultural boundaries. We ne briefly suspend our world view and to
participate alteeply aswe can in he view of other ctIture. According toe study at the
University of 'nserisitiveindividual, contrary to a pervasive myth,

twas revealed as the individual Who,believed that 'people are Abet the same everywhere'. ".
4 .

This sympathetic response it equate to bridge the cultural gap, en4 the study
concluded' that "culture* sensitive workers were those who evidence--cUltilial
e'mpathy."20 A's cultural empathy aids communication in intercultural transitions
empathy iniRgeneral should facilitate adapiatitia to all transition experiences.

The final personal correlate of successful adaptation to another culture may well be
"culturil complexity" which is defined by Draguns as 'the number of descriptive and,
explanatory notions at one's disposal for the ability to make sense of and to integrate into #
a Pieex,isting cognitive structure, discrepant, incongruous and surprising\ bits of
information ."/1 He suggests that those who thrive on complexity and atribighity are iy(ore
likely to deal with the ceinfusion,nt the Transition experience comfortably. Exposure to a
variety of cultures and world vieNvs helps us to tolerate differences morecasily:Wellnd

f-
the new, culture stimulating and challenging, rather than threatening and Axiety-
.
prod ucing". L

(
POTENTIALS

The potential for stimulation anS challenge is as much a part of culture shOck and
o transition shock as is the potential for discomfort and disorientation. Ai Marris,suggests,

*Change appears as fulfillment or as.lusa to different people, and to 'dip same person at
different times."22 Culture shgck need not be viewed as a disease; depending'un the way
we 'direct our change pro es, it may 17e exceedingly growthproducing; While few
writers deal with culture shoC1 in terms of personal grciwth>etemAxllerattelnpts to offer

.4 that perspectiye. He writes: 'cross-cultural learningexperience A.. is a set of intensive and

Itvocative situations in-which the individual experien4es himself and other People in a new
S. 1

.
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way distinct from previous situations and is consequently forced into new'levels of
conscjousnessand widerstaridinC23 ,

_ Just as other life-c6 nt. xperiences often- force s to examine our identities and
CultPre shock can also be perceived as a highly provocative state in whickwe

may.direct our energies towatd Oersepadevelopinent. We are breed into greater
awareness byllie need for introspection; we must reexamine our ability to forin

.1
relationships_ and o skills in communication. We are also placed in the position of

-- trying new norms a values,,of experimenting with new behaviors. During transition
experiences, analytic rocessesiare often in high gear, drawing on an unlimited wealth of
aiVersityfor comparison and covast. - .

A !

-.. .-
While I,, have suggested earner, that self-awareness and cultural empathy are significant

persona) char;cteristies in the adaptation process, it Should also be noted that those -

characteristics may very well, be developed during the cross-cuhural learning process.
Perhaps the greatest degree of shock in the cultural transition experience can be related to
the recognition of our own values and beliefs in the light-otthreffecTferiviWinieht.

1
. ..

,,
,

. ." :
" -

SUMMARY
,

.

. :- ..
,, ..° ., .

It is evident that the culture shoe% experience is not necessarily an alien one;.ve truly
have had similar transition experiences in our lives before exposure to another culture, in
any number of intracultural situations. If we recognize transition shock as a defensive
resionse toithe dissonance we feelwhen bur world view is assaulted, wecan 'carat° dope
With the symptoms: and develop methods of channeling shock including culture shock ' "

. into personal growth. By knoWledge gain4 from those previous transitions plus the
personal characteristicsia, self-minreness, non- evaluativeness, cultural empathy, and
cultural complexity, we can transform the defensiveness into stimulating cross-cultural
learning: llow we deal with change affects our communication patterns. Perceived'as
disurientatictri, change may produce tlockages and defensive Communication. Perceived

0; as challenge; change ca'n stirriulatelcivativity and provisional .comMunication.
*
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INTER-ETHNIC AND INTRA-ETHNIC COMMUNICATION:
A STUDY OF KOREAN IMMIGRANTS IN CHICAGO

( YOUNG. TUN
.

4

This study explores foreign immigrants' communication patterns through a survefof 400-
randomly selected Koreans in tbe Chicago area. The immigrant's communication patterns
were examined by comparing inter - ethnic communication with members of the host society
aqd intra-ethnic communication with Koreans. Interpersonal relationships on four levels
of Intimacy orgsmizttional membership, acquaintances, friends and intimate friends
were used as indicators of communication involvement. Trends in the communicatiOn,
patterns were traced through crosrectional comparisons of sixnubgroups with different
lengths of stay in the United States. The results showed:( I) simultaneims increase in the
immigrant's inter-ethnic and intryeethnic communication over time, and (2) change from
relatively ethnic and homogeneous friendship circles to heterogenous ones. The study also
found that immigrants' English competency, acculturation motivation, and interpersonal
interaction potential were significantly related to their inter-ethnte communication. The
paper concludes with some new insights into immigrants inter-ethnic' and infra- ethnic
communication patterns in the process of acculturation.

.

Since the 1950's, arch his examined thc4ole of interpersonal communication in the
piocess of acculturati Spindler and Goldschmidt, for example, included "group
orientations and interact ns" as part of the criteria for determining the degree of
acculturation among Meno nee lndians.2 Kim has reported that the degree of 'an .
immigrant's pajticipation in the ost communication channels significantly influence
the Jevel of -refinement in perceivi the host society:3 Many other studies of foreign
students, visitors, and immigrants, ha also provided empirical support for the positive

relationship between the number of AThe can friends and positive attitudes toward the
hOst society or perceptual changed On be other hand, the tole oVintra-ethnic
communication, i.e., communication of immiglAnts in their own ethnic community-, is
not- clear. T-here-hre a few Studies which tend. to Alew intra-ethnic communication as
promoting ethnic identity rather than playing an integrating role in the host society.
Shibulani and- Kwan, for instance, indicated 'an adverse effect of intra-ethnic

. communication on acculturation. They stated that "... to the extent that ... a minority
group participated in different sets of communication channels, they develop different
perspectives and have difficulty in understanding each other.'s '14,envitz found a high
correlation between t high "Jewish identification"group and the mimbetof thegrciup's
close friends am on ws. He also reported that thoseJews in the highlythnic identified,

il:up were much more active in Jewish organizations than those in the unidentified'
up. in a qualitative analysis of a japaneseAmeriban community, Brooin and Kitsuse

argued that: "A large parr of the acculturation experience of the members of an ethnic .*

group may be circumscribed by the ethnic community. Such experience may havethe
long-run effect of retarding the,validation of acculturation and' the eventual assimilation
of many membeis of the group." Such a view of intraeihnic cotnmureation seems to be \
an overly simplified one, since it is based on an assumption that an immigrant's
,involvement in the ethnic community is indirect conflict with the involvenient in the ho
society. This assumption, however, has not been validated empirically; few studies live
examined the relationship between` intraethnic conitnunication anill inter-ethnic
communication by comparing the slime immigrants' iiivolvement with both groups.

° Further, in previous studies, communication was examined only in terms of the overfill 4

volume of interpersonal relationships witifouf discriminating different levels of intimacy.

N
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An immigrant's involvement' with members df the host society may te affect d by the
in tra-ethnic involvement (or vice versa) on one level of interpersonal relations , but not
on another level. For instance, the number of a Korean immigrant's intimate friends

-amongKoreans may be reduced as more Americans become close friends. On the other
hand, the person may be equally active in his or her involvement with both Koreans and
Americans on more casual levels of friendsliip.

Another factor that needs to be considered in studying intra-ethnic communication
patterns of foreign immigrants is the change in American society in recent years toward a
greater emphasis on preserving the ethnicity of minorities. The earlier "melting-pot"
theory has been challenge& by such later views as "ethnicity for all," stabilized
acculturation," orss(ruct gra! pl uralism."8 Although slightly different from each other in
emphasis, these new views share a coinmoiNreference for allowing an ethnic group to
remain as a large subsoctety, crisscrossed by social class, and continuing in its own
primary groups of families, cliques and association its own network of organizations
and institutions other words as a highly structured communitycswIthin= the
boundaries of which an ,individual May, it' he wishes, carryout most of his more
meaningful, life activities from, the-cradle to the grave. "9 This trend toward greater
cultural and social independence of minorities is reflected ithurrent developmeneof
bilingual and ),icultutal educational programs in schools.

'How this recent social trend has affectecl the ethnic individual's intercultural
communication with members of the hosesociety,,is unknown as yet. Thus, the present'
study explores (I) the .naturare process,of change in immigrants' participation in
interpersonal communication with members of 'the* hpst society in relation to their
communication with members of their own ethnic community, and (2) some faclorstlfat
are .related to the communication patterns. poSitively or giatively. Interpersonal
communication is viewed here as a major channel through whicNimmigrants learn about
the ways to cope with their new social and cultural environment. It will be examined on
three levels of intimacy: overall volume of interpersonal relationships, volume of casual
friends with whom one can visit each other's home. and VOillIng of close friends with
whom one can discuss personal and private matters.; and organizational activities. It is
believed that few will dispute the importance of communication between and among
members of different ethnic grolips and the majority of the hop society in maintaining

I the basic order and unity within tie host society.

METHOD

The inter-ethnic and intra-ethnic communication patterns of foreign immigrants and
the key factors that are related to individual differences in the communication patterns
were explored by analyzing data from a-survey conducted among the Korean population
in the Chicago area during July- September 1975. Four hundred Korean households were
randomly selected froo three available sources 7 -the Korean Directory of Chicago
(1974),-. lists of Korean church members in the'area, and the Chicago and Vicinity
Telephone Directory. he a pted police of systematic random sampling was
employed.' Any overlappin sample was carefully eliminated before the survey.

Y
. Due-to the widely di used residential areas of the Korean population, the survey was
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conducted mail questionnaires., Respondents with a telephone were called by the
istvespar and were further encouraged to cooperate. For those who were married,
either husband or wife wps asked to respond without consulting with his or her spode.
Out of the 400 households, 285 completed questionnaires Were returned, a response rate

/of 70%. Out of the 115 ion-responses, 52 were due to Change of address.'

After the questionnaires were returned, students and travelers who were staying in the
United States only a short period of time were excluded in order to limit the present study
to those Koreans who had at least temporarily decided to immigrate to the UnitedStafes.
The total number of questionnaires that vtroaeipally used in the dal analysis was 281.

When the distribution of the number of years the respondents h lived in the United
States was analyzes'. the average length of stay of the- sample was 4.2:Years. The
maximum length ottay was 26 years and the minimum, less than one year. This pattern
closely approximates the increasing number of Koreans who entered the United States
cad year since 1950, especially since 1967, as reported by the United States Office of
Immigration and NaOralization Service.

The immigrant's intpa-ethnic communication involvement was assessed by looking at
the volume bi interpersonal relationships within the Korean community. The
immig ant's inter -ethnic communication involvement was assessed by the volume of
inter rsonat relationship with White Americans, Black A ericans, and other ethnic
individuals excluding; the above three groups. Upon analyzin he data, hOwever, it was
fdrand tharthe most' of the immigrants' inter-ethnic comm 'cation -was with White
Americansand their interaction with Black Americans an Cher ethnic individuals was
negligible.11 Therefcire, in the subsequent analysis of data, only the interpersonal
communication with White Arnericans was considered for the immigrant's inter-ethnic
communication Involvement.

The interpersonal, relationships, with Koreans and White Americans we further
categorized into three levels of intimacy: casual acquaintances, friendswith whom one
.meetrin one anothers home, and close friends or confidants with wlornone can discuss
private and personal problems. The underlying assumption was that the nuber of
interpersonal relationships on the three levels of intimacy indicates bOth,the quality and
the quantity of the immigrant's communication experiences.'3 Inddition, degree of
participation as a regular member in American and Korean organizations was measured
in order to assess the immigrant's participation in formal communication in their ethnic
community as well as in the host society.

.
.
..

. I
In order ;t, o identify some factors which are related to immigrants' interpersonal

communication activities, the following variables were included in thestudyl (O} English
competency, (2) acculturation motivation, (3) interaction potential, (4) education,
(5) length of time in the United States, (6) fatkily income, (7) age at the time of

Immigratioh, and 48),present .age. Among these background variables,. English
competency, acculturatidn motivation, and interaction poren fiat were measured through
composite-item scales. To assess English competency, respondents were' asked
estimate their own speaking apd understanding of English. Tileiiimigrant'spubjective
evaluation of and confidence in his or her own English competency was considered as

-. influential in communication behaviors as the actual command of the language.'. The
- .

. . .
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average correlation coefficient (r) among the itemstems was .69, and the Crophach's
Alpha, .90.
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Acculturation motivation of the immigrants was measured by 'three questions
concerning their level of interest in learning the culture of the gmerican society, in

_ making friepds with Americans, and in learning the current issues inthe United States.
For the ihree hems, the, average inter-item correlation coefficient.(r) was .38 and
Cronbach's Alpha, 152. The relatively low correlations among the items perhaps is due to

. .. the difficulty of tapping the comple4 psychological variabl ou4h the three sinsiple selfj
report questions." Nonetheless, the three hems were consi to provide a reasonable-,

w
...

basis from 'which the immigrant's acculturation motivatio , or ac.letist, the extent to
which accultOration was r onsidereptsocially.desirable could be estifitated.

..,
The term interaction potential means the degree of opportunityfor association with

members of the host society provided by the immigrant's everyday environment. In this
study the percentage of Americans out of fotal daily contacts of ,the immigrant was
estimated through two items: "Of all the daily conversations you have, :what percentage is
with ,Americans?" and "In your present occupation, what percentage of the 'people you

*ordinarily come in contact with is with Americans?" The two items correlated with each
other-by r 7.: .49, p < .901._ / p

RESULTS .

. .

4' - .
- i .,

The. survey ,data were analyzed in teens of (I) developmepta tterns of the
immigrant's intro- ethnic communication and inter-ethnic co manication and
(2) variables in the immigrant's background characteristics that are r at to individual
differences in communication patterns. The first analysis was based on' roses- sectional .
comparisons anions six subgroups divided by the4ength of stay in the UnitedStates(sei
Figure I). In the second analysis, suckindividual characteristics as educationAex, age at
thelime of immigration. English competency, acculturation motivation;iparital status
and length of stay in the Unitedtates, were analyzed, in relation to the inte pithhic and
inira-ethnic communication involvements. , %

. ' ,r
TREND ANALYSIS .

._

'''' . .
Ideally, the trends in the immigmnescoturtunication patterns should,be observecilt

through time-series daia that are collected repeatedly over the years. In t he present study,
however, the trends were traced only through tht cross-sectional comparisons as a
reasonable approach to examine he general developmental patterns of the immigrant's.

.communication involvements. . ,.. , , .
. a

- , . ..,
sults of the trend analysis, are (ported in the following fection 'in terms of

. (1 'general *ape of deyelopmental curves,. (2) significance -of charige over time ..

determihed by analysis of variance across the six subgroups, and (3) significance of -
linearity in the curves, i.e., whetherthe change over the yeirs;is linear of nonlinear."

.

So.

Ss Casual Acquaintances
.

The v.ohrmesi, r casual Americaacquaintances( whomone knows well enough lo'speak
to when they me0) steadily increased during the fifst nine years and tends to frith semore
pi less' stabili6d stage (see' Figure 2). The average number of American casual

...acquaintances was 48:9 across all six subgroups.'The number w ,as only 10.6 within the
first year, and increased up to I 2.1.8- by the time the immigrants had livid in the host

. -
1

..

.t .. , ,
...r.-

. , .
. -
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society for seven to nineyears: After nine years. the volume of an immigrant's American
. casual acquaintances tended to decrease slightly. Throughout the acculturation process,
the average number of ethnic acwaintances was considerably greater than American

. acquiintanbes, indicating thatAe first-generation of Korean immigrants generally
associate more with other Koreans than with Americans.

A

' Casual Friends
,

. ,11!" The trends in the.volume of American casual friends (with whom one can exchange
"invitation to each other's home) showed asomewhat different pattern from those of
casual acquattuancts. In the case of casual acquaintances, both the number of American
and Korean acquaintances increased simultaneously during the first nine years in the
hpst sod the other hand, the number of an immigrant's casual friends within the
ethnic ommun =eased only up to the first five years. after which it decreased.
I nst d, the nu of American friends continued to increase throughout the years,
although after ine years. the trend seemed to stabilize. The composition of an
immi endship circle. therefore. was gradually supplanted by that-of Americans.
T ratio between the Korean and American friends during the first three years was

.9:1. The ratio decreased to 2.4:1 after nine years (see figure 3).

intimate Friends

The pattern of change in the immigrant's friendship circle, from et h nic mogeniety to
lure of Korean and American friends, becomes even more salient when one '

'-e nes the mends in intimate friendships only (see Figure 4). During the first year. the
average immigrant had 4.6 ethnic intima)afriends and only .3 American intimatefriends..
These numbers steadily increased up to seven to nine years; aftert he pine years. however, .11.

the number of intimate Korean friends dropped. Olhile that American intimate friends
continued to grow. Airils'point, the average immigrant t(iRf,an atmast.equal number of
ethnic and American friends within the intimate friendship circle. 'Ir .

Organizational Members ip i. .
*.

. 'Overall,. the Korehn imrlugraats participate mole actively in Korean organizations
thin in Atherican organizations. iity-five peicent oOthe respondents belonged to one or
two Korean organizations and 20% to morc thin three. Only 15% did not have any'
,membership in Korean orgaclizations. On the other hand, 5% of the immigrants did not
belong to atty. American organizations. Trends in the immigrant's organizational
participation-demonstrate a pattern closely eorresponding to shose of the volume or
casual .acquaintances, i.e., a general linear incre,ase over she years. An immigrant
hecorksinore active in organizational activities both in the host society and in the ethnic
Cotrimunity. This finding suggests a close relationship.between the two types of
comiyunication,involvement, casuatacqitaintipcesand organizationll membership. The
vitUtne of castkal acquaintances (both Koreans and Ameridans) tends to increase as
participation toorganiza tions (bat h Korean and American) ificreases (co mpare Figuie 2

; 4( Figure .

.. . .
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. . . ' INTER- ETHNIC COMITION
C RRELATIONAL ANALYSIS.

HIn addition to the trend analysis, a further attempt yeas made .to explore the
interrelationship between intra- ethnic communication and inter-ethnicoommunication
on the foil, levels of communicatiortrelationship casual acquaintances, friends,
intimate friends, and organizati9nal membership. Based ,on a11481 respondents, the-
Pearson correlation coefficients (11 were comp fed as reported in Table I.

. ,

TABLE I
-

CORRELATION (r) BETWEEN INTER- ETHNIC AND
. 1NTRA-ETHNIC COMMUNICATION VARIABLES. .

(N = 28")

Korean
Acq.

gmerican'
Acq. dr .61

American
Frnd.Frnd. ..43

American
hit. 'Frnd. 126 ,

American
Cfitr , - .25 ... .

Korean Raman Korean
Frnd. ' Int. Frnd. Org.

#.54
1 I

.21

, . -
.54 -~ --. -''.1& 1

:12*
.

e
A6

.-

27

.

.. ...c.., .....

.--..-......1k.-41..J'-
...-,111.,..-:...'..._-;_:., - -....._.._____,

--- "'
S.,. ...-. .. e

- . - _

-'. . -
.:.-",.-24 '7.7-- --0;.. --=.

.08!

.31

. e 1 ZVI'. -* :
*All correlation coefficients ate significanteat the .0011evel exiiepittle.enes marked 'be.

f .

...
. . , , - _:). :-..--.1..-:-: :A.

The results shOw that the relationshirl,bawecitIRktabettukif ...anditslethnic '
`communication is stronger on the same.leietsiFentothyttid&neribitcatilliip than on __,

different levels. In gencra.l, it is observed that.iniukiNiOtiliAis-iiisn'invOlvement
in interpersonid relationships within the etlink1,03411!_iiiik-tetids to be higher in
participation in interrerional communication inille.thOgbiscratl.:

. 4- -- ..-...4.i:7*;---. -- iis..,._,7,,-.... ,
The next analysis was to identify factori that werc_related to diff.ercno 1 involvement

.. of 'the immigrants, in intra-ethnic, and inter-ethnic communicate . Correlation
. coefficients (r) were computed for the degree of relationshipt between the immigrant's

individual background characteristics and the degree of communication involvements on
- three levels of interpersonal relationship and organizatiodai activittes,(sce Table 2).

7.1 ti
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- . TerLE 2

CORRELATION (r) BETWEEN DiTER-ETHNIND-IX TRA-ETHNIC
~COMMUNICATION AND bAt4KGR6UND CHARACTERISTICS

(N 'F.. 28.1)

.?

Background .K. K. Int.; K. A.
Characteristics Acct, Frnd` -Frnikir Org. . Acq.

Englip
COmpetency

Acculturation
Motivation

Interaction .

Potential

Educational

.14 A400' .07
.

.11 .05

A.
.

A. Int. A.
Frnd. Frnd. Org.

.32* .29. .28 .29 .58

. .16' 421 .20" ..18

-.02

Background .13, .13 . . .14

No. of Years
in U.S.

Income -4

Age at'
Immigration

Present
Ago

*
.28" .16"

I
.13 .294

,31 .34

.20* .16;

.

.33" .38 .35 .42

.13 :14".. .15 .27-. 421 .25 .14 .25*

sC:N
.08 -.02 :06 :05 .00 243' . . :02

.16 .16, .13 .13! .1* 11* .17

'Correlation' coeillicients' signi icant at the ;.05 level
.,., "Correlation coefficients significant at thei.01 level
_ "'Correlation coefficients significant at the 1001 level

I
.... ---,

Earlier in the time-trend analysis, it was reported that the immigrint's inter-ethnic as
well. as inn-a-Mink communication morally increased over years in linear patterns.

-

Reflecting such trends, all of the eight communication variables, particularly thet,gial
aCquaintances and organizational -membership in bath Korean and the American
society,werepositively related to the length.of stay in the United States, Also, positive .

relationships were observed between English competency and the involvement in
*American as well as Korean organizations, and ininterpersonal. relationships with
5.1Amerioans on all three levels of intimacy. Acculturation motivation was SigiiificantlY

related to an immigrant's participation in the three levels ofliiterethnic communication 4. .144;
in the huie,society, and the organizational' membership in both ethnic and the

. .
- ., .

. ',
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society. The interaction p'otentiarof the immigrants was significantly related to the
involvemint in American organizations and interpersorial relationships with Americans.
but not to intra-ethnic communicatio

in
activities.

.

An immigrants educational background was significantly related to inter-ethnic and
intra-ethnid. communication, in terns of the .number of total acquaintances and

'.organizational membership. The hrgherlin immigrant's educational level, the greater was
'the involvement in the ethnic community and in the host society.Immigrants with higher
levels of income were found to be more active in their participation in the host society,
and in the etbnictoinmunity to a lesser degree. Those who were older were more active in
their intra-ethnic communication than those who were yqun'ger. Age at the -time of
immigration was not significantly relatid to any of the eight communication variables.
On the other hand, the respondent's age at the time of survey was positively, related to all
of the, communication variables. it is probably due to the fact that most a the

. -
respondents came to the United States 'hen they were over 20 years old,,consequently
she age difference (at the time of immigration) was not found to be a crucial factor in
relation to communication behaviors. It is further speculated that &significance of age
at the of immigration can be observed in whether immigration occurs before or after
one's childhood. >

DISCUS510N
.

The present study has analyzed the intra-ethnic arid intetthnic communication
patterns of foreign immigrants through four evels of communication relationihip: total

-,. volume of acquaintances, ,casual friend , intimate friends, and organizational
membership. The major findingsfrom the d to analysis Itiesurrimarized below.

6.

, w .

1. Throughout . the years immigrants' .interperscrn,al interaction and..
organizational involvement within theethnic community a sfrongerthan' , . -' in the ltost society. . ..

r .

-N. ..1-.,
2. The volume of the imnitgrapt's Asilte rian acquenta nut {including casual
. and intimate friends) as well as participation in American'organizations

.
... . increase Through time. The same pfittern of liaeasrsit;t&lase is %served in

lite number of ethnic acquaintances and orgarnia 'pal menibersitip...

1 The volume of the immigrant's casual Mends both Americans and
lir

Koreani increases during the first nine years, after which. alsociation
with ethnic friends decreases. Friendship composition is relatively ethnic
and homogenous during the initial years and becomes more heteroe Oa-.
through- time. This trend is more clearly observed in the immigra '
intimate friendship circle.

. .-. ---- ...

4. Imn-igrants with Ireater involvement Art the host- communication
. . ,

channels tend to bealso active in their own thnic community. This
tendency is stronger in total volume of acquaintAces and organizational
membership, and less in iqtimate friendshiP patterns. ..

--.,,,,.......

$

. 7')
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,5. Order immigrants lend to participate in ultra-ethnic commtinicatto n more
than younger Immigrants. English competency, educational background,
and numbir of years inNheU.nited States arc positively related" the
immigrant's intro -eth pic communication, but not' to the intimate

' friendship with Koreans.
t-

.
,7, - .: -..,, . _

-...i The results of thisevgaratory study add some new insights into the immigrants' inter-
et hnioand int ra-et NOW; n'inuAircation patterns in the process ofaccultu ration. First, the
observed increase in participatioran batik American and Korean. organizations, and in
'the overall volume of interpersonal regtioaship with Americans and Koreans, reflect the
"structural p urallism," i.e., ethnic individ6,Is maintain their active membership in,both
host 'society d their awn ethnic community, Secondly,',while the present clitta
demonstrate the ultaaeous involveinent of immigrants jri both ethnic and boat

,. society. theobsery hange in the
one

ca at and intimate_friendship eircle
(fiom an etknic-and hem nous one top mixed and he o enons one) suggests that the
reference roie-of the eth individuals is intensified ring the initial period of
acculturation be apse of the ab ce of otbermeaningful gro 's to which they can refer

., for information, adVil,Kr affect . With thepassage of time, weves.theim'inient '
comes into repeated a prolonged c' tact with the natives; such on-kineinilividuag--- --
become incorporated into :the isrunigran ' communication interact and frame .of ',

. reference in more and more meaningful ways. The difference between th esu n the
. present study and the previousskudies may be. e in part to the 'social'

change in recent years toward greateOndependence d preserVation of ettmicit
,,. r mtnori$y groups. It isalio suggested that theprevious a mption regarding th

. and function of infra- ethnic comTnunication needs to be re mined and that,infut
i lodies, the immigrant's com'municatiotr patterns should closely analyzed

.0 iliff4rent%ting levels of intimacy in interpersonal relationship.
s ,

-...s.
. Finally a few shortcomings ot the, present study need to be identified.--.. . .

coNecked from only one particular ethnicgroup ,- the Korean community in the
area. 10likely that the specific patterns of changes in communication, the timaken
invokrect in such development's; and the strength of relationships among-variables bf

. ., acculturation -communication will .vary fr m one ethnic group to another, and for

. .

,different situations of acculturation. Size Of ati ethnic community, cohesiveness among
. Members of the commupity, the degree of,compatibility of original cultural norms and

valties with those of the,host culture, may alkoutribute to an ethnic individuanter-

e ethnic. anCintra-ethnic Coprannication.pgtterns: .
, .

, -.. . '. . .. ..

N.,
I Also, as notedearlier. the data in the present analysis were Uected only at one point

. in time, atid.the developmental trends tin the immigrant' mmitnication can be more
41.

...
accurately answered through time-series observationsoofithe same individuals over,ani
extendedberiod of time. Through time4eries data, it is possible to trace t he development
of thkimmigrarit's 'Communication patterns more realistiCally. Through replications.
amonedifferent ethnic groups, the findings in the present study can tie further verified
and wilt giinAreater.apidication for.a wider range of population. Also, sources of

. variations in th cOmmunication patterns and Changes among different ethnic groups ,

and individnils c 'he-identified.
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. Further, we need to study more closely the cormunication network 'sWem within
ethnic communities and across ethic boondarik as well as the process which
information from the host society is transmitted to ethnic.individuals an vice .versa.
Through such analyses, we can identify those individuals who play ih role of "wo-e
keepers," "opinion leaders," "Cultural middlemen,' or liaison individual ," who are in ant
advantageous position to facilitate effective acculturation for new immigrants. In \
summary, this studytiffers only a starting point from which more research questions are
generated..A great deal of attention needs to be paid to the communication processes of
foreign immigrants. Communication researchers can play a vital role in proMoting more
effective .communication and understanding between ethnic communities and the host
sock* by proVldings'cientific insights,into the underlying processes otcommunication.

.
.

. .

, NOTES/
. t .

Young Yun Kim is University PrOfessor of'Communication Science at Governors
State University. This agicle is based on her dissenntion research nt Northwestern
University. . . .
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.

.
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N S \ .

'Young Yun Kim. "Communisation Phtteins of Foreign,ImMialants in the Process
of Acculturation." Human COmmunication Research. Vol. 4,.O. I (Fall 1977), 66-71.
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*4Seclor;Fxampie, C. X. Coelho.\C.hanging Images of America: A Study of Indian
Studentsr- Perceptions (N.Y.: Free Press, 1958); Richard T. Morris, The TworWaY

...,... .'Mir tot (Minnegpolis: University of Minnesota Press,' I960i; Claire Seiltiz, June R. .. ..
-1--..;,, Christ. Joan Havel, and S. W. Cook, Attitudes and Social Relations of Fbreign Students4

4- , in the United States (Minnpapolis: Unispersity 'of Minnesota Press. 1963);'4kxander,
Weinstock, "Some Factors That Retard or Accelerate the Rate of Acculturation" lfuman
Relations, Vol. 17 (Nov. '1960, 32140; Ithiel de Sola Pool, -Effecte`dCrosj-Nitional
'Contact on Nationaf and International Images," in Interltatlonal liehavio A Social- .

-..., PsychologiAl Analy,sis. eds, Herbert Kelman et al. (N.Y.; Holt, Rinehart andWinston, ..
;

2...., . -1-;,-.,, 1965), pp. 104-29; Giyoshi Nag,ata, "A Statistical Approach. to the Study of. .
4...,.. Acculturation of in Ethnic Group Basedon Communication-Oriented Varilibies: The

. ."..-. CO& of'Japanese Americans in Chicago," Dissertation, irrisiifersity of Illinois, 1969. .
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%Moist* Shibutani and Kian M. Kwan,..Ethnic Stratification: A Comparative'
Approach (N.Y.: Macmillan Co., 1965), p. 982.

'Bern'ard 'Lazerwitz, "Some Factors; in Jewish ldentification,;.frwish Soiial
Studies. Vol. 15 (Jan.,1954). 344.

A

'Leopard- Broom and John 1. Kitsuse. "The. Validation of Acculturation: A
Condition' to Ethnic Assimilation; American Anthropologist, Vol. 57 (Feb.-1955), 44-
48.

'harden and Meyer. pp: 40-51.
.

. "Milton MI Gordon, Assimilation in American Life (N.Y.: Oxford University
?Tent 1964), pp. 23546; .

.
.. ... ' , .t,

lolly "Austral" process, 1 mean the process of changes in _'immigrants without
systematic institutional 'arrangements to either promote or retard the. proms of

. 'acculturation. ,

- '
For a discussion on systematic random sampling, see Hubert m: BlalociC, Social

.s -Ssatisticiz(N.Y Mcdraw-Iiill took Co.. 1972), pp. 51418.
7

- . ., -

. - ilThe averagenumber of'Black acquaintancelwas 7.6, Black casual friends, 0.6,.
and Black intimate friends, 0.3; the average number.of other ethnic acquaintances was
14.6, other ethnic casual friends,1.3, and otherethnicaintimateTriends, 0.4. -.-

r3 For a theoretical rationale fo r't his assumption, see' Paul F. Lazarsfeld and Robert
4

K. Merton, "Friendship as a Social-. Process: A Substantive and Methodological
- Analysis," in Freedom, and Control in Modern Society, eds. Morroe Berger et al. (1054; .
: ''..e New WO: Octigen Books,'1964)4p. 18-66..

t . 4

1See Selltiz et al: 124, for a supportive, argument,. . .
., ,

, ' ',Distribution of responses on the four-point scales, ("Little," 'A Little,"
--------"Sotiewhat," and tot/ shows a skewness toward higher levels of motivation, which

suggests that an rtifact of."social desirability" Might have biased the responses.
.1 , ' .

I
It 1,The 1 st lof*Iinsarity,(or "linear trend test") allowsone to findout whether the

e iit ach of the' variables shows linear or non-linear trend's. In' formal terms, it
1 '' b e to test the hypothesis that;the coefficients of the non-linear terms oft the'.

genie* statistical prediction .model are all equal to 'zero: Thus, if the statistical
Signi nce level is close to .05 levelor zbero, the test result indicates that the change trend.,

1 is n n-lipear; the farther, away from zero the coefficient is, the stronger the degree to
w ch thiare tid follows hiieir. For detaili, see Norman Nie et aL eds., Statistical Package

1

-

f ("the Social Science (N.Y.: McGraw -Hill Book Co 1975), pp. 25741. .
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COMMUNICATION NETWORKS AN.D SOCIAL CHANGE
,. IN* DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

-

FELIPE KORZENNY and RICR AR D. V FARACE

This paper analyzes and summanres the major body of lite;ature generated with mini fo
communication.petworks and social change in developing countries. The results suggest
that communication is ii necessary factor for change to take place. but it is not a sufficient

' condition. When there are opinion -leaders who link the pans of a social system 'whose
norms favor change. and external communication travels from th side of the social
system through opinion leaders to the community, change is t ered. Heierophily of
association is not conducive to change by itself, but when there are opinion leaders who_
bridge the hetetophily gap froth the outside to the inside of's, social system. the possibility.
for 'change to occur is heightened. l(olie norms of asocial system in general are negative

,tOwards ehange..then any effort towards change is-likely to fall, since infocall opinion

1
"leaders tend to adhere to the norms Of the system. In this ate, preliminary effkrts towards
social change should be directed al creating a more faiorable generalized disposition. . .
towards change. These results are discussed under she. light of available theory and
evidence, and a comprehensive multivariate 'model is proposed for future

The - purposes of. this paper are to: ( I ) review theempirical research and major.
literature relating human eamunication networks to social change in developing
countries, and (2) derive a multivariate model designedtto be used jt a subsequent testpf
the relationships found in the review. An empirically testable model can help clarify the
- relationships among the variables that link communication networks and -social change. -
in developing countries. Social change refers to a variety of pro sies bywhich memberi
of a social system shift from traditional techniques (for example, a agriculture and
family planning) to alternative techniques that offer relative advantages along certain
dimensions such as better agricultural yields and a lower rated hu man proliferation. The
perspective of social change taken here recognizes the possibility of "inultilinear
evolution," in which social systems evolve diffetehtly, borrow culturally and-materially
from each other, and capitalize on mutual.and cumulitiveexperience.iSocial change is
typically cast in a positive light; it refers to the improvement of social systems, of to the .
retardation of starvation or destruction.2

.
The concept of a network has been described in graph theory terms as: "...a finitesetlif

points linked, or partly linked, by a sit of lines (termed arcs) called a net, theft being no I"
restrictions on the number of lines linking any pair of points or on the:direction of those
lines...A network in graph theory is a relation in which the lines conbecting the points;
have Values ascribed to them, which may or may riot be nurnecical."1 Human Systems,
through interaction, create links among members. People (or larger gicial units) are tie
points and their-interktiohs are the links; overall patterns.of links result in networks.
Diffusion, nd social change arc in part network phenomena because they involve regulir

.1-1
flows of information and,the transmission of influence, Rogars11975) notes that network
analysis constitutes a unique form of putting structure.bick into diffusion research.'
.Diffusion research which only uses random or quali random sampl' g produces results
similar to that of a biologist putting airanimal through a meat Finde e notes. In both
cases, the. possibility of isolating the siructureof the system is pr deck4sletwork
**analysisis a foimof relational analysis, directed explicitly, toward 'den lug structured,
relationships. Networks ate "repetitive patterns of interaction among th embers of al

0
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.
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social system."3 Network analysis offers a means for relatinglitommunicatiystructpre to
social change.

The authors of this paper conduCted an extensive literature research and identified 21
studies or papers ;filch link aspects--of communication networks and social change in
developing couUtries.6 Some of the studies report empirical findings (hypothesis-testing
and/ or post-hoc resalts), others offer detailed 1,n-empirical discussions of ti topic, and
the remainder provide more general, less precise commentaries, often anecdotal andwith
implicit assumptions only. The studies vary in their attempt to gen&rate a theoretical
.basis for understanding human interaction patterns and social change, but they all deal
with the central foChs of this paper: an explication of the linkage between human
'communication networksand social change in developing-countries.

. METHOD,

. ,
In order to assemble evidence relating to thicentral focus of this paper, the 21 scudies.

noted above were read and 262 statements or assertions were identified. Three basic
'features of each statement were recorded: (I) its support or non-supports for ribroaciter,
more general proposition; (2) the nature of the evidence (empirical research, either
hypothesized or post-hic; direct assertions.in non-empirical literature; and anecdote&
assumptioni implicit in the study in question); and (3) the level Of analysis at which the

. statement was made (individual, group, or -social system). ,, 4 .
. e.. . ,...

The first feature of each statemenurequires little further clarification: statements were
judged to be supportive, Or were considered nonsupporrive. The second factor involved
classifying statement's according to the nature of the evidence: (I) empirically tested
hypotheses, or post-hoc 'empirical findings; (2) cleat-cut litefatute 'references;: and
(3) comments, presented with a juilifying anecdote, or granted,as "assumptions.? The
third factor, level of analysig, is included sine network analysis is not restricted to ,one
social system level. An advantage of network analysis is its use at various system levels in
order Co uncover unique relationships. Hence, researchers differentially concentrite their,
attention irvarying levels.'

ii .

There dre.three levels of analysis. First level of analysis is the social system which is
-defined as a collectivity of units which are functionally differentiated and engaged in joint '
problem-solving with respect to a common goal. The members or units ofa social system
may be individuals, informal groups, complex organizations, or subsystems."8 In the
literature reviewed:the village is typically identified as the primary socialsystem. Second
levelof analytis is groups which are viewed as functionally different units within the
village. An accepted definition of a group in the network analysis literature _ii: it
must"(1) contain at least three members; (2) communicate greater than some criterion

. percentage (typically 50%) with one another relative to /Mothers in the system; (3) be
directly or indirectly linked through somc path lying entirely within the group,' and -.

_ sometimes meet .a mare stringent criterion added by some authors, (4) and when'"no
single link nor jndividual can be. removed and ause the group to.dissolve.P0 One of the
typical objectives of network analytic tech riiq u s is to ide,ntify substructures or grOupg in

- the larger social system, The differentiation oft ese two levels is useful. For example; the
effect of communication within a groupon soci 1 change can be expected to be different .1

O
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from the effect of communication among groups in the larger social system. People that
interact in small groups with a certainireqiieney may not convey as much information to
each other as people from another interacting group may provide to them. Third level of
analysis is the individual. At the individual !eye!. the focal point is the structurposition
of a certain individual within his or her own network. A typical definition of a personal
communication network is the interconnected individuals who are linked by patterned
communication flows to any given individuarl At the individual level, one can
investigate the degree to.which one individual is connected to others, or one can examine
the density or interconnectedness of the individuals in a personal communication
network. A statement taken from the literature review was assigned to one of the three

_levels of analysis according to theighest system level of the variable to which it was
linked. For example, the proposition "group integration is.positively rated toadoption
of agricultural innovations by its members." is classified at the group level of analysis.

It is important to note that the staments or assertions relating communication
networks to social change do not represerketpressions of causality, i.e., that certain
network characteristics produce or create some type of social change. Most authors are
clear to indicate that they are discussing important associations among variables, with
the causal mechanism remaining to be investigated further. Studies involving the test of
an explicitly, stated hypothesis come somewhat cloier to identifying potential causal
relatiops: An important goal of this paper is to gather evidence relating networks and
social change in an attempt to develop a logic that is sufficiently powerful so that further
progress toward a robust. predictive, causally oriented model is possible. Given the logic
or theory Of relationships expressed in this paper, a multivariate model will Ix -presented
which, when adequately tested, may shed further light on the causal linkages between
communication networks and social change.

. .

RESULTS.

Actoss the studies reviewed, three important topic areas emerged. The three areas and
underlying proposkions vicwed ire:

6 . I. The more cohimun anon, the more social change./ . .,

. la. The morc interns communication, the more social chfinge.

( lb. The more externa co mmunication, the more social change.
. l

I c. ilkemorc external communication, the more internal communication... . .
. ,

2. The more heterophily among people who communi the more social
.

change.

3, 'De nnitre opinion leadership, the morc social change.

.
3a. 'The more the overlap of informal and formal opinion leadership, tlje'

more the social cfiangeo.

J
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ore the opinion leadership concentration, the more traditional
t.-L--.the social system: . . ,

,,
. r

. ,. ..

J't
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4,

0

,-.
, . .

3c. The more modern the social systern,the more innovative the opinion -/
leaders are when compared'with' the subgroupiof merribets.

.4(14'

3d. Tlie. More specialized the opinion leaders, the more modern the
4 social system.

.
. All propositions arc stated filinear. positive relationships: While it would be simpler
to state merelYthat "a relationship exists" between each pair of conceiit terms in a
proposition,4the majority of the literature follows the format th4t has uses here. In
many Crises there is little evidence to support the linear statement, an ere is reason to
expect .at least some or the relationships to be non-linear, awever, the linear
rehtti hip can be readily communicated and tested statistically.

,
e

,

.c.

PROPOSITIONS: SUMMARY' AND EmEisidi
--...

. - .1, -- IS, .

I: The More Conimunicati Social;Changetfie More Social-Change .. 0. .
'

t I -
. it

In the field of international or crossrcultural communication, there his been along-
. standing Belief that the more communication inputs, the more social change. The
literature on mass communication and national development frequently contains.
expressions of This view.d In the 21 studies reviewed, 42% (I I I) or the 262 total
statements refine to this basic belief. Examples of this view are Yadav:i3 "The range of
social interaction is greater in a modern social system than in a traditional one."; and g

Guimaraps:14
its degree

the degree of cormunication interstice' in a given social
lystem, the higher ts degree o innovattven ss. .

. .."

4 . . ,...
. - ,.

4
.

-.. The releyant statements generally refer to the extent and diverifty of linksgeand in
this sense to the atnount -of cominuniention from outside the wild system. The - :
statements also refer to:the communication generated' from inside *the social istem.
Inputs frOmithe outside are communication linlss to persons, or the ones emergent from
Mass media, titivel, etc. Communication -originating from inside the system often refers
to connectedness, integativeness, 'and ether' measures 'that reflect communication -

activity inside the system :The e'vidence available for this proposi?lbn is shown in Table I I.
A, '4Z 0
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TABLE

d

EVIDENCE FOR PROPOSITION I: THE MORE COMMUNICATION,
THE MORE SOCIAL CHANGE

73

t .

Source of
.

Evidence_

P \ .

Level
of
Analysis

.

Empirical I
Literature.

-

Non. .
empirical
Literature
Assertions

. . Non-
empirical
literature
Anecdotes

sAssumptiOns

Totals
Hypothesiied

Relations
Post -Hoc
Relations

S ''' .NS S NS S NS
.

S , NS % Freq.

'' Social System. ,13%# 1% 4% 12% 1% 1.9% 0% 60% 66'
.

Group , 1% 2% 1% 0%

.

8% 2% 2%
a

2% 19

'

Individual 0% 1% 6% 3% 5% 1% 7% 1% 24% 26

Totals MN) 15°
14%

10

9%
14

12%

7

7%
27
25%

4
.4%

'31

28%

13

3% l02%**.
11*

.

. S = Supportive

. NS = Non - supportive

Vurnher of statements in each row or column total, or overall Will.

'''''Exceeds 100% due to rounding error.

Mead as "13% 8( the overall total of t l 1 statements were found in the empirical literature,
expressed as hypothesized relations. and supported.the proposition."

0

If the column percentages for supportive assertions Are summed, 79% of the statements
favor the.propOsition that increased communicatiqn produces greater change. However,

.4... ... only 26% have direct empirical support, with the remainder backed by non - empirical .
. literature..Cdntrary empirica evideafe is found in 16% of the findings, If directempiricaf

support it weighed more hea ily than literature -only findings, the proposition receives
more support than disconfirma on. Note that most of the evidence on the proposition is

' at the social system level; 60% of the statements are so identified. The abundance of
studies reflecting social systems is not surprising since most use intact social systems,
villagei or communities, for network analysis. The empirical evidence is primarily found
at the social system level (28% of all statements). There are very few statements at the

r. group level (4%), and only 10% at the individual level. Most of the group and individual
:-. 4 statementsjare supportive. / .

f

{
c

In summary, Propositiod 1 is supported more often than it is rejected. Howe*, it
should he noted that certain beliefs or myths may be perpetuated by the selecti eness of,
the researcher. As shown in Table I, the statements from the literature and thta ecdotal
statement are more frequently supportive than the statements found in the e pirrcal

A studies. Since most Of the available evidence is found at the social system leyel, more
research is needed at the other two levels. This evidence suggests that the degree of

.support could vary by system levels. Perhaps the amourit of communication at the larger
0
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a
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;

social system level'does serve as a catalyst for change. At the group or/individual levels,
communication per se may not bring ne winputs into the system and consequently charige
may not necessarily 'follow. The lack of statements at these last two,lehls, allows us to
make only cdnjecturet that are, illustrative of the need for more evidence. There are two
hypothesized empirical statements that support the proposition ititheoppusite direction.
They are both at the group level of analysis, the rationale offered is that eqthintmication
at the subsystem level may not contribute new inputs to he members. instead, it may
simply be 'redundant information It is unlikely that mere amoun' of Communication,./"://
per se is a variable that explains change in a detailed fashion. Communication can also
counteract changc. or simply be functional tit existingsystenf:"Fuether refinement of
this initial proposition is needed to prgvide better explanation of the mechanism(s) at
work.

la, The tire lnteinal Communication:the More Social Change
Alo."

, . .

) .
. . .

In moving to a more specific. propositional level, one finds two basic.concepts,
connectedness and integration, that reflect internal communicatia, The .definitions
most commonly used fpr these tOitconcetils are. i I) COnnectedness is "The degree to
which t be units(Individuals) in a system arc Zed by communication flows.The f ormiila
is based on the ratio of actual number of communication relationships in,a sysism,
divided by the number of possible communication relationships ".'' and (2) integration is

'' defined as the "extent to which the .groups.to which a foe group is linked ait linked to .

one another.'w The., difference between these two neepts,. connectedneis tind
integration, is not . very /precise in the literature. it, ers et al., use both 'trims
interchangea'bly.19,There is an underlying rationare in th iteraturc which suggests that
the more isociaryn94s,rciated to other units, the more opportunities th'eieat,e for cha
in be communicated and implemented .

. . .

Exam plc statements that support the proposition arc: 9 ut kind: "Theinore i grated a
person it into a situational network, the More fipm'able his tier att s

change; "'" and Guirnaraes. ''Certain injunsic rOcieristies of the em, as
encoding mechanisms, boundary control,,adaptabil y. openness.,, irectly re at d to
2 ,. -...

me system's degree OT,communication integration, ndhente, dernizition."21 ..

4. . . .

Twenty-eight percent (or 73) oLttk statements identir i iathis literature search are ,
related to Proposition la. Most of the statements are e"ry explicit with regard to the
variables involved,: Although sqint arc less Acis0 or correlates of the raairk4w6

...1.-- .
variablcS in their yarding. Table la iiresents th cleric available for this rOoposition.-
.Sixty-ti Inc pc rcenttSft he 73 statements supno is probosition. Twenty -nine percent of

'thee statements hav?some evidence`Trom 0 ture..Of thcss, 24%are in favor acrd 5% are '
t'against. Half (52(7( ) of the statements been empirically tested; 3i% are suppoitiye.
.WItile 21(,7 are non - supportive. How . of the hy pot ho:siod relationships, slightly more
were nsuptfogive (141:) tha portitic (12%)t. Air the post-hoc evidence, almost \_.---

, three ti es as; many ,statcmcnt e suppartive. than are not. This comparison iuggests
, , that selective acts on the parloPthe researcher in Oportingsupppetivg findings in post-

hoc studies May accoun or tihe level of empirical si pport the:propotition receives. Pity -_
twd pere91 of thest milts undiriOroposition la deal with the social system levelevel of
,analysis. 2 0 With c group level;and 27% with the indifidual leVel. _
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` TABLE la
c &, : ..

.

EVIDENCE' FOR PROPOSITION la: THE' MORE INTERNAL
. COMMUNICATION, THE MORE SOCIAL CHANGE

,-.

Sour& of
Evidence

.
,

\*.Lev51
of
Analysis.

, .
-Empirical .
Literature

Non-
edtporcai
Literature
Assertions

- Non -
empirical
Literatuie
'Anicdotes.

Assume-lions

. .

Totals .

' *D
Hypothesized

Relations
Post-Hoc
'futons

NS
ft ' S NA S NS S . NS % Freq.

Social System ,' 11% '10% 8% 3% 11% 1% 0% 52% 38

Group
.

'1% . 3% I% 0%
I

7% 3%
........

-
. 3% 3% i 21% -15

-
Individual 0% 1% 10% 491,- --;6%_ It 496 I% 27% lo

(frcq)
Totals

.

9
12%

if/
149i;

14

19%
,

5

7..,P,14%
17

-..JL.k
4 11

15%
3.

'4%
. ...

100%
73
.

S 2 Supportive

NS = Noniupportive
c

s

a

I .-
., . .

.1 . i .

The counter viewa this proposition has important support. Danowski argues that as
integration increases, "the ,homogeneity of information 'content inireases.'122' This
suggests that higlVamounts of integration Csr connectedness irt or below the social system e
level may perpetuate the status quo. However, it is the degree of integration of the social

.systefn into still higher -level systems that may catalyze change. This possibility will be .
, explored in proposition lb. La. '.

1 b. TheolVore External Cbmmunication, the More Social change
. ,

ante .External communication can be finther expanded to include-broadcast and print
m is eposure-, chaitges,agent contact, contact with other, ,travelers, travel to other
s tems, etc-Messages from these channels enter the local system frpm the larger external

tem. Whereat proposition la deals with Ole concept of groups, integrated among
hern$41XeS Or,t to the la rger,sodial system, an dwithAlre connectivity of sociartinits within

the social system itself.. Aro position lb 'refers- to the influence of communication
originating from outside the geographical and social boundaries of the system. This

*A,
hifluence can be analyzed at any of the three levels ,of analysis established .eatiier. The? .

more communication inputs that reach the system, the more' it it. Openneiitsis
been typically,rlefined as: "The degree to'which a vitiate exchangelinfOrmation with its .

external enyironment."23 An example of the statements that characteriiePrilPosition
is: 'frallitiobal systems are more relatively closed to the outside tlfan less traditionaPe
ones."24 The evidence for Proposition lb is presented in Table-lb, . ' «

, !;
. -. 4. - , ."
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- TABLE lb
,

Z:e4" 7."EY.IDNCE FOR PROPOSITION 1.110THE MORE EXTERNAL
.. i COMMIJNICATIION, THE.MORE SOCIAL CHANGE

Source oft
Evidence

.,

Level
of ..
Avi,lysis.

.
Empirical
Literature

.
Non-

empirical
Literature.

.

AAertions '

.--

Non-
empirical-
Literature
Apecdotes

Assumptions

.

-

,
Totals*

-
-.. ---"----

.
HypOthesized

-. Relations

. .

PostHoc
Reitions

,. S .
-

NS S. NS *S NS S , NS % ...Freq.

Social System 19% 0% 4%. 7% 19% 0% 33% ' 0% 82% 22

Group- t%____,4% 0% 0% 7% 49(' 0% 45% 4

Individual
xitt

' 0%, 0% 0% -Di 0% 0%. 4% 0% 4% .` 1

(freq)
Totals

2?
(

5
19%;

/ 1

4%
I

4%
2

. 7%
7

26%
0
0%'

II
41%

.

0
0%

..'
101%

7- --

S = Supporti4 -

NS= Nortsupportive
.. , .

Twenty-seven statements were identified which relate external communication to
. change. The statements are highly

the
of Proposition lb (90% of the 27). One iii

four (all supportive) are found in the literature; thosd with empirical support comprise :'
one -third of the total. (23% are in support, 11% are not). Statements hypOthesizing -.

...

support represent 19% of the total, with only 4% opposedlo the proposition. For post
hoc empirical evidence, therefore the statements, one infavor and two against. The
anecdoctal evidence available is all in favOr of the proposition; it repreients4 I% plait tt,
stat,,mentsfor Proposition 1 b. Eighty-two percentof all thistitements are located at th6..
social system leyel, 15% at the group level, and 4% at the individual level ofrialists.

' .
.. . . . ,

0
Most of the evidence is thus- in favor of Propositibn lb. including the hypothesized

empirical findings, and the great majority re at the social system level. inputs from the

. outside seem to hive a potitive impact on ial cloange This finding is supportive of
Kroeber's classical diffusion theory and the co-evolutionary perspective of Sahlint.24,
which states hat cultures may'borrow frOm o c another without recapitulating stages of
development: Tie only specifically hypos sized non-supportive statement, counter
the*proposition. is reported by Danowski.27 He argues that when the innovation to be
diffupd is highly discrepant from the value system of the receiver system or oubsysiem,
openness may'Vork against the 'adoption of the ihnovation'and- may actually-reinforce ...
.traditiooal orientations. , -

..-. ..'
. .

*

at

%-l .
. If the relationThiP of eatei,fial- and internal communication -to change were" :-/°

.
eonsiderable.23 then external communication could initiaie internal. communication.

. .
I '
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Several explanation's have been advanced for this reasidhship. Danowski sOggests that
the more open a systcrp ishe more connected it has to-be in order to process the

,- information it receives." Guimaraes points out that since To4mopoliteness is usually
regarded cis a modernizing ,force; as 140, it tends to increase interpersonal contacts

-within the system."-w Some examples tribe statements that underly Proposition lc, are:
"External, contacts are positively related to communication integration, "'" and "The
greater the openness of a'system the greater its connectivity "'2 The distribution of the

...

evidence available for this proposition is presented in Oble lc.
-+6

.

. :40BL E lc

, EV1D E FOR PROFi,OSIT1ON lc: THE MORt -EXTERNAL '
TION, THE MORE INTERNAL COMM,UNICAON

Source of
Evidence

,Leal
of

. Analysis ®,

Empirical
. Literature

1ton-
empirical
Literature j

-

Non- -
empirical '
Literature

Anecdotes
Assumptions,

. . .

...,
P.

Totals
Hypothesized

Relations ,

.-
Post-Hoc 'Assertions
Relations

.

S NS S NS S. NS S NS

.
% Freq.

, Social System 4% 12% 8%
. .

4% Q% 0% 4% 4%
,

484:12

Group , 4% 0% 0% . 0% 4%
,
0% 8% 8 %.. 244.

.
6

Individual
4

,
0%. . 0% 0% 12% 0% 0%. 16% 0% 28% 7

(fret)
Corals

2

8% 12% 8%

4

16%

4

16%
7

.28%
34

12%

.
.,100%:

25 ''
i

S = Supportive

NS = Non - supportive

Y i -.\) t \
... , .

Twenty-five statements were classified under Proposition lc. Of the 25 s tements,
60% are in. favor. Sixteen riescent are based on literature evidence, and t ey all are
slip ortive. Of the statements based otyrmpitical data, roughly one-half show u pPort. In
bo empirically hypothesized and, st-hoc cases. the preposition is rejecte more often
than sup firsed. Of the remaining items. 28%.are in favorand'12% are-opposed. Forty.:
eight percent of &statements are located at the social:system level:24% are at the gaoup

;
level. and 28% are at the individual level. The general lack of evidence makes it difficult to

' , draw conclusiOns at all levels, especially at the two lower levels. However, taking all

,
statements 'nto .consideration. the proposition is to often rejeeted,..than, accepted

. - 'across all els of analysis.
a .

*. .
. .

8
.
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kir. ., In summary the support for Propos n lc is limited. In fact, the most credible

evidence (th Miypothesized empirical studies) points agairist it. Unfortunately, the
. ;

. rationale for this proposition does not specify the c,onditions unfir which greater
. v external interaction wirleadidireatifirilernal communi "on. In addition, the total

-amount of interaction a system' can undertake.is limited. The e time the system
.

spends communicating with the outside, the'less time remains for irate interaction.
Furthermore, exposurea to external sources would lead to 'differing opinions and points of
view,which may then lead to internal differentiation and not necessarilytointegraiion.
However, the interaction of external and iiitern11 communication mayitill-leant to social
change. "Ouimeraes states this as follows: "Communication, as the information"'
processing subsystein of the social system, would function as a mediating element in the
process of change when this mediating factor is integiated., and.the receiving system is
open and capable. f reorganization. it is more likelit hat the system will tend toward

Llbside.Oization."'i Rogers et ai.. also share the above view: "Systerd connectedness and .

systeme eis have a synergistic relationship in their positivelielationship to
knowledge of4 taboo family planning innovation."14 Under t his point of view, an Opinion

.

l eader emerges due to his,' her ac.cess to external and internal channels of corn muflication,
not due to access, to external channels alone. Nevertheless, the weight of currently
Available evidence gives scant support to Proposition lc. , °' a:

maks

. a

a. a.

2. The More Heferophily imong People Who Communicate. e Social Change

. When peoplewhckinteirt 'are alike orbighly similar on a nu ber of dimensions(stsah
as their belief structure. their values, their behaviors or ?heir 1s), the information4Y- : 1

. eyhange can be_expected to be more redunclapt, thin, if the larticipants in thee
communication ebcoulter ire different. When no appreciable differences ex iei among
people who communicate, the chadges that, they evoke in each other shoultritend to ,deo:ease, since new views are seldom exchanged. "Homophily" is used to, denote. t
similarity,, among people.w1r4tomnlunicate, &real "heterophily".is used to signify t4 -t '.%1 lifferences: Homophily &fined as: 'The deiree to which pairs of individuals who

.
interact iire:siinilar in certain attributes. sush,as beliefs;.values, education social status, '' . g

1

, and the like. "" Operationally, "It is an obseived correlation :between the designated '
attributes Of individuals who.have dyadic corn municaiioricontaCts." e S ome exalcres ob_.
the statements assigned tosProposition 2.aie! "The degree of occupational discrepancy
between the rnistrinl's own occupational prestige ant"t he mean occupational prestige of' .

his interpersonal network, was not significantly relatedzo locus dcontrol in eit her type of
network (friendship or instrumental networks);"'7 and "More traditional systems are
charatterixed by a' greater degree of..homophily in interpersonal pommunication."11
Table 2 presents -the distripution of statements under Proposititrl.i -

. ,
. s 8 CI"

"V .
.-

,. /. a
. .4 . .

.
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Souice Of Empirical' st Non- ' Non- ..X".. X
, Evidence. .titerature , empirical empirical '''. 41

4 t. "I' -- : ., Literature Literature , Totals
...... -Hypothesized Post -Hoc Assertions Anecdotes

Levet Relations Relatio rr ._ Assumptions,
_of - ,- , .. ,

N
:rathaiy91.3 ". 5 - NS S NS- S NS S "NS % Fren.

. - . \ .. .
r

.30CiatYgteln :4% - 19% 2% 11% 4% 2% 1 Oit4N '4%. 57% 30
Tvt

.r. GTOUp:- ' 0% 2% 2% '13% 0% 0%. 0%- 1-7% 9
, ,.

"dividual 0%; 296, 9% 44, '13%' 0% 0% 0% )8% 15.p, ... ....___,
. r r

..

Totals -.1. ) ' 2 . i2 ' 7 8 ., 6 1 -6. 2 54,
44 23% I3% IS% \ 30% .2% I 1% --4%....1.02,214

.

N
supportiveSUPPOrtiVe

AP-

NS z Non-suppolve
,.:-. . _

5.., 1. ,.
-..-

- 0
. . 4.

SWF-four (or 21%) of the 262 total statements provide the evidence for Proposition 2.
Nearly three in five (8 %) are supportive-. Of the 54 statements, 32% are derived from
literatuKe, with 30%- samportive -and 2% non-supportive. Statements with empirical
support comprise 55% of the total, Of t hese. statements only 17%/ire:supportive,*.hereas

. 38% are non-supportive. Thehypothesiied statements ivith*Aiml support siren% of.

the total, with.4% in favor add 23% non-supportive. The statements backed byempirical
post-hoc support are 28% of the total, lOtti 13% inlayer and 15%agaiiist. Fitted's' percent

l'ofill statements have anecdotaor no support, or are stated as akum Zen: 11% ofthese
ark in favor ad 4% are agairist. Fiftriseven percent of thestat6then located at the
social system level. At this level, the general pattern draccepiance>rejectronis not very

'different frsom the overall one, While. Proposition 2 is more accentedthan,rejected, the ..

- most trustworthy evidence :, empirical support points to rejection. This suggests that-
the statements authors make about thekroposition in the absence of empirical data are: .

. .
, iliit sustaineti when empirical rcsearch is Useikto,hsPeCifically test the assertion.

.. . 4
,..

- . I.
.X4r.

Heterophily ii.related to the concepnf external communicatiod. External iodrcis of.,.

information are more likely to lye, hciierophilous_than internal' ones Yet, external:
i-,- . communicationiiiintare-consistentli related to change. This contradie.tion requiressome

pos
....---

... sible e fanattons. First, external communication is not rieceisarily heter'ophilobs.lf -
;-.,.si,-- _ it -is.th terogure does not specifylthe dimensions of difference,-Roge4 and Ellicirujk

..- *- poirk out that heterophilous channels/source' s (in terms of .coinpetenfe).: and -
i. a hskncippilous hannelsiscuirces '(iii terms 'of trustworthiness lead id change; The '

, -- followers pay attentionjo those leaders:oto are more ccimfetant than thetineWss';.' ., -: '''_;
,7;'. 'provided. they believe. that they can trust ate source Further rCsearh'is needed

-.4 - ' . .. 9. . .,
.

?......,... I a ,. . .
. ', i',., ... A : . - - ..
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Acerning the dimensions'of homophily-heterophily which lead tb change. Secondly,
the of the empirical hypothesized evidtaeisagainst the propositio n, a ltho ugh most
of it com om a study by Yaday.40 Eight Out of ten hypotheses in this study were s.
rejected becau, lack of statist ical significance, even though the resultkwere int heright
direction. The other hypotheses were rejected flue to statistically insignituebt results\ ; : .4.in the oppostte direction.. e could perhaps argue with the procedure frijeCting eight
hdppotheses`even'though they re in the expected direction. Third . ihe "strength of
1.thalc\lies" hypothesis" may hel larify the findings, "Other irigs being equal.

than it wolald if sent through strong ties. n other words, th informationtransnlated
information tgarismitted via weak ties uld ultimately reach a tiger number of people.

through regOarand frequent channels of com =anon is fess likely tor very farinthe
ial network, while the informationsent ove freqUent and extraordinary social

con is tends to tfavellarger social distancesd ue to t penetratifin of tight social circles,
. that oth ise would just Circulate redundant mess . Weak ,sociometnc ties are

infoimationill5istrong or :*the informational 'strength dy?die communication
relationships is inversely related to the degree of homophily and the strength of the .
attraction) between the source and the receiver."9 Heterophily y be a necessary but e.,

not eliffioient condition fdrehange. Considtring the informations strength of_weatir
sociometric ties. Liu and 0411 state that far maximum communiCatt diffusion and
effectiveness, the receiving a udience should be homophilo us among its tit bets, at leas(

' some of whom should also have heterophilous linkages to sources.3 HeterQphtly in -
conjunction WitOhcimophily should be more conducive to.social change. In fact, one
hypothesized empirical statement, which was predicted counter to Proposition 2 and was
supported, states that the more taboo the communicatibn, the weaker the sociometris tie
strength.44 This statement is congruent with our earlier discussion. A fourth to_

4.
consider is whether homophily sir heterophily are to be considered phe4 nomenologically;

e I` bjectivefy. or both. Most of the research considered ore has meastire homophily or - .

heterophily in in objective manntr. perhaps, perceptual estintates'of -similarity ci? - 4.-

,' differences ..would be mire ppitaul. An cappropriate methodaVo for studying ,
'-homophily-heterophily may be .the us' of metrie multidimensional scaling to asses

" es

relativeisivilazities and dissimilarities mong communicatois.nd attributes.ls
s .

Until further ;evidence is avada et the relatiOnstip betweei heterophilous .

cominuhication 'and change is Uncertain, since only speculative exp)anaticen for the
findifigAttave been offered. Perhaps the ilmosf tenable Position is thatheterophily !nay- , .,
evoke vhaInge, but that homophily onortain attributes is necessary in the receiving . -
system for change tooe implemented. Atithe individual Itvel;Oheterophily of asiociation .

maybe the only Beep to be taken for cbJnge Co be effected. Hdweverat-,the group and
social systeih levels, certain indiViduals should have a minimal number of heterophilous -

Channels of communica d they in turd should havicertain homophilous contact?.
which will ultimately iniplement he advocated change. These intermediaries ak usually
allied opinion leiders,and are the central coneer orProPositiont.

ft

'

:010 s

. .

A

'3. The:More Opiid, Leadership, the Mare S&tail Change

Opinigg leadership has a lengthy history in the literature ofcommunication and social -

change. Opinion leaders art influentials who not only pass on infOrmationobut.who ate
+credible to their.' constituencies, A common definition oj,opinion leadership is: 'The.
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degree to which an individual is able to informally influenceOthir individtials' attitudes
of.overt behavior io a desired way with relatiye freguency."44 The concept of ($ inion. .
leiderihig in the network Analysis liteture has been operatioiializedtve a fairly .

cansisTe0 manner "An individual's opinion' leadership score is batat on direct
sociomaric choices. received from other group ruemhers- in regard to a specific
criterion... opitiiiin leadership 'Score is the number of io-ciornetric
relationtihipsliat e.kidividual has with other group members *hom lte're ported to
have provided' with infoimation and advice on agricultural innovation "q7

t

81

Cenipn leadership is a characteristic of individuakwithin social systems who tend ri> g

1.not only link Others. but to'play a central role in the flow of information. Opinionleaders
are als.o likely tebe bridges or liaisOns iri..,the social-structure. "Bridges are 'group'.
members..who inaddition to their predominance of within -group links, have one or more
links, with members in one or more other groups in,the network. LiaiAirs are individ utffs.
who do not meet merntership criteria for groups. yet have links to two or more groups

.4 J

,

I "...!

4' 1

Some examples of the statements that relate opinion leadership to social change are
"The rate of technological diffulion in a so_ systemis directly relikted to and affected by
procesies of' interpersonal influence in which innovating leaders -and early adopters.
influeoge tRose who have not ad o pted ;..49 and:Leaders' mod er nization diregtly related
to the success of village programs of agricultural change."so The distribution of th.e
available evidence whickimplies that opinion leadership leads to sonic kind of social
colnige is Presented in Table 3.'

.
A

/4.- . ' TABLE 3

FOIL PROPOSITION 3: THE MORE OPINION -

LEADERSHIP. TH.E MORE SOCIAL CHANGE-

4$

A

4

. ,

Source or

.. Evidence

.
- Istvel:

?ft Analysis le

" Einpilical 1
Literature

-

Non-
:empirical

Literature.
Assertions

) e.
,. Non-

empirical
Literature
Anecdote;

Assurripsiont

;/1--%!
Mar

.kypothAired
Relations

Pcist-Koc
,f.

Reiations .,--,
\s........

,- '
NS S

, .
NS It S

.

. NS ,S, NS % 'Freq.t.
..4(

.S.ncial fiyst em . 23%
-..!

6% . 29%
T

0% 6% '0% Ad
s

2%
-

93% 45

. .

. Groall , ' . .

0%. 0%
. .

2% 0% . 0% - 0%,
i

. 0%
_

0% 2% 1

a. _ .
Individual- ,

.-
0%

um,
0%. - 24i Ocp 2% 0% j 2%, e0% 6% 3

kTota "Meg/ A
.33%

3..
6%

.
, I6

33%
-0

'op

.
4

8%

..,

. 0 4

0%
14

29%

1

. 2% .

\ `, '49.
-101% _ a

tipp'ortive
;,16.

NS = Non-supportive
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Forty-nine statements or 19%,orthe 262 statements are classified under Propos' ion 3.
In this instance, the statements in literature are very scarce (only 8% of the,49 sta ments),

-'- but all of them are supportive. Those statements With empirical evidence con tute 62%
, of the total ,for Proposition 3. Of these, 56A are supportiVeand only 6% are non-

. suppotive.TWenty-nine percent of all statements are empirically tested hypotheses, with
23% beinj supportive, and 6% non-supportive. Post-hoc empirical findings comprise
33% of the total, apd all are supportive: Thirtylne percent of the statements fo
Proposition 3 are anecdotal; 29% are supportive Ai:1.2% non-supportive. Almos;,all
(93%) of the evidenCe is at the social system level. with the rest scattered at the indrdual

'Ind group levels. . .

summary, opinion leadership, across types of.evidence- availa appears
positively related to social change.flowelser, the conditions, un'derwhich sociometric
opinion leadership is likely to bring about change. must 6e examined in some detail

-
,,-.... /

3a, The More the .Overlap gf Informal and Formal Opinion Leadership, the Mose
'.Social Change ... ,

....us.: 1
r

.....,*°.,
:- . , 4 . .

When the opinion leaders selected by a portal...unity through sociometric choices are
-; - ilsq inpumbents a managerial, institutioparroles, then change is more easily effected.

1-
The attention paid the formal leader is augmented because he/she is also informally
central. Further: this.type of "couble- opinion leader.links multiple parts of the system

*:
and playi,the role'of a bridge-among various individuals and groups.

- .. . ..
-Giver; the small uttinbei of statements that unde.r.he Propotition 3a, the evidence is

`dikussed here, Mit is not prekeritea in table Coup., Twelve statements were identified.

t. wind suggest that overlapping formal informal leadership roiesiare Conducive to
. .

. - _change. Son* examples are -,117 overlap of formal and informal leadership should ,

. . facilitate change; -",and 'PThe involvement ofinformal opinion leaders in the. formal
.. sitOcture is poSitively related witlithe Tate of adoption."52 All 12 statements ore in favor:

..-

1
one is supported by literature..iwo are empirical 0 sestet hypotheses: six are post -hoc

...,,

i + empiiicatiindingt. and three are based on nOeyieleriee or anecdotal references, All but
. 1 One areitlaisifiedakthe social syStein level. Moil research shouldbe conducted wilich
-

..s
tests this tigol)osition, a p 4,..,,i.. and. Particularly at the groupoidindividual levels.. .

-, / .
.. 7.41.sielii. A1'. . .

.. Theimpheat s of tins proposition ,ire strong fo*Programs of planned change.
N, etkirk antlYsis.can .be a usefil tool in identifying opinion leaders in the informal
stritettlri, who could MO be-aPpointed to important .positions in a foimal structure
dealing with4amily planning, agriculture,Or Other social change topics. if these double

.. intiuenffals so desire. their chances for sponsoring chanse chi 'to be high, ,

,,-...-
..

. ,

-0'
"N-3b..The More Opiniiin Vadership Concentiation. the More Traditiorial the Social

System

." .

4 - -, -- - -
-

Opinion leadership can be widely distribuAd, or it can be concentrated in a few key-
- jndivirlualk whO control the flow of informt(tion. Opinion leadeiship concentration. is

glefirted : Opinion leadership in a, given social system will land to be highly
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mice d if only few individuals are influeritial."5, Opinio leadership
concentr tion- has usually been operationalized by, the "Gibi index of concentration
calculated from the Lorenz clirve."34

Four statements underlie this proposition, all at the social systetn level. Tit& oPthem,
are in favor of the proposition. One of the statementsis a confirmed impiridal hypothesis,
the seconclisa rejected one, and the last two are post-hoc empirical findings. the lack of
available evidence prequdes making any definitive statements i'egarding the status of
Proposition 3b. hwever; the supportive evidence somewhat outweighs the eon-
Aupportive evi ce. It seems reasonable to expect that change in various aspects of
social life wo take place more easily where influence is dispersed than where there isa
monopoly o information and social power: However, one would expect that the norms
of the system would play an important-role indeterm,ining,the deg* to which opinion
leatiers are in' favor ofichange. * . 1

t =

3c. Theifore Modern t he. Social System, the More innoyative the Opinion Leaders a re
When Compared with the Subgroup of Members

r.. -

-This proposition implies that when the system's norms favor change, influentials tend
to be at the forefront. however, when the system's norms are traditional, the leader is
distinguished by his/ her conservatism. Proposition 3c is suppdrted by four empirica/
statements at the social system level, all empiricaLthree hypothesized and one post-hoc.

'The More Specialized the Opinion Leaders, The More Modern the Social System
,

As opinion leaders in a community serve specific information needs, the system
members will be,more likely to accept change and adapt to it. The emergence of
"speoialized" opinion leaders represents &departure from traditional patterns in which
the elders are institutionalized itta system to se rve as theguides for *don in almost every
sphere oesociaPlife.ss Specialized opinion leadership is termed "monomorphic." while
general leadership is cajled "polymorphic." Monomorphism is the tendency for an

:individual to act as an offmion leVer for only,one to pic."56 Pcilymorphistn is the opposite
multi-topic opinion leafiershiP. A sociometric operationalization of the,concept is;

"th 'sum oftscores assigned to the relative degrees of weighted sociometric opinion
lea ership that an indivttlualthasacross...criteria. plus the number of criteria in which the..
indi Auld exerts opinion leadership influence.."57 Only three statements were identified :

obsrelevant to Proposition 3d. All statement's are foCated at the social system level; one of'
them is a rejected empirical hypothesis, one is post-hoiand supportive, and one is a,
supportive anecdotal statement. The scarce evidence available leans toward support of
the proposition, but mac research is in order.

.
. For the five propositions identified under Propoition 3. one can conclude that

opinion leadership:in dal system is a catalyst of change. It acts more effectively when
the informal and for loewlership structures overlap, and when the normsof the system

-. are transitional or m ern, rather than tradithinal. Opinion leadership may help explain

. the. findings in la and I b above. internal communication ptr se is less consistent a
- predictor oft hange than,external communication. It as postulated thattheinteractfon

: between external and inteitnalAcommunication may act as the mechanism that triggers
" - . "' %
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'social change.- opinitin yadership, when the noSrins of the system favor change. may be a .ew
the link that brings. coMmunication inputs from the-outside and at the same time adds
internal connectivity to the system in the/fashion of a "two-step flow" of communication.
Opinion leaders also may be the structural components that are homophilous on certain
attributes to their followers, and heterophilous on other attribute such as competence.
With respect to the outside system, opinion leaders mu be homop )iilous on compettkice
and heterophilOus on tie attributes that make thern homophilous to their followeis.ifhis
way olAnion.leaders constitute trve bridges between the outside and the inside of "he

.6system,and among subsystems of the totaliiy of the social structure of the community.

, k

SUM MARY OF It ESU.I.T4
. -

The approach taken here is intended to clarify the -theoretical statements in an
"einierging field. Two .hundred and sixty-two propositional statements from 21' studies
concerned with communication networks and social change in developing countries have
been analyzed. Ten frummary &positions that encompass all the studies have bgen
identified, and the ellidena available for them has been synthesizedand classified. Three
main issues in the literature guided our attempt to identify patte rmat ion
reding social networks to social change: (I) amount and origin of lb communication;
(2) patterns of iscinoptiily-hetcrnphily; and (3) atferni of opini leadership. The

' statements identified in the literature were cite 'Sized in three dimension, (I,) support
or non - support fora proposition. (2) the type evidedet sited for them, and (2) the level
of analytis of the particular proposition. . .

its

.1

Some interesting findings and speculations have beaderived. first, when litete,
evidence.' post-hoc empirical evidence or anecdotal evidence 'for a statement s'

*

' available, propositions,fendeito be generally 'supported'. a different picture
appeaied in the case of hypoihesikd empirical jests of the sa propositions. since
conlirmaiion was not 'the rule. These differences may well be the result of selectivity on
the part of the author/researcher. There js a tendency in r search to cite and report ; -

findings that confirm initial expectations. Unfortunately. thi rend's respon;ibleforilie
perpetuation of scientificliyibs. If generalizable at all, this fin ing alone to the extent it

"ilfsts, may serve as a word of caution for social scientists in this and,,..ot
network'analysis research, although not restricted by its6riature to the

f

1.

443

r areas. Second.
udy of.c' "lett .

social systems, has been almost cxcldsively-utilized anhis level. The tndesta ingy
change at subsystem livels (the-group or the individual level) shouldincome a rigrity
area oi investigation. Chang! is not likely to operate ident ically.aithemagraphical soda)
system level. the gTup level. ant' the individual level. Inputs. exchanges, rates. conten
norms, and, location are not necessarily the.saml at the three levels; anO any such
'differences are itupbrtant for a4com'pleie understanding a the phenomena: Third. tome '
concluding statements are in order regarding the evidence forte 10 ptopositionslitai
.

The
are, in

been' analypd. The major weight of thetvidence has bee laced on results from
, hypothesized eingissa' MACS: Table 4.summarii.es this evidence.
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.
TABLE 4 ,

. SUMMARY OF HYPOTHESIZED EMPIRICAL RESULTS
_ _ .

Protositrons .
A

.
. ;It.

LEVEL OF la I c 2 3 3a lb 3c id-ANALYSIS

Social System + -
-r

Group 4%.4141.,i

Individual

+ More confirmed than rejected
- Morerejected than confirmed
? Uncertain status, equally rejected as'confirmed
Blank No Evidence

a
At the social systeny level of analysis, communication in general, external

- --communication. opinion leadershi, the overlap of format_and informal oplriion
leadership, and the adherence of opinion leaders4 the norms of d soca! system tlia' t
favors change are all related to socialohange. At the group level, the availdble scant
evidence itticates that externalcommunication facilitates internal communication,
without reference to,social change. At the individual level, no Cone sive findings can be
offered.

these findings have important implications. Conimuriication is a n ssary factorfor
change to take pllice. but it is not a suffiCient condition. Whenropinion leaders link the
parts of a social system whose norms favor change. and external communication enters
the social system through opinion leaderTto the community, change is triggered. if
opinion leaders have peer,respect and are also formal)), appointed to positions Om
which change is totbe implemented, they arelikely to be iuccessful Conimunjcation from
the outside also seems to'initiatc communication processes inside clique subsystelns.
Heterophily of association is not conducive to change by itself, but when there are
opinion leaders who bridge the heterophily gap from the oulsid; to the inside of asocial
system. the possibility for change to be facilitated is heighte9ed. If.khe norms)Of a social
system are negative towards change, t heri any effort to createthangeislikely to fail. This
seems due to the tendency of informal opinion leaders to adhere to tknormi of ths
system. In this cas,e, the preliminary efforts towards social change should be directed at
Creating a new favorable gbneralized disposition towel-4:1st hange.

a

.6 .

. .
,PROPOSED MULTIVAik iATE MODEL

Given' that the founda tion for a set of potentially'testable. relationships linking
networks and social change has been provided, the variables can be.united into a testable

a

r
t J-1

., 44
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C 6. multivariate model. Such a' model allows for research on both the direct effects of one
variable-on another, and on tiOttindire4t effects. Further, the model expresses the total set ,,*
of relationships described in the proportions, and hence is a mathematical portrayal that '.
can be subjected to rigorout disconfinhation analysis. Finally, it can be replicaied.at

I differerft system tevelse model is derived folio wing th e rules of pathanalysis,ss but the
conventional symbols ha not be"use4 entirely in order to maksthe discussion'easier to

. follow. Figure 1 presets a multivariate model, capable ''of being tested and herice of
shAdding light on the relationships that are intluded.

$.

a

.

NI,

Norms of
the Social
System

Figure 1. Multivariate Cause! Model Of Communication Networks and Social Change

External' Comm ation (Exc); Internal Communication (Inc); lnteractiot between
External and 1 emal Communication (Exc/Inc); Opinion Leadership (OL); Homophily- ,

Heternphily (HH); Social Change; (SC).

. a.

. . . - .
first, it was noted that thcre seems to be a direct contribution, of external

communication to sTeial change; this is represented in Figure 1 by path pl. Hence, system
openness allows syitem members to adopt and implement changes. However, exteligal
communication also has an indireoeffect on social change through opinion leadership in
the system. because opinion leaders constitute bridges that import external information

, into 'their social milieu. This is represented by p2 in Figure 1. internal comm unication, as
represented by measures of integtation and connectedness, does not seem to hive adirect
.effect on social change. However, the interaction of internaland external communication
seem to produce chajtge as indicated by p3..The interaction Of externafand internal/
... ' . 94
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communication is, made possible due to patterns of opinion leadership in the system,
since, opinion leaders import information from outside the system and provide
connectivity to internal structures. This path is represented by p4. '

The homophily- heteroph dimension has not been fotuid to have a direct effect on
social change, although.the evidence on this point is less clear.: However, homopllily-
heterophily should determine aspects of 'opinion leadership. and opinion leadership
should influence the homophily-heterophily dimension. as illustrated by p5 and pits.
Homoilhily-heterophily. on the other handthould have an effect ontheamountand type
of internal communication (p7) and on the amount and type of external communication
(p8). This is because homophify has been consistently found tube related to interpersonal
commimication.59 Opinion leadership was' fount to predict social change, especially
when formal and informal leadership overlap. and when the norms of the system arc

4.. conducive to change (p9). Finally, a path is needed to link the norms of the social system
.' to the type of opinion leadership present in the systemlpl0).

° +
,

It should be clear that the arrows only indicate an expected predicti* path. So d
empirical data are needed tO conduct atlefinitive test-of the mOderThe palh coOficien
to be found will be "the fraction of the standard deviation.of the Clependenivarialne (wit
the approximate sign) for which the.desiinated factor it directly tesponsible."60 Path
coefficients can be standardized partial regression coefficients of the effect' of a set of
variables on a d4endenttvariable. Each coefficient expresses the :importhnce- tif the

-path in the model. 41.

estimates, if one is willing make the assumption that some's:of:the covariance 's aAoii
The model is testable because there are more possibl ge relationships ien pathsto

thb'error terms are eq ual to zero. T he error terms are not shown-in the mod el; t hey a re the
errors of prediction that impinge on every endogenous variable in the system. Tice
characteristic of models which speCifies that there are moropossible rerationshipsthan
paths to be estimated is called Kheridentification. Overidentifleatiort, however, can
constitute-a nuisance since,trere is more than one plaupible solution to the model 61 The
model !nese nted here is non-recursive, i.e.oit co9.tains causal lqops like the one composed
by pZ, p5, and p8. but the- model is still's° ible.i4

0 .

Path analysis has the distinct adv ge of allowing 'one to examine the,eausal
s .p`rocesses underlitug the observed relationships and to estimate the.r$lative iniptfitance

of alternative paths of influence."0 In addition, the possibility for examining indirect.
contributions through intervening variables is available. Firm support for themodel as a
whole would considerably .strengthen the 'explanatory power of, the entire set of
pro#ositions. Such an effOrt should be undeilliten soon". Furthormgre, one can possibly .

test the model at the three levels ol'4nalysis discussed in this paper (i.e., t h esocial system, -
the group and the individual), and gompare 'ead contrast results across levels.-

;. 4 ' - .

. Future research into the role oftt ruct tire in sociaj change processes mayalso profitably
explore Deripectives othef. thin the diffusionist° one uS'ed.,kere, A process bf inner -
structural development may lead to social maturation, and this matttralon may preCisely,

environment iii evelop functional and unique structures for advan ment thatao net
be an inner Viisin Tor changeability. Societies in their situ& 6clapt tolheir

. .
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RAN CO_._. UNICATION AND
14:2iS$-CULTUR EFFECTIVENtSS.

BREA' D. RUBEN

.2

4

0. .N,$ Littld scholarly atte tion pas been devoted o analysis of the ploblems and eompon nts cilb-÷
.) ,.,

'professiorial or v Ilona! effectiOeness in cross-cultural developmental sittings This
paper approaches th transfer of skills issues from the perspective of communi don. -

Research by the tiuth r indIcatinitherokEd particular interpersonal communication kills .
is summarized and so e implications ortbis work are explored. .

.. . <. .

A great deal has been ritten about problems sojOu'rtiers encbunter as they stride to ' .
Adapt to the demands and hallenges of a new or differeneeitlt ural environment.' A topic
of leis importance to m y Rersons whose professiknal or technical roles take them to

. . new cultures ihhe question f how one functions effectively with individuals frodi other
cultures in work and work- ated contexts. Especially for the many Vestem adviscirs,

. technical personnel, and spo oring gov'ennuental and private agencies involved in" 6

projects in Third World edun ses, such concerns are of increasing importance. This
il p.

paper dresses this isguein very basic manner lied the. persitective of human
commun atIon. To indicate the reievarke of Jo problents of skills,and_
kliowledge 4raiisfer, a prototypical case study is presented. The case iiiihhglits some .

b rs to effective transfer -of .skills,
.
and provides the foundation for adiscussion-of the

pro ssional sojourne,(as a teacher. Next.a summary of some recent restancflon therble
of particular communication belraviors iA cross -cultural' -7effectiveness is presented.
FinailySome implications and possibld apkliCitions of these findifits are explored.

A CASE STUDY \ ..
o v.

. t
..

Mi.. .-has accepted a position as amiltlitisor in 4'01rd-world country. He
wilfbe orking directly with Mr. Akwagara, wnational. Together they will
have a inistrative responsibility for their project. Mr: S is eager to arrive at
his post. His work experience in the U.S. seems exceptionally wellsuited to
the task he must accomplish in hi4posi in the, developing cou nt ry, and his high .

-.-
-.... level of.mOtivition and record of consistently superior achievement reassures .

hill) and those who selected him that he wilfeiicounter little he can't .

handle in his assignment,
...

........_ , . .. .
-a- ----- .

_
. ...

After having.lieen ort the job forseveral webks, Mr. S Is elqieriencing
considerable frustration. To 5, it appears that AkWagara and most of the
subordinates lack both training and motivation. Ori a number of occasions S
has estdeavored to point out to Akwagara. tactfully, that' his practides are .._
both'inefficient and ineffective. Akwagara's responses seemed to 5-to indicate 4,,.....

total indifference. On one occasion, S suggeited that he and 4k:vagara get
together one evening for afew drinks, thinking that in art inforrnaf setting he_ 4

Vmight be more successful In making Akwagara aware of 's me 'of these '
. ling up the

object to
eroblems.:rpp two went out together, but nearly every effort to
wofk litnation:by S was followed by Akwagara changing ',tile
unrelated} chatter about family andlfriends. .

,r
""+
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1" 1 in 'The problem became increasing y severe in t ?I e weeks that follovei. U

..seemed to S the only way he coulZfget the job donehe was sent to do, was to do
,` rnest of it fiy himself. bindually, he assumed. More and more df the

responsibilities which beenItrseviousty performed by A kvitigara,. Though
he feellsome concern about this st ation from time to time, these feelings are

.

) ',more than compensated for by t knowledge that he is getting the jots done
. which he was, sent to do.

- .. .
. ..---

v. Cons he question, is S kocceesling or failine'The answer, of course, depends '' .
tar upqn how one defines the role vf the sojourner. If one takes the point of viewthat ..
the ask of the sojourner consistssolely of getting the job done, we would probably

_con de that S is functioning effectively. Viewed from another peespective, 'one cannot
help ut.conclucte that thehthisor his railed sadly. The job is being. done at the cost of
successful transfer-of-skills. yrobable consequences of hii approach include the

. alienation oe Akwagara, a loss of credibility for Akwagara among his subordinates he
I, Inuit supervise after S departs, 'and reinforcement of themiew that Western advisors are

1 insensitive, ego-centric, and not sincerely interested itrtWwelfare*f the host cauniry,or
nationals, . , ".

. ,.._
. ......

'For S; tjte sponsoring agency, and the countiry, the consequence is ifailuri to be able to
share knowledge and skills meaningfully. The ultimaie tragedy is that S., with the best of

. intentions and motives, may in tact spend two years of his life believing that he is
functioning as the ideal advisor. All the while, he mayactually contributeo forces which
retard the process of growth, cliarkge, and development in his project and in the country
as a whole. As this case, and a number of writings and research well indicate, the ability to

,satisfactorily understand and relate to gthers in a cniss-cultural setting is probably the.
a

; ..... .
iingle most. critical ingredient necessary to an advisor's success, and essential if one is to
translate their own skills and, knowledge into the idiom. of the culture.
4 ,

'4.

.

-.
THE SbJOURNElt AS' TEACHER, .

In conceptualizing the role-ef the sojourner or technical advisor in terms of, the .
4 effectivetransfer-of-skills, it seems useful to think bti:tadly of the role as one of teacher. A'

teacher, after all, Is a person whq possesses particular knowledge§ and skills he or she
wishes to impart to others. There arc two distinct components of teaching at least of
effective teaching. First, the teacher must have an appropriate mastery of skills and

. knowledge in his or her field. Secondly, the teacher must be able to packageand deliver
those understandings to other persons in such i way thatithef will be able to accept,
utilize, and integrate them. For the sojourner, these same components are crucial.,:..

With regard to'most technical advisors selected for overseas postings, the first
component is Well satisfied. Whether seielted for nn assignment- to assist with the
installation of a c puter -or electronic communication systetrill the development of
educational, gove mental, agricultural; economic, or industrial policy, or any of a

-` number of other le technical positions, job rehited competencies are seldom a problem.
:The second ing ent necessaryfor 'effectiveness of the sojourner i a set of skills and
knowledge total' unrelated to tie job. These skills and underitancf ngs have to do with
communication, and research and report's from the field Indicate at such capabilities

144 ,
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are even more critical to the success of an advisor and'a project than hikor her job skills.
For convenience,' one can refer to till's needed set of skins as communication.
competedee.2 If job or role competence is the ability to complete a task efficiently,
communication competente is the ability to effectively re ate to other persb
process. Achieving an intbsration of the two'is important i e short and lo run, and
from both idealistic and practical points of view.

,
The importance of communication to effective cross ning is well

illustrated by the case of M r. S. Asa member of a Western cult it i likel that to lidr. S
time and money are important criteria for success; he may well vi eat andl;oweras.\_'
essential to the solution of most problems!consider democratic or .majority rule as.the
appropriate form of governance, revere technology, rega* competiticin as good'and
winning an important goal. He likely values material possesions,the scientific method,
efficiency,.organizati , specialization, and a clear separation ietween work and leisure.
In hit communi at Lyle, he is likely to be reasonably aggressive, direct, impatient'
self-assured, aid to gard business eas the topic of major importance in most.of his
interactions, attac ng a lesser value to discussion of family and personal natters.

''
1

Defrnding upon Akwagu ra's cultural backgrou0he is likely to have aquit&ffemnt\-
communicational fra mework. For him speed and ericiency tali be irtelevant or negative
values. Material pooessions, competition and winning may be regarded witMar lesse
concern, and he mainyiewt4retended family itelatiOnships as the primary source 6f power
and status. The de cratic model, technology, progress, and western development max ' .

s be viewed with cynicism and suspicion. Conditions of living may be regarded primarily as
inevitable consequences of manifest destiny, leaving little room for individ al initiatife

`or impact. Work and leisure may well be blended, and he may be little con erred with
systematic, or efficient organization, or specialization. In discussions, Ak may

-1
well be relatively passive.. indirect, patient. and will likely place a much higher priors n

,the topic of family .ancl friends, than upon business',"He may also be accustomed to
' standing or sitting close to persons he is talking to, and topumeroussestures involving

; frequent physical contact. In such an instance, the two individuals have-a-kit:tit many
barriers to overcome if either iktOnoderstand with much accuracy the words andactions
of the other.

4

RELEVAill RESEARCH

oThere has ..been considerable ,research effort direCted toward identifying.
communication behaviors which contribute toefe5Ctiveness within One's own culture.
Wienunn) identified three main schobls of thought about face-to-face interaction: The
Wit he characterized as the human relations tirT-grbati approach, typified by the work

'' of Argyris,4 aochner and Kelly,5 and Holland and Baird.6 The second orientation, the
sociarskill approach. is reflected especially in din work of Argyle and Kendon,4-and the
third is Cssentially a self-iiresentationt.approach suggested in the work.of Goffman,6
Rodnick and Wood,' and-Weinstuin.16

Though attempts to Consider how .these approaches generalize to 'cross- cultural
interpersonal situations have beetrfew, a number of researchers vich as Arensberg and
Niehoff;li Barna;12 Brislin and Peddgen;13 Gudykunst, Hammer, and Wiseman;"

mx
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olloclinenis Cleveland and Mangoneii6 a nd others17 have suggested certain personal
chiracteristics and/or skills thought to be crucial to effectiverks in such contexts. A
'synthesis of findings suggested in intra- aqd inter-cultural writings yields some
consensus. For those concerned particularly with communication, a number of such
behaviors seem important. Seven of these ate: (I) capacity to communicate respect;
(2) capacity to be nonitiligniental; (3) capacity to personalize one's knowledge and
perceptions; (4) capacity to displiy empathy; (5) caplicity to be flexible; (6) capacitt for
turn-taking; and (7) tolerance for ambiguitx. .

f -

Research Was undertaken by Ruben and Kedley"todetermi e the ielaiiieimporta e

ofthese communication behaviors to cross - cultural effectivenes the findings fro in-
the-field, research suggest that an avoidance of extreme task, self - centered, and
judgmental behdvior in that order contribute most to effective transfer-bf-ski Is, A
tolerance for ambiguity. the ability to display respect.,and a personal orientation to
knbudedge. are next in importance incross-cultural effectiveness. followed by empathy
and turn - taking. In the following sections, these communication dimensions will be
discussed and their relationship to effective transfer-of-skills briefly explored.

1

TASK AND. RELATIOSAL BEHAVIOR. t

.

Roles, how they are enacted, and the impact they have,.have been a concern tontra-
and inter-cultural researchers alikep Individuals function in a variety of roles.within
interpersfinal, group, and Organizational settings. i3ehaviors diat involve the initiation of -

ideas, requests for information. seeking of clarification,evaluatiori of ideas, etc.', are
'directly related to the gretip's task or problem-solving activities. Behiviorstitat involve

P. A

harmonizing, mediation, gatekcepi ng, attempts to regulate the evenness of contribillion
of gibup members, compritmising, etc., are related fo the relationship-building activitiss4

.
of a group.

.

Some §ituations seem to call for an in concern for 'getting the job'done? Other
.situations call fpr building group cohesiveness, encouraging participation, and making
certainvioune feels excluded from involvement. Westerners Seem to learp to focus mostly
on'the 'former,.and ire typically not much concerned about how involved people feel in
the process, how mucii group or organizational solidarity develops, how people value the f
products of t heieeffort, etc. But asjnd icated previously, the transfer-of-skills req uires not

*only getting a jo one, buralso the'competence to get it d ne in such a way that people
(feel a part of e complete) project and have learned so ething from witnessing the

process. Resea h suggests strongly that too much concer for gettingthe job done can
lead to failure in terms of effectiveness at skills-transfer.

. Here, the Akwagara case provides an excellent illus 'ration. Mr. S has apparently
Mastered the skills often demanded for success in Wester cupational roles. His style,
appropriate to his own cult uial background. is one of fast paced problem-solving. yet, in
a developmental context, the very skills irltich were per aps critical to his selection as a

cross -cultural passional. may-become a liability in a culture where mpid-fire problem-
solving is less valued. From such. a. cultural perspective, S be viewed as
impatient, over - zealous, insensitive., and Jacking concern for people. The consequences
of such a response` may well be to foster feelinis .of resentmens4oward S, and thereby
render his techniairskilis totally uselesi, and preclude effectiveness attransfer-of-skills.

4.
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) SELF-ORIENTED BEHAVIORS

k

99%

Other role behaviors sometimes displayed by individuals in an interpersonal context
are individualistic or self-centered behaviors that function in negative ways from a
group's perspective. Behaiiors such as being highly resistant to ideas of of hers, returning
to issues and points of tliew preiously acted upon and/or dismissed by the grouv..
attempting tt:t.call attention to oneself, seeking to project a highly positive personal images '

---- by noting achievements and professionarqualifications, and attempting tb manipulate Y -

the group by asserting authority, are dysfunctional in intracultural as Nell as,.in ".

intercultural contexts.
4r Y 0 i

While the S case makes no reference to what might be thought of as self centered
,

,communicative behavior, research conducted by Ruben and Keeley suggests that such
behavior patterns toward persons in one's own culture are a good predictor of potential
riroblems at successful interaction with persons from differing cultures.

7, ' : -

O NON-JUDGMENTALNESS I.
o ' 1

.
People like to feel that what they say is not beigg judged by someone else with oul `.,

having been given an opportunity to fully explain themselvesan4 besiticerely listened to. "
When Persons find themselves being interrupted before having fipished speaking, or , '
notice that 'someone is nodding in disagreement even before they have finishidpresenting
their thoughts, barriers to effective relating are set in place. The kikelihood of teaching or t

. transferring skillf in such a setting is greatly lessened. 2 2 Ideally, one would solve to avoid °
.1

passing judgments on what others have to say, until one bas enough inforigation to be
fairly- certain that his of her evaluations will be based an..a reasonably ,complete'
Osiderstanding of the other's point of view. When a person believes they have been fully`
and attentively listened to, they are generally much more receptiVe to hearingfreactions

"whether positiVe or negative. In addition to being of'use in improving the fidelity of ' 4
. information transmission, nonevaltative postures seem likely to increase the receiver)

regard for the source of nonevalualive messages, and thereby improves the quality of the
relationship. .... .

.., ... e 4-

. . _
....

Again, with S and Ak'wagara, it isn't clear from the information presented whether or ...
not $ was noniudgmental or not. One rnay infer, however. that had Sirivested a bit more" .
effort in listening to'and trying to understand Akwagar-es viewpgiqt, some of the

4 44

problems mighi have been alleviated. Apart fron4eease, if i's interesting to note that
persons. whtf are non-judgmental whit others in Mir own tulture. will often be more- I. 4

effective, in cross-cultural skills transfer than persons who ale highVjudgmental.2) ..,-

IOLERANCE FOR AMBI-Ulti ;
4

The ability to react to new arQl ambiguous situations with little visiblediscomfort can
be, an important asset when adapting to a new' enviranrnertit.'Although Most people
probably, do react with some degree of personal discomfort to new envirpnments, some
seem more able to adjust quickly to those around theteExcessive discomfort resulting
from being placed in a new or different environmetit or from finding the familiar

°
O
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environment altered an some dincal Ways - can lead to confusion, frustration, or eve
______hoil ity_IfigAnay vigil be dysfunctional to the developmentof eftctive interpersonal

relations within and across cultural boundaries. Colleaguei and would-lle frientls as

. . wit Akwagara' miy.easily becolne the unwitting and 'misplaced targets of verbal I
hosAlity during periods of adjustment; and while the frustrations are often short-lived
the feeliiigs about the sojourner that they may have initiated, might noj. be. Learning to,
manage the feeling of frustration associated with .ambiguity can thus be critical to
effective adaptation in a new environment.24 It is likely that a hit eeater tolerance for
ambiguity and tolerance for the lack Of control one feels in a new environment would,.
have aided S substantially in his efforts maintegrate himself successfully-into his new .
Situation.

. 4
. .'

. 40 '

0

I

DISPLAY OF_RESPEOCA

The ability to express respect and positive regard for another-Orson "has been
suggested as an important component in effective interpersonal relations within and
between cultures.25 The expression of respect can be expected to chnfer status upon the
reoipient, contribute- to self-esteerk and foster positive regard for the source of the
communicated respect. People like to feel that others respect them, ',their
iccoMplishments, their beliefs, and what the? have to say.'lf one is able, through .

gestUres, eye gaze, smiles:and woreof encouragement, to'indicate to others that he or
she is sincerely interested in them, they are much more likely to respond positively to the
personanti what he or she has to ray. in,the case study, listening to Akwagar a carefully,
ttentively, and encouragingly as he discussed family and friends, and tetiprocating in

ould have been an important means for S to have Communicated his respect, and
to begin establish a strong foundation for an effective relationship,- one which would
bd productive And satisfying on a day-to-day basis, and one which would facilitate-the

* transfer of S's skills and knowledge, as he has intended.

PERSONALIZING KNOWLEDGE AND PERCEPTIONS

; $

Diffe'rent people explain themselves and the world aroOnd them indifferent terms.
Some people tend to viewtheir knowledgearia perceptions as valid only for them; others
tend to assume that their beliefs, values,' and perceptions are valid for .everyone. ,

, Presumably, the more aTerson recognizes theextent to which knowledge a individual in
nature, the more easily he or she will be able to ,adjust to other people in other cultures
whose views of what is "true" or "right" pre likely to be quite 'different.

I t.
,

People who redognize that their values, beliefs, attitudes, knowltdge, and opinions are
their own and not necessarily shared by others often find it easier to form ,
productive relationships, than persons who believe they know.The Truth, and strive to
"sell" theif own peteeptions, knowledge, skills and values to others. if a-person often
begins sentences with. phrases _like "I thi k";or "1 feel" oli""ln my own experience..."
Chances are he or she is aware more of th ersonal nature of their knowledge and values ,

. than if they are using introductions like " mans-and to be..." or "Arneficans are..." or
"Canadians believe..." Among persons whos eas of what is True and Right differ'
dramatically firm., that to which you've become accustomed, it is usefui.,tc, keep in mind

,
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that on beliefs, knowledge, and attitudes are products of their owl' experiences.
Reembering also that one's "truths" may bear little in common td those of others
gives one an important advantage as a teacher.

It is in this area where S was perhaps weakest. He unwittingly assumed his job
description, his timetable, his mode of operating, his distinctions between work and
lam his definitions of idle.chatter,"and so on, were in fact the understandings ones
Whic kwagara must certainly'share, The results are rather clear in the case study, as in
so man her infncds of relational problems with persons working within as well as
across cultu al boundaries.

DISPLAYING EMPATHY
1 by

The capacity to "put oneself in another's shoes," or to behave as if one could, has been
often suggested as important to tit; development and maintenance o positive human
relationships within and betweencultures.26 Individuals differ in their ability to display
empathy. Some people are,able to projecran interest in others clearly and seem able to
obtain and reflect a reasonably complete and - accurate sense ,of anotiter'thoughts,'
feelings, and/ or experiences. Others my lack interest, or fail to display interest, and may
be unable to project even'supefficial understanding of another's situation.

,

Many.i3eppLi are attacted fo individuals who seem to be able to understan things
from "their. point . of view." Certainly, since "each indiutaual has a unique set of past

eiperiences,itfanot,possiiile to total put oneself "in someone elses's !hoes." Thro h ' r
care in listening and observing, and wit licere and dilligent effort to understand he
other person's communicational frameworic; one can,to istibieve som egr of
empathy, a critical ingredient for effective teaching. Had- r. dented more e to
establishing .this sort- of understanding of Akwagara, and had he beep successful in .....?,

reflecting the resulting awareness in his words and actions, many of the difficulties he l'

encountered could have been avoided. -- - :vt,,
, ., ,..

.4

. .
TURN - TAKING 1.4tiV4(0-- -. - 4, . .

l, '. , .

People vary in the manner in which they "manage" (or fail to manage) interactions of .

which they are a part..27 Some are skillful at governing their contribution to an interactive
situation so thit the needs and desires of otheoplay a critical role in defining how the
exchange will proceed. Effective manage inept ofinteinction is displayed through taking
turns in discussion and initiating and terminating interaction bated, on a reasonably
accuratt assessment of the needs and desires_ of others. Other individuals are less
proficient at these dimensions and proceed in interactions with little or'no regard for time
'sharing, and initiation and tegnination'preferences of others. It is almost too obvious t
note that people enjoy having an opporignity tl:i take turns in discussion. This suggests

.strongly the need to avoid monopolizing conversations, and coiNersefy, to resist the ',
, temptatiOn to refuge to share responsibility. for even participation. This simple factor is
important to how one is perceived in one's own culture, as well as in other Cultures, where
reciprocity in discussion can serve to indicate interest in, and concern for. the other

- person.. . ' s
' , .

I t .
ttI ......4
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It has been the intention of the foregoing toprovide a basic fr'amework for dislussing
- 'the role of communication in cross-cultural effectiveness. In simplifying these processes

for purposes of discussion, there is the risk Of negfecting.important questions. Perhaps
the most,crucial of these has to dtimitli the difficulty of gegeralizing findings from studies
Of one or two cultures to other-ct*urts..T he st udies summarized in tkerlary section of this

.

article, forexample. were concerned with Canadian technical personnel who worked in
various jobs in Kenya. On the basis of these and other studies noted. we can speculate that, , #.. the findings are likely relevant for "Westerners" working with individuals from the so,. . -.
calledioyeloping" countries. Pr ably, highly aggressive problem-solving behaviors ,

would carry the same risks of inefTecti eness in many of the countries in Latin America,

4.

... as in Kenya or other Africaq countri but further research is needed to verify these 1

relationships.' A
. , 1 .

.. , '
There is another problem related to generalizing the research findings such as those

discussed here. While one can argue that t .imporianceercommiinication behaviors ff,4 ,4
such as empathy, respect, nonjudgmentaln s, etc., transcends cultural boUndarie,s, the

.. way these are 'expressedandinterpretedmay vary.spbstantiaily from one culture (or one
subculture) to another. Thus, while prolonge eye contact or head nodding may well be a
sign of respect in oneculture, it &ay beinter retedin quite another perhaps even in an'

_opposite vity in other cultures. A final caution has to do with the difference between
knowing and doing. Even: within ope's own cultUre, knowing that one eiught to be .

.. respectful or empathic or nonjudgmental does not gua tee that.one will be able to
perform the be vior, even with goodintentions.

( For peisons Who will work in cross - cultural situations, these three issues have a

..- number of implications. The central that emerges from studies discussed in this a ,

paper is the need to be alert and sensitive tothe needs, orientations, values, atpiraticins,
and paAicutarty communication styles of other persOnswith whom one interacts. One .

needs to know how respect, empathy, non-judgmentalness, turntaking, orientation to 's
knowledge, and grOup and'organizatimial roles are regarded and expressed in a given..-. "-
culture. Of equal or greater importance to effectiveness at transfer of skills is the N
willingness to be introspective, and committed to see, to examine, and to1earn from one's .

, .

failures anti weaknesses as well as one's successes and strengths. Only in this Way can
one's behavior be brought Into congruencewith what °Fie believes and intends. ,

.
For those persons inttolccl in orkiss-cultural training and selection, aspects lof the

studies discussed in this paper havelmportant implications. First, findin"gs'underscore
iiiiportante of interpersonal communication skills to cross-cultural effecti*eness,

1 suggesting a need to attend mare closely to interpersonal communication skills, in
selection and training. Secondly, the,research indicates the usefulness' of a person's
communication'behavior in hi§ or her own culture as a predictor of his or her
communication behavior in another culture. This seems to suggest a need in effectiveness
training and research for relatively More attention 'to the individual, and .perhaps
relatively less attention to inherept differences between cultures. Thirdly, the discussion
focuses attention on the difference between knowing and doing, underscoring the
importance of traininf which is directed relatively more toward behavioral effectiveness .

and relatively less toward theoretical and verbal mastery.
.

.# .101
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Each of these issues would seem to merit additional a ention by researchers,
Perhaps most importtitly. more study is needed to itie ify additional communication
behaviors which ma*be significint for cross-Cultural of ectiveness. Further, yesearch is
needed to identify those eomniunication behaviors, which best generalize to a large
number of cross-cultural situations. Such studies will gerite to further strengthen the
theoretical and pragmatic link between human communication and cross - cultural'

a effectiveness suggested in this article.

0
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ND CULTUItE.Aly Edward T. Hall. Garden City: Anchor Press/ Doubleday,
, pp. 256, $7,95.Paeer $2.95. , ; . 4

e. .t.*. s

Id T.-Hall ,p raised public consciousness about cultural components such as. ,..!
space and time, a their relatiopship to 'other better-known cultural concepts.'While . *

.
Hall has provided more thorough understanding of culture and cultures, hit writings '. ..

have also create many unwarranted assumptions and generalizations because 'of the!! .

anecdotal natu and limited samples. Beyond Culture shares these assets and liab
It is interestinl stimulating, and provacative, and causes one to reflect on many w and .

_important w ys of perceiving culture. At the same time, it is filled with semi-informative
-, notions ark ogmatic pronouncements which lack even a pirfunctory attempt to provide . .

: reasoned r documented jostification.s 1

. .- ; '
6

Wh a scholirechieves th&cadereic and popular following that Hall has achieved,
- his re, utation piovides its own ethos fbr statements that might seem more absurd when

pro osed by a less well known writer on' cultural anthropology. It seems evident that
H bases many of his speculations and assumptions on an intuitive logic, which he
p ises as practiced among Oriental peoples, rathtt than on the inductive logic more

miliar to Western social, behavioral, and Ole scaims. Indeed Hall acknowledges
that his own experience's in and out of academic life cause him to think differently about
anthropology titan other leaders in the field..,That his approach* to anthropology defer
from .the mai'nstreant is not necessarily a Criticism, if one accepts the value of intuitive
logic for its own sake. r p

Hall introduces the volume hy indicating that two major crisesco nfront contemporary.
people: the populationienvirrinment crisis and hurnanity:s relationship to j'human

-attributes. Although sohe pessimistic strains areintroduced throughout, the book is far
more optimistic about the relationship of the human species to culture that can be seen
from authors such,as B. F. Skinner, Jules Henry orJacques Ellul. Thematically; Hall
develops the unconscious hold which culture has on hurnanity through extensions,
hidden culture, rhythm and body movement, lligli and low contexts, situational contexts
acultural building bfocks, covert culture and action chains that are set into motion, the
role of imagery and memory, culture's role on hufnan and primate bases of education,
culture as an irrational force, and fipally tultiire as identification. Hall concludes,
somewhat Weakly, that "Possibly the most important psychological aspect of culture
the bridge between culture and personality is the identification process... .. Manmust
now embark on the difficult journey beyond culture, because the greatest separation feat
of all is when ong manages to grad uallifree oneself from the grip of unconscious culture."
If the forces of culture are aistrong as Hall indicates, ono wondersehtther it is genuinely
Possible to break these bonds, especially since Hall's description of the bonds is much
more forcefully related than how to brealc'them. It would seem that Hall reore ably
presents: the problem than the solution.

1$, 1

The book is required reading for the tcholari teacher of intercultural communication

.1.4
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.

because* we tend to read too few books by cultural anthropologists and, more
iv. .

importantly, because Hall recognizes that communication is explicitly linked to the study
k

1

of culture. While the importance of communication is stressed consistently throughout,
he book, Hall also places special ettiphasis,on its role in covert culture, as body
pvement, through synchrony, kinesics, nonverbal codes, itk importance in establishing
ntext for culture, and its fundamental relationship to language in generalotand

;
1 nguages smifically. Even though many of his examples are personal anecdotes rather" t aniteuuine Aelcil studies with stated hypotheses, his own previous experienres with the
S uthwest American native peoples'offeivery interesting comparisons with mainline
`c tures of the Uhited States and Northern Europe.

s mentioned earlier, these anecdotes and person'al experiencessometimes lead Hall to
l -wh t appear to be overstated conclusions and unwarranted assumptions which cannot be

gen ralized to whole subcultural orcultural grotips. Contrasting American, German-
Sivi s, German and Scandinavian as low-context cultures with the Chinese, Korean,
Jap ese, and the Chinese-speaking Vietnamese as high-context cultures, Hall makes a
seri of generalizations that would seem questionable to those involved in linguistici.

t Final , he indicates that, to his knowledge, lid low-context communication system has
Ater en an art form. Hall argues that good art is always high-context while bad art is
low-c

lettering
In these statements, lie ntisses.the_point that many graphic artists use thew,

. basic fettering systems of many of the Indo-European A-hien languages and produce.
very high-context-expressions of art. At the same time, many Chinese writers use their x

'II. ideogriphiciwriting in.the most Utilitarian ways and without the least attempt at artistic .

'

1

justification.
.

.. - . .

.i.;

...."1 -

einbelliihment.. All 'these various assumptions contain partial, but, rarely full,

Beyond Imre is a significatibution to the study of cultural a ropology and
i' intercult ral communication; An important member df the academi community, who

11

also has a large popular following.H all has profided uswith thOughtfUl development of
his own views toward contemporary humanity and its relationships to culture. Many new
insights have been, offered whichShould stimulate our own thinking about culture and
communication. Still, the reader should remember that many assumptions offered 6y the
author need further testing before accepting them Without qualification or reservation.

MICHAEL HI PROSSER

University of Virginia

CROSS-CULTURAL *ORIENTATION PROGRAMS. By Richard W. Brislin and
Paul Pedersen. New York: Gardner Press, Inc., 1976, pp. xiir+223, $14.50.

, .
This book eats with cross-cultural orientation programs designed to teed members

of one .culture ways, -of' interacting effebtively, with minimum interperpnal
misunderstanding, in another culture. Brisliin and Pedersen suggest that cross-cultural
orientation programs can be MI extremely useful'part of a longer term cross-cultural
educational experience. in addition to the field of education, cross-cultural orientation-

I r;
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programs can be beneficial to many-audiences including multinationaLcorporations,
governmental agencies, bilingual education programs within a 'country, and
intetnational tourism,,The book puzvides a review of the available literature on a wide
variety of cross - cultural orientation programs.

4p
,The volume consists of six chapters.. The first chapter ,introduces some' basic

assumptions and major concepts underlying the idea of cross-cultural orientation and
training. fh the second chapter, the authors review various cross -cultural orientation
models such..as the intellectual model, human relations training model, intercultural
communication wOrlishop, the case study simulation, the cross-cultural coalition

, training model, the National training Laboratory T-Group model, roles as. cultures
. model, and the reinforcement-behavioral model of training. The next chapter reviews a

number of cross-cultural orientation programs that have been put into practice. Authors
have drawn froidmany typis of organizations that have been involved in cross- cultural
training including tfrie Peace Corps, the militant', business,. industry, colleges and
universities, state -wide boards of education, and mental health agencies.

The fourth chapter contains descriptions of various audiences which might be the
target of various cross-cultural orientation programs. The potential audiences discussed
in the chapter include multinational corporations, government agencies, foreiggstndents
in the United States, United States students and facility abroidc mental heahls service ,

agencies, tourists, foreign missions, bilingual education programsandiield workers in
i he social and behaVioral sciences. The fifth chapter covers vario.p.aspects of evaluation

. of cross-cultural' orientation programs, The last chapter contains guidelines on the
planning details of organizing a crosi-cultiiral orientation program. ,

The book has many strong points_ First, irAttempts td fulfill a long recognized need for
a systematic review of various aspects of ross-cultural orientation inoluding basic

-assumptions, theoretical- concepts and ode's, actual orientation programs, and
program evaluation. The scope of the ori tenon models and programs reviewed is -
another positive feature, Types of orientation models and programs Which are reviewed
range from the intellectual model utilizedby collegesand universities around the country
to ,training pfog rams used by the military, multinational corporations, 'and the Peace
Corps. Drawing from,the extremely diverse literature, much of which is available only in
limited-distribution technical reports otherwise known as "fugitive fnaterials," Brislin
and Pedersen have tried to highlight what they consider to be especially good an
applicable in programs designed to achieve various goals. Another pdsitive feature is the 1

thorough discussion of potential audiences which might be the target of cross:m.0nm'
orientation and t raining programs. Again, the range and diversity of potential a udtences
discussed is impressive. In addition to the classic audience of *persons planning to live
abroad for a long period of time, the authors discussaudiences"vety ce to homesuch
as mental health workers, bilingual-bicultural education programi,'Surists, and field
workers in the social and behavioral sciences. Finally, t he hook*vides a very thorough .

discussion of the evaluation of cross-cultural orientation programs.\Program evaluation
is rarely covered in descriptions and discussions of cross-cultural training;Brisliq and
Pedersen strongly believe in the value of program evaluation and therefole hive devoted"
a separate chapter to program evaluation including the qualities of a good evaluation,
measures a.program outcome, and various design1 for evaluation.

- J
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While Crost Cultitral Orientation Pronamsis a useful cont ribution* does have some
. weak pointt,,,First, there isivcrylit e diicussicni of intercultural communication' theory, '-

,and rev* relevint, to cross-cult orieitation program's. During th'e last few years 6-
theraas n considerable wok in the area of intercultural conimunicationwhich'has . ,
direct relevance to the pro blims.rif c,rosilcultgral interactioned adjustment, and thus is
useful for cross - cultural orientation ,programs: Unfortimately, there is very little
discUision of the relevant concepts and principfes of intercultural communication,

t

'Another weako is the fait that the boa is limited to cross - cultural orientation-
. programs cond red in the Amerikcan cultural settings.tThis limits the cross - cultural

usefulness of the odds and programs suggested.by the authors. Finally, the authors

-S

e

.-.
make no attempt to suggest areas which need fuither theoretical or empirical work.
Given that the authors lave reviewed the -ayailable elite ure on' cross-cultural

.orientation programs, it seems that they were:in a unique sition to identify future
research needs and le suggest some directions for further theor cal and research' work.0
the area of cross-cultural orientation. The authors 'could ve made a valuable
contribution to the area of intercultural commurn lion 'hy indicating the'peeds and

'directions for further research coilEernitag the orie tort and-training aspects of cross-
cultoral'interaction. Despite these few shortiomings, Cross-0114dd Orientation
Programs is a very, useful arid significant contribution to the literature of intercultural. . VIk.
communication.. .

r . . .
..

.f..

.

. v NEM C. JAiii.

t.

-'

Arizotill State University

CROSSING DIFFERENCE: INTER-RACIAL COMMUNICATION, By hilt A.
Blubaugh and Dorthy L. Pennington. Columbus:Olfio: Charles E:Merrill Publishing '
Company, 1976, pp. 102, $2.95. it ... '

, 1 . ,
1,,; , . '

The writineof a book rr yiew is an experience that 'One often approaches, with .....,
, ambivaleiit feelings. We weme the opportunity to offer apt.lause and approval, but,

i find the task of evaluating and criticizing one's peen &somewhat distasteful chore,' For
most of .us detect &little truth in Pollock's observation that "a critic is i legless man who

-1 teaches running.' I fear the book by Blubaugh and Pennington jUstifies this ambivalence,.-..
for both praise and criticism are warranted. ...

N.,
.

The authors predicate heit bock on the assumption that interracial. contact- is
unavoidable and "crucial," and 'that everyone should. have 'abasic introduction to the
dynamks,of interracial co munication.° To that end th ey advance ninechapters that are
"aimed at the intr ctory and practical level." The first chapter is devoted to a
discussion of key c cepts, and assumptions that.serve as the locus and premise of the

, book." In the second hapiet the authors reyiew some existing models and then preserit,

., an original "Cross -Difference Moderof interracial communication. This model is quite
effective in that it performs two functions simultaneouila, First, the authors maintain '-
t'hat the six factors, contained in the model (racism. power, assumptions, language,

r .
-

1 1
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. . .. .

r 'nonverbal11* language, and beliefs and values) are the major ingredientsclients of interracial ,.. ,
. communication. Second, theauthors conierrtheir mode), and hence the six ingedients, 92

, into the major chtpters of the book. This technique offers the 'reader an eastr4tOlfollow
organizatiOnal. whale- . ;i'ist -.

to , o 4

5
1;1 e too best chapters in the book are found at the beginning of tlie4iolunte,..Thawo , ....'

chi tens view the practice 4f intertaCial comiumication from a somewhat unique and
originZI point of view. Chapter Threet with its emphasis, on racism, and Chapter Four -
with its treatment of poivef differenas, present the reader with information that heti'? ' .
expiin the causes as well as the effects of pooadliterracial communication. 1:lostakordctig. ,

interracial and intercultural communication prima ri4( examine the effects orthesross- -:-

' cultural' encounter , their concern is how people behave, We are seldom offered itie , s

IMM

s reasons and the motivations behind that behavior. However in Chapters Three and Foal:
we can read Wow racism,and power influence the interracial meeting.'

'
r c= p '

.
o

. .. 4> ,e

I ...
. . A second major attribute of the book isits emphakis on prescnptionWor imprkemeut
,, ' ' in intibtra corinudication., At the conclusion of .each chapter this emphasis

8. , , .,
. improv ent is undersecired by a serifs of very practical and inventive "Awaranbjs
Exercises." In addition, there is an entire chapter at the end of the book that 'has this
theme as itsbiain focusers the authors discuss, among other items,"Conditions'Necessary 1

d

for iMpoyingintertacial Communication." ' --
. %

. ." ...is --
: the miiii)? weakness of this, vohline is a pr9blem that plaguesallele,ttbook authors %,

what should'be included, and the corollary question, what should be excluded? After ,.,* ,
reflecting on the target audience, the state :of the field, 4, their particular interest and ....

expertise, authors must.decide on the spec& content it-th ook. However, elapse any, ,.
discipline contains much-more.than can be treated in any Ingle volume. authors face ..,. '
etifficiilt decisions as they try to justify their final selectiss. Odoccasion, what Weft oat )1,

.
decisions

is more important than what has been included. This isle of inclusiem azid execUsion is
compounded when the volime is brief, as is the Case with Crossing Difference. I would
suggest that con though the book is fairly usefid as ant introduction to interracial
communication, its over-all impact is weakened hyvhathasbeenomitted. For example.

I
in the foreword of the book an important philosophical premiseis assertedi "Most ileople
today want closer tie' with each other." Te problem is,that this statement if made bit" 41i,

never defended. Since ft 'serves as the ritjonale for the en ire lyttok, it needs -to be '.
:..' develoird and dikussed, because it maynol even be true! gardless of the italidity of an

assertion, setting it &twit on paper does not autOmaticalltvalidate it. ;J.- % "'If'' , . A °

It see is omevihat unfortunate that only -one page is devot;c1 to the topic of .
rierception, a key concept in intercultural communication,. while at the same time the',

e
authors devote large portions of their book to variontIlhedrasiings that seem to-lack aflY -1

content and' to 1:4 of dubious,artistiutalue. Even significant topics such as vapes.and
. beliefs are glossed over so t that the publishers cbuld,find, space to yield to the fada.of "pop ,
art" and "multi -media Firesentationhw , - '

r

Third, die inclusion /exclusion fault is perhaprost manifest in theauthors'irlecilitent :
. of language differences. They see fit to seleci a rather standard and elemental-3f general t

semantics analysis of language (bypassing, limping, polarizq .cletkitatiod and N.
, . . ,4 . i

connotation), instead of the timely and interesting topics' f Black rgot, vernaculars ' '
. , / --i

14. ,..) , - . , l , t:
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dalect and.114 linguistics of white supremacy." This chapter, like
suffers from a Halite-4 theoretical .Perspective. The intercultural
advanced student will discover little that is new in this izoolC. Ho
again by Noted that they are not the intended audience.,

Even with the weaknesses just cited, the lubaugh and Pennington tteatmentvill be
quite. useful for many teachers. Supplemented with another text. or with additional
readings, the serve as a relatively good introduction to The practice of
interracial communication.

,
LARRY A. SAMOVAR

San Diego.: State University

1

many of the others,
researcher and the

wf.fer, it should once
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FOUNDAT ONS OF INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION. By K. S. Sitaram.
arid Roy Cogdell. Columbus, Ohio: CharCharles E. Merrill PoblishingCompany,

. 1976, pp. x 45, $10.95. .. ' . ,
.

The approach used in this textbook is commendable. Site ram, of Indian (Asii).
descent, and Cogdell, a Black inerican, attempt to view the study of intercultural
communication from many different cultural perspectives. The authots comment on
their approach, noting that "a treme9do s amount oTatiention has been given to cultures
in Japan, China, India, Africa, and other -called third world nations which have-been
ignored traditionally in scholarly writin ." They tbeh claim to give consider ble

-attention Co "the thought of Minority ,scholars withinthy United States. These would
include Americans of African, Chinese, Japanese, and Mexican ancestry.'°Tite lick of
falfillment of these aims, the uneven treatment given to some minority groups and the,
omission of others, and lack of docurRentation limit both the credibility and usefulness of
this text. . .t. , -.

....
. .., % . .

Much of the material presented in Chapter One, 'The Study of Intercultural`
. .

Communication," including the need *for studying and approaches to studying this area,
could hen, been combined with their next chapter, "Components of Intercultural
Communication." Chapter Two also contains several defipitions, many of which area"

reatest attention. The MS M I Ind, Sense Organs, and Medium) model ofwsions
of an erFlier article by Silt, with interracial communication receiving dien

.

communication is also developed in this chapter. The next two chapters, "Perception of
the World" and "Retention of information" include descriptions of American, Buddhist,

. Hindu; and Greek concekts,, and the chapters on "Verbal" and "Nonverbal
Communication" follow. The "Expression of Ideas" in "Mass Media Communication"

. are diScussed in Chapter Seven, Chapter Eight, "ValueSyVtems," irliscussed laterin this
review. "Cultural Institutions," 'including the family, church, and mass media, are

- discussed in chapter Nine, though Much of this material is repetitive,The b'ook ends with
a consideration of "Principles and Ethics of Irkercultural Communication." Thus many
Worthwhile and relevant topics siem to be included .'. ,

. . .

LID...
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The authors' py, oinise of covering many different Cultures proves too great a task. The
dial% culture in Asia is ditcussed widely; and sevierl references are .made to the

Ja airs*. The attention given to Africa and China is paltry. Two specific references to
Mit areare included. The first reveals that African tribal members perceive crooked lines

_I Imove ;accurately than urban American econd, referring to memory, uses an
example which obscures morethan it c dies the point. Although attention is given to
storytellinpos traditional media, th griol. (the storyteller in West Africa) and the
significadie of the oral tradition'i frica are not mentioned. Though a wealth of
research data does exist on Africa, it nerally has not been included in this text. The
treatment given to, the Chinese culture equally sparse. A few references are madto
Mao Tse-Tung. including a confusing illus on of the elevation of thestat utof women
biMao-TseTung and Ghan di. Some generraliza are drawnabout perception, but as
a whole the Chinese culture receives little attention:

.,
Two American minorities that are virtually ignored ate women and Native Americans. '

The omission of women ii important because of the standard for companson,thatthe"
authors select' the white pale. Feminists wotird, argue that their treatment by white
mates has traditionally been as discriminatory as the #ay Blacks have been treated. Since

. the Black:White issuels deverdped throughout the bok, the omission becomes serious.
The few examplei that pertain to women tend t show them in traditional and/or
submissive roles: 'Status of women' it discu d in the chapter on 'Nonverbal

# ,Communication," while "masculinity"(but`not fe and "motherhood" are value
systems. Nor is their explanation of masculinity: it statements such as,"theelsment of
masculinity it 'generally built into the male role, particularly enlightening. Opt specific
reference to Whorfslingulstic a alysis of the H i Indians is made. Chicanos are lumped
with Blacks in a one - paragraph description of the Minority Small Business, program,
while Mexican-Americans rate two paragraphs of discussion. The plight of the nativf
Hawaiians receives more specific'treatment. .,

' .
The chapter on Value Systems is weakened cause of the classification of cultures that

1 . the authors use. They wish to classify vat s according to "five major cultures. of the
world," including the Western ("the while an who lives in the Americas, Europe and
elsewhere"), eastern ("Hindus and Buddh ts"). African ("there's possibly more than one

.
.. culture in Africa,' but we have taken c mon factors from the available data on the

subatiltures"), Muslim ("Although M liras live in many Asian countries., including
India, their culture is distinct."). and merican Black. Thelr expl nation for choosii,
these five is the availability of data:an and the fact thafttitese comprise almost 90 per cent of
the world's population." According to their definition, therefore, a re the non;Hind us and
non - Buddhists in Asia "Western"? In order for the "90 per cent" claim to be valid, the
Chinese must be colisiderad somewhere ---but where? Muslims ih the Middle Pin. where
they are the dominant culture, and in Africa', Where their influence her been felt for
centuries, do not seem to be ,accounted, for, nor are many peoples unlit Americas.
14deed, the many gaps in their classification system are obvious.

ow

Documentation often is not provided when needed. Many passin g referencesa re made
to "studies" whiCh are.not listed in any bibliography, including studies that.correlate
seating arrangements and grades in the classroom,-the closeness of healthy to sicic.people
and length of time of cure, the Lazarsfield study on opinion leadership, and a study which
shows that "the niajority of nonviblent cultures exist in Asia and Africa." Perhaps these
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are legitimate research studies, but,.the authors should provide documentation for
readers who wish further inforination. .,

,t.
, ... r'

, . .

The authors Prittlareat-detail about the Black-White language controversy, a topi ,.,:.,

to which Ossie Davis addressed himself ten years ago.`Many of the examples the authors
Cite were also used by Davis in developing his thesis'that "white" often connotes good,
purity and inrtocencd in English, while "black" °lien connotes evil, but Davis' name is not

. -mentioned. Piaget's theories of intelligence are discussed without specific refereirce to
any of his works, aithough one specific reference is given in the elaboration of Erickson's'

11*

approach to concept development.
. - '4,. ..

, Despite the inadequacies of this text, some positive points should be noted. First, the
"definitions; chapter contains some useful inforrhation. Also, the descriptions of

t perception and retention from some Eastern perspectives has merit. Fins*, the authors-
.,

introduceintroduce the topic of ethics. However the book often seems to be disolganized,
repetitive; and contains many unsupported assertions that could either be supported or -
eliminated. If Sitaram and Cogdell revise their' text and .narrow their aims, provide

*documentation of the many studies to which they have alluded,seleet examples -that
clarify issues rather than obscure them, and use valid and meaningful classifications,

4.
. perhaps the text will be more useful to students and otheis who are involved in the study

*of intercultural communication.
1. ' ,,

.
4. . , BARBARA S. POIONFILS

University of Arkansas at Little Rock .
. .

:.
0 .

,, . ( I.
. .

. . '

INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION: A REAPER. BY Larry A. Samovar and
Richard E. Porter (Eds..).Belmont, California: Wadsworth Publishing Conipany, Inc.,
1976, 2nd Edition, pp. viii-391, $6.95. .

. .. :..

"Multicultural man is, at once, both old add new. He is very' much the timeless
Universal persott described egain and agaimby philosophers through the ages.... What is
new about this type of person and unique to our time is a fundamental changein the '
structure and process of his identity? These lines, written by Peter S. Adler in thfinal

.- selection. in Intercultural CommUnication: A Reader, might aisq,be used to describe tlie -

book ifself.-Adler posits the emergence of "multicultural man" from a classical past;
Samovar and Porter demonstrate the evolution of our thinking about intercultural

` communication through their choice of articles and essays. Not. only do the writings
mike reference to these changes, but they are themselves indicative of such change, From -
Margaret Mead's anthropological assessment of "Some Cultural Approaches to
Communication Problems," appearing first in 1948, and Harry Hoijers exposition of
"The Sapin-Whorf Hypothesis," written in 1954. to those essays by Cathcart and
eatlicart, Folb, Yousef and Samovar and Porter, and the-adaptationsof articles by . .

. Barna and Ackerman n, all of whicliare first pritited in this collectiolt, an understanding
is gained of.the roots of ,Ihis area of communication studyand of the dynamic nature of ..,
the discipline. ...

.
. 4. '

.
,
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This is not to suggeta that the book is or nixed in aliMple:chronological fashion.
Rather, an ingenious and imaginative pattern of orgalriation has been devised Whicli
focuses upon four main paris: (I) Intercultural Communication: An Introduction;
(2) Socio-Cultural Influences: What We Bring to Intercultpral Com#iunication; .

(3) Intercultural Interaction: Taking Part Intercultural, ConunUnication; and
(4) Intercultural Communication; Becoming More Effective.

, Thirty-five silectitns are a rrargoti under these loin' main divisions, with all except Part
One having two chapter headings undereath part. Th us eacb chapter contains from three
to seven separate selections, which provides a "topical sub-organizational plan within
each majorriiant. Although this may sound rather cumbersome, and indeed may appear
so to the uninitiated reader, in reality it proxei bea very functional - pattern for studying
intercultural comrninication. tach topic is covered fnom several points of view, and since

ti
both recent works as well as those of lonslanding are included in each topic, the reader
will discern points of development in each area. . - .

, ,
This book, after ifIllYa readeri:Not a text with a single point of view". Assuch it bears

":- an obligation to refleci,-Wfar as posske,Ahe widespread views and varieties of.
approaches 'to knowledge thoart td bel-found within the area of intercultural
communication. InasmUch as most who work in the field find inierculturalt*
communication to be an interesting admixture-of art and science, as ate most phases of
'studiin communication, one would hWpe to find this combination reflected in the
selections. The editors have not disappoiMed.us. Not only is tile broad scope reflected in '

the introd uctory, essay by atnovar and *Porter; the articles themselves contain no narrow
perspectives, although each reflects a particular emphasis. Frances F. Karten, for

'example, emphasizes objective measurement of data iii 'The Influence of Culture on the
Perception ofPersons," but in no way suggests that only objective data are useful to the
scholar in this field. Likewise Arturo Madrid-Barela, in his article, 'Towards an
Underitanding of the Chicano Eilicrience,' presents hiiforical data along t his own

insights without demeaninehe importance of scientifically acquired data.Sa uel L.

more tha any other single piece, reflects the TrInplexity of the task of inter-c Itural
Beckees;tpicle.- "Djrections for InterCulturCommunication Research.7" p rhaps

..cOmm nicaiion and inter-cultural communication search.-

5

'An inherent difficulty in collections of this sort
the selectionS from the various authors. However,
each major part of this book prepare the reaper for
reference thus' provided, redundancy is not a
reinforceTent-of concepts.

.
As.Samovar and eortei itate in their introduction to Part The arena of intercultural

communication has not been completely istablished although there appears to be
increasingly greater 'agreement* about 'what it is.-Finding authors from diverse fields
utilizing some of the same terminology, concepts, and data to explore differing aspects of
intercultural communication lepves the reader with the' feeling that we are, indeed, at
least describigg Ole bourdarles of 'our area of Study. Althougkthis feeling may represent,

redundancy to be found among
Btrodactory notes provided for
ch repetitions.,In the frame of

egative feawe Out a positive

a inn
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,.

to some degree, the editors' own conception of the field, it still provides the student with a
useful orientation to the study of-intercultural communication.. ..r,

KENNETH D. BRYSON

Mon tam ,State University

.110511.s.

INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATOR RESOURCES. By H. Ned Seelye. and
41. Lynn Tyler (Eds.). Provo: Brigham Young University. 1977.

This

. .

colleFtion is unquestionably one of ihe mo seful works yet, published in the
interculturittontmunication field. It is an excellent b 'nning point for the trainer,
educato, Ltudent and researcher; even the casual reader will find valuable informatio4
abotit the field. The core ar the volume is a 48 -page annotated list 'of books. ,which
includes most of the seminal writings on the stibject..Over half these annotations are done
by the authors with the assistance 0 Jacqueline Wasigivslci and Charles Pieper. The
annotations enhance the value of the bibliofraphy4particularly for practitionerswith
limited time for screenifigan_Waluating materials,: I* 4a

.
4 7,

. 'In addition to the bibliography of bolo,-bolo,-'.this volume cdntains a chapter on other print
and media materials (which include? articles,. films, video tapes, periodicals and
organizational resources), a chapter on communication and media sou reps; a chapter on
fugitive Materials, a chapter for using' other resources, and a list of other available
bibliographies, The volume ends with an appendix of "Topic Listings," which consists of
a-typical list of topics relating to the heeds of intercultural communicators,

One trakness of the book appears in the chapter on "Other Prik and Media
- Material.- Here the grouping of articles, films, `tapes, peripdicals and organizational
resources is confusiog,and timeconsuming. In subsequent editions hopefully these sub-
sections will be isolated (as they are in other chapters) for easy use. The listing an4
annotate& of films is also brief. A gLowilig body of film available for use in cross.culturli
training'anil education might have been included in enhance the utility of the work.

The chapter on communication and media sources strikes this reviewer as incomplete. -
since it lists books, periodicals; articles, papers, film organizations, international
communication'agencies and libraries which with the 'exception of the articles and
papers listed are primarii'y concernedwith calbunication and information media in
general rather than having specific or clearly identified focus on 'the intercultural field.
This is not to suggest that this section ,should be eliminafed in future 'Editions, but
clarification might He offered to indicate how Oise resources can be most useful to
professionals in-the intercultural corrnekication field.

The section on fugitive materials ,lists rnirneographed,copied and other hinds of
materials which have not been commercially printed and which are in the collection at theme`
Language and Intercultural Research Center at Brigham Young University. Many of;
these papers were presented at professional association meetings and might be available

!.-

Lr

1a 4 4.0 .
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thiougli the ERIC' system; aniline who has used ERIC for research on intercultural
subjects will recognize liniitations, though it is helpful to know these works have been
collected in one place.

. .. .
9 . .

9 i
The Language and. ercultural Research Center (L1RC) hasp recent years clones

supeilative job of colt ins and disseminating information cm intercultural
communication and cross-au at training, and in encouraging and supporfing..,
professionals engaged in these active All fugitive materials, as well as those volatiles
listed in the `bibliography of .books whic re included in the 'ARC collectidn, ate `
provided with identification numbers for the c nyenience of the reader. One thing not '
includid,lowevei is how the Center may be used other than. physically going there to
conduct research. Are manuscripts, books, articles, and parts of books availableundera
microfilm pr photocopy system?

It- should be .mentioned that all items indi6ate whether they include bibliogiaphic
information. This is an extremelyyalttable reference for the person who is beginning a
resentch project and hopes to find.documents which will not only provide information
but wilt suggest additional resources as well.

The section tided "Othei Resources" isespecially valuable, including subsections on
21nformation Retrieval Possibilities,' "Collections of Available

Materials,"and "Universities and Institutions Conducting Research." A listing of these
kinds f rfsources is particularly valuable for the person .pursuing varied, and
occasion 'Knot wholly identified. interests and onceras. These kinds of resources help
the indivjdualSpecify what is being sought and where it may be found. A useful addition
to this list woulcj he an indication of which acadernickstitutioas offersraduate degree

'programs.

the book was published by the Brigham Young University Language and Cultural
Reseacch Center inconjursction with the Bilingual Eucation Department of the Illinois
Office of Education. This is anothei example of these -two- organizations, under the
leadership of Lynn Tyley and Ned Seeiye respectively, milting a substantial contribution
and providing significant impetus to the field.. Anyone Interested in intercultural
communication should 'obtain this volume if possible, or be alert for publication of the
next edition. 4

Ito

.

DAVID S. HOOPES
Society for tercultural Education,

Training a d Research (STEM R)

.
INTERNATIONAL AND INTERCULTURAL t OMMLTNICATfON. By Heinz-

Dietrich Fischer and John C. Merrill (Eds.). New York;_ Hastings Houk Publishers,
. ........

.1p7§, pp. XX+524. $22.50. Paper $12.50. .4 ". '
... . 4 ...

My first impression of the second editiorris that it is considerably unproved in certain.

rp
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areas over the first edition. One of the basic problems is th4 there is realty nct other
standard work of this type. available_ which makes p ssible some meaningful
comparisons.. Thus, in many ways, the review of this boojc i even more subjective that;
such efforts tend to be, but it will be ',sand op personal u of botlieciitions in classes
conducted by the reviewer.

Probably the greatest improvement in the book isthe si re attempt by its editors to
provide more contemporary Thinking and theoretical bac round than was availableln
the first edition, while at the sometime avoiding theovere hasis'onthe print media and
traditional U.S:joqrnalistic points of vieW`which dominaltedihe first edition.

Probably the most severe.prableni in the current edition is the fact that both Fischer-
-

and Merrill 'need. to do considerably 'more work in coordinating and otherwise
integrating the material in the book. The introductory pages fcir each segment are attest
Perfunctory, and do not Kelp sufficiently to integrate the views presented ift each area.
The inclusion of articles by the editors, furthermore, helps little in developing a more
integrated textbook. Students heel help, and so do others who would like to gain
understiinding, -rather. than being presented with an overwhelming variety of views and
insights. The book, as a result, suffers from the same`maladies as most textbooks which-
consist of collections of materials not specifically written forthat publication.

Another major problem is the fact' that the editors need to make up their minds asto
what is really international in scope of their work, and what is a desCriPtion or discussion
of communication systems in various nations of the world, In addition, the attempt to
include intercultural communication is not well-developed. The articles presented in that
particular section are so' limited and select that they do little except reinforce some
specific prejudices or confirm ideas a [ready held. One gets thefeeling that t he ed itors have
become aware of current interest in some areas but did not go to the trouble of evaluating
the available-material adequately. Along the same line, it is still evident that the editors
are most comfortable arms those of theitown kind, journalists, Since few people in the
field of journalism 'have contributed significantly to theoretical insights in the area of '

. international and intercultural commuhicat ono he resulting emphasis of this book tends
to be superficial.

Organization' is ,probably something about hich individuals disagree. 1 prefer to
discuss theOrbtical concepts first, as a basis for eve ation of acts presented laterOn. The
'Fischer and Merrill bfiok tends to put theoretical cone, s at the end or intermingles
them in Such a manner as to weaken their impact. kdoubt v ry much that we-contributea
great deal to an understanding of international,and-irate 'ultural communication by
continuing to emphasize the applicability of American standards,.and such concepts is
"freedom of the Press- as we see it. The mere "confrontation" developed through papers
by an American and Russian author on the subject, for instance, does little to deVelop the
theme in depth. The Fischer and Merrill book is very ethnocentric or *Westerolculture-
.oriented" bits approach.

-

Onithe other hapd, it is interesting to read the.account'given-by a hpresentatiVe of the
Third Wofld.thanchal Sarkar, as he describes "Journalists' Organizations in Socialist-
Society.- It isprobablyteo much to expect !IS, end West-German editors to donnythiiii
but organize a bolt on the basis of the values developed intlieir own cultores, but as a

12E,
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result some chapters. such as Merrill's 'Global Patterns Of Elite Daily Journalism' have a
difficult time escaping the chauvinistic emphasis so mueh U.S.. writing has represented to
Istop le in other parts of the world: It is. furtbenrire. not enough to deal with facts to

1

\ understand where Inter "tional Communication is going. Qne possible indication of the
limited views the' edito ligve allowed themselves to*develop is.seen in the fact that 3.

Schram's chapter 9n '' orld Distribution of the Mass Media" a 1964 dateline andni
the article dealing with satellites, by Krausc-Ablass. is only some 41;4 pages long.

. .

The editors have updated material quite well, and thereare Many articles which present
interesting insights into national systems of communication. The effect is less impressi;.4

. .\, When one.. considers insights into international affairs or international functions of the:N 'fuss media. There is still ,considerable lineirity in the approach used. which may be
artially, the result of the editors' insufficient work in relating the bits and pieces
ptesented in the anieles. The book will demand a considerable amount of understanding
ail background by any teacher who uses it. and it probably will not completely satisfy '
an one dealing with the area of international communication. It will certainly not do
mu for those of us working in intercultural communication. For,tho present it is,the
only ajor and broad-based compilation bf its kind. and thus the ority;ineans of filling an
cxisti need. ..0.:-.'. ,

.

-, FRED 1_,CASMIR

Pepperdine 'University 441:

NUM. OF STRUCTURED EXPERIENCES FOR CROSSINCULTURAL
11A TING..py William H. Wecks Paul 13. Pedersen and R chard W. Brislin (Eds.).
Pittsbu h: BSciety for Intercultural Education. Iraining,, rid Research, 1977. pp.
xii+ 117. :65. -

While, half of the fi(ty-nine structured group exercises in t his anualhaye been:known
tostraincrs, for some time. and even while many of these hate onll minimal adaptability to
cross-cult uial training per re. to have them organized in a single piace4'nd set in a concise
format makes this volume well worth its $3.65 price tag. By my count, admittedly,
subjective. only abBut one-third of the experiences are significantly cross - cultural in
nature to include them as "cross cultural exercises.' The rest are part of the bag of tricks
of those trainers who haye been engagechfor the past ten years or so. In group process and
human relations training. Thcy are,a4ppIxable for a roup, as they, are either for a
culturally mixed group or for a group preparing to liv work, or visit in a foreign
country. Still. twenty useful crow-cultural exercises rsp sent a sizable contribution to
the sparse literature in this field. and any trainershould be able to find at least twenty new
exercises in th4 volume.

Paul Pedersenbd William Howell have written a thoughtful prefatory essay titled
"Pros and Cons of Using Structured Exercises in Intercultiral Groups?" A number of.

4
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pertinent points are made in this section. Perhtps the most important is the observaAion
that ,people from all cultures may not react faVorably to all of these structured
experiences. Indeed.qunning throughout the exercises is the common thread, of an
American approach of-frankness. openness. and a "tell it like it is attitude. which
certainly is not natural to people of all cultures. People from many cultbres do not react
favorably to direct feedback given in front of their peers and as Pedersen and Howell
point out, most cultures are, not accusiomed to using "pretend" situations to simulate
serious purposes. The ten points giVen as arguments in favor of using structured

.1experienceiare good ones: even if they are Amgrican culture-bound. and will probably
convince American cross-cultural trainers (amorig 'others) to try these structured
/experiences.

,.-

c

The introduction spells out the important role the group facifititOr plays and the
importance of properly "processing/the participants' reactions to the variousexercises so
that_what they have experienced can become part of their cognitive knowledge. .

_ e

- The body of fifty-nine exercises 'dr "experiences" is divided into nine categories:
participant introduction and initial group experience, dynamics of 'communication,
clarification of values. identification of roles. group process. recognition of-feelings and
attitudes. community interaction, brainstorming talks and problems. and multiple
objectives. Interestingly enough, 1 found the section on .recognition of feelings and
attitudes to contain the greatest number of exercises which are truly cross-cultural in
nature.

The structured expe riences theMseh es are so° varied that it isslifficult to describe them
adequately in a brief review. Even taname them is less than descriptive because the names
of the exercises often are not explicit. This volume is the most valuable compendium or

, groupexercises for cross-cultural trainers available. 10 date. The exercises are explained
simply and clearly, and the trainer is invited to adapt them freely. The writers owe much
to Want Pfeiffer and John Jones. who are surely the "deans" of the "structured
experience." and whose handbooks and annuals Containing scores of such experiences
arc referenced in the brief but useful bibliography.

O

11/4..' If the book lacks anything it is, it seem s,to me. a few situations which simulate other
cultures realistically even a thebretical. nodexistent "other culture" to a training
group,which is an too often composed entirely' of white, middle-class Americans who
have had no first-hand exposure to other cultures, It is not an easy task to design such
experiences conviwingly, but it is one which ought to be attempted because they are so
badly needed if cross-cultural training is to prtpare people to function in other cultures.

The editors specifically request trainers who use the volume to provide them with
,feedback. to make revised editions even more practical and valuable. META R (Society
for Intercultural Education. Training and Research) also plans sooh'to publish a larger

(volume of crass'-cultural exercises w'hichlave been collected in the course of their State
tof,t he Art study. The two volumes together will provide cross-cultural 'trainers with

numerous ideas to thoroughly revitalize .

. L. ROBERT ItOH IS

(tidied States Information Agency
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ORIENWIONS TO INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION. By Sharon Ruhly.
Chicago: Seience 'Research Assciciates, I976, pp.-33, $1.75.

Orientationsvo Intercu ltural Communication..part of the MODCOM series (Modulest.

in -Speech Communication), was written as an introduction to intercultural
'communication: in fulfilling this purpose, the author provides a clear, concise and
systematic presentation of the concepts necessary to build a foundation for -
underStanding intercultural communication.

" Chapter I int ro,duces the reader to several definitional assumptions, including
definitions of communication anetcplture, distinctions between international and
domestic intercultural/communication, the .importance of studying intercultural
communicatibn, and major components to be examined. Chapter 2, "Differences in
Thoughts and Feelings," provides definitions'and examination of the nature of beliefs,
values, attitudes and assumptions. Edward T. Hall's three levels of culture technical,
formal and informal are explained in depth. to further describe the phenomena of
intercultural encounters. Chapter 3 examines differences in behavior which affect
intercultural. communication, including perceptlik-symbol ,systems (verbal and non-
verbalhland role behaviors and expectations. Within perception, emphasis is placed
upon selection and ,organization of stimuli, including an explanation of closure and
interpretation as, factors affecting perception. Chapter 4'deals with such major
intercultural concepts is ethnocentiikm, stereotyiting, prejudice and tension. Chapter's
suggests ways to become interpulturally "skilled," and discusses' important intercultural
qualities, offering the culture-specific arid culture-general approaches as means of
acquiring intercultural skills.

The overall approach this,work is commendable. The,author discusses the essential
elements of intercultura communication in a well-organized and clearly-developed
manner, Especially for the novice, the examples provided are clear and practical.
Throughout thelhodule, the audioor compares culture to an iceberg; the analogy is that.
like the iceberg, much' of what is "culture lies beyond our immediate awareness(below
the surface). This comparison assists the reader in- understanding the complexity of
"hidden" variables and "hidden" assumptions in intercultural situations, and provides -
overall unity 'for the information ,presented in the module. Numerous examples are
dffered to illustrate important concepts. 4

The module is offcred as aselkontained instructional package; aimed at the cognitivOgtufak..
Understanding of intercultural communication. At the beginning, the reader is presented
with fourteen objectives; study g'ide questions stimulate the reader tai identify major
concepts and to reiate them to practicaloituations. At- the conclusion of each chapter,
point-by-point summaries synthesize major ideas for review. Exercises follow each
section, and serve as a bridge betwden cognitive and behavioral implications; references
and stIggested readings pre proyided. With the module format in mind, Orientations to
Intereuhural Communication'can be used successfully as a unit in a basic communication
c e or as a supplement' for more specialized Intercultural courses. Asan introduction,

.

ork deserves consideration from those involved in the instruction of interculturt
munication:
.

1
4 DIANA L HuTatinson

'. Arizona Suite University
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PERSPECTIVES ON CROSS-CULTURAL COMMUNICATION. By Carley H.
Dodd: DubuqUe: Kendall/. Hunt Publishing Company, 1977, pp. vi+109, $4.95.

In his beginning text on cross-cultural communication, t$odd sets out to offer an
integrated introduction .for the "serious studefir to the "bait dimensions" of doss-
cultural interaction. He attempts to:fashion this result out of the contributions.of six
separate disciplines. Dodd's success Or lack of it may best be assessed by reference to a
series of key questions: Was the nook trulyintercultural i i perspective? Did the book
achieve a coherent integration of ideas? Were these ideas 'resented in such a way that a
beginning student could comprehend theft? Was t ext timely? Did the text itself
communicate well? .

\
Unlike some ottfer texts, the Dodd text adopts a clearly American perspective. The

book ex4Mities at length certain studies of Alai! group behavior, as one example, without
offering anx studies or reflection upon whether groups runctioh or should be made tso
function in an analogous fashion in all societies. tikewlse, in the author's treatment of
opinion leadership and of information diffusion, the examples furnisfted (in addition to
being largely second-hand) are drawn predominintly from the American dperience.
These and other examples are sprinkled with exprAsions and examples w hich remind the
reader of America: the author stresses "problem-solution" groups hi place of ascribed
groups. with a resultant guess on product rather than on continued smooth interpersonal
relationships; references are mide to "pet rock barter"and to "numerous exotic cultures."
to those Americans. who "speak mostly in terms M (sic) the nuclear family" or to the
conspicuoUs non-capitalization of "god(s)" on a diagram where other itemsare gicren
stylistic deference. Unlike other' books on the market, which could arguably be used in
other nations. the Dodd book is largely culture-bound in its perspectives.

To consider if the textachieved a coherent integration ot ideas. the reader must ask
whether eke logic of selection of ideas was offered, whether that logic is defensible, and
whether the presentation was. itself coherent and lucid. Selected by_the author fir
treatmyit were cultUral perspective 'on crossJeultural communicatiop (useful), groups
(culture"-bound), linguistic perspectives (necessary but not clearly de veto ped). nonverbal
perspectives (a rehash of Hall's work), social change (arbitrary and overly-tkliant on the
work of Rogers and Shoemaker) and 'diffusion of innovations (again somewhat
arbitrary). Missing was an extended'treatment of values, perception, identity, race and
ethnicity. international media, stereotyping, and other arguably televant topics. Ttie
author's logic of selection should have been more clearly presented and defended.

)
the new student to't he area of cross-cultural communication would find Dodd's

introduction useful. and would trobably benefit from the periodic insertion Of "probes"
ilk elaborate points within the main text. But the use of unclear constructions,
intlerelaboratecf ideas, the lack of clarity df definitions; the varying level ordifficulty of
the work. and the arbitrariness.of selection of topics detract from'the impact of the text.
The discerning student, though new to the field, might be worried by misspellings, faulty
use of commas and grammar, equivocation on key ideas, lack of elaboration on several of
Dodd's too-curt overviews of Sapir-Whorf or of the nation of "sense ratios," and by
factual errors in presentation of dates of studies and the like.

The text went to press et re moment when.a'well-integrated and highly-synthetic work

420
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,w,ould have foujd a ready market. In thig sense it was timely. But the selection of works
by authors sucE as Rogers and Hall, as examples, offers no special insights which justify
the texyis filling the need thaNxists for a.really coherent overview of the field at an
introductory level. Bernittin-is another writer who is in danger of becoming overworked
by repefittokbut who was-included at length in the text. . .

, .

, - The Dodd text is probably of limited value for introduction lilt° 1 e offerings of any
non -A merican.institution. The author's reference to messages "with no verbal content
and symbblic overtones." to " ionized" and "submissive" American militants, to women
who are "more chat anything else," or to the comparison of the impact of

' such exampleS, will-leave en the introductory student puzzled as to his meanings.
messages in French versus lish as matters merely of "dialect," among a plethora of

en

WILLIAM STAROSTA

University of Virginia

READINGS IN INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION: VOLUME V, ITER-
CULTURAL PROGRAMMING. By David Hoopes (Ed.). Pittsburgh: The/
Intercultural Communications Network, 1976, pp. 201: ,

Intercultural communication is a concept that has grown from zero recognition to
wholesale use in a few short - years. A publication that has reflected this trend, and has
given aid to 4its health' and growth,is tiff -Series of Readings in intocuhural

Communication edited. b, David S. Hoopes. Previous volumes have concentrated on -
workshops, college courses, research and counseling. Volume V concerns intercultural
programming, which it defines as "the conduit of cross- or multi-cultural programs
which consciously use intercultural communication concepts to further the learning or
develop the communication skills of foreign nationals in the U.S. and/or the Americans
with whom they come in contact." It contains eighteen, short articles written by
professionals describing programs that have °worked" for them in orientation, re-entry,
leadership _and interview training for ihternational students; host family training; cross-
cultural counselitig; cultural a awareness for faculty and staff; and intercultural
communication skill development for internatiatial. and American students through
\workshops, study courses and lying arrangements. It lives up to the reputation of the
preceding volumes and even "old hala will find some neand useful ideas. It deserves

. careful perusal. .
,

*
Intercultural communicatill is used both as a tool and as a goal in this wader, often

both at once: All the programs involve internItional students in some way, either as
facilitators or as direct recipients of the training. Only a few artiles-are confined to
general program descriptionS of administrative procedures without outlines of specific
objectives, assumptions or a rationale. Nearly all include descriptions of structured

. activities and/ or interactions.

olo
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. Most of the *nested formats make liberal use of the small group process, seemingly',

insreement with the editor's statement that programs that are most intense and most
personally involving seem to be the most valuable at least -in the eyes of the
participAnts.1 In no case, however, is there an itbserictof planning for conceptual and
intellectual challenge Mr the participants. There is a gobd mixture of the cognitive and
the experiential. Only one article by Josef A. Mestenhauser entitled 'Tow to 'Interview
Foreign Students falls into a category of its own:by being frankly prescriptive. His
advice is good and comes complete with checklists. I terculturel Programming doesjust
what it says it will do: "Help. the 'Practitioner comp hend better what he or she is doing
and suggeglAtle improyed or alternative ways 7 doing it."

A few .tcautions for the reader .are in order. With one notable exception (the
contribution of 'Benjamin J. Broome. "A Support Group Model for Cross-Cultural
Orientation"), very little theoretical background =Companies the suggested
programming. It is a.conscious omission but those who are not acquainted with the
theories of intercultural .communication, small grbtip interaction, acculturation,
learning, etc., will need to.augment this book with other sources, Heleful bibliographies

, are included after many articles.. ,
.

_ Broome's article alio includes the warning that American students are difficult to ind
.

for participation in this type of programming, something that is well IctiOwn to-the
...experienced practitioner but might surprise the neophyte.. Margaret D.IPtisch, in her

article "The Cultural Connection: Foreign 'Students .describes the
of a U-curve adjustment pattern occurring when foreign studepti work fora

:period of time with 11.1.( children or adults. Unless experts are thet9 forguidance and
participants stay for completion of the program. frustration and disappointment may
occur. Many authors emphasize the need for experienced directors and facilitators in any
program. -

Another, ca don for readers is that most individual exercises and licturettes are not
sufficiently detailed for someone to use who has no background at all Intercultural
Programming is not meant to be a do-it-yourself manual for those with interest but no
training. It is directed toward practitioners already familiar with the concepts of
intercultural communication who may not have thought of the variety of pOrposes and

, forms in which these concepts can be used to enhance learning. These persobs will have a
good time .with this book, mixing and matching what others have devised to fit
piocedures and goals of their own.

. . . 1
,

: . 4 \ l':*
.._31.. TALKJN ANNTEST1FYIN; 3HE LAN AGE OF BLACK AMERICA. By Geneva

Smitherman. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company. i977, pp. 291, Sp&,
.

To.licin and Testifyin is not inerely another book about Black English; it is a Creative

.

LARAY M. BARNA

Portland State University

Ne ...,... synthesis of language, cultfe, communication and feeling. The purposes df this book
..-, .

, . . .

. Cal
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Aiktsre: (1) to serve as an ofientation to Black language and culture, and (2) to describe.the ,, ,

act of Black language and culture upon communication. The first five chaptefs ...4

pees t.a description of the history of Black English structure; phonology,.wiorphology;
syntax, semantics, oral &editions, and modes of digoursesin Black English. The final two
chapters describe a history of Black-White language attitudes, and the implications of'
language yariance on social and educational policies. , _ .` . ' .

. .

While the author appears to have written.this book for the general population
.
keim / ..

overview of culture and communication in black Anierica, thiprimary audience seems to .
be black. Written Wm clearly a B4t.k.frame of reference, the yofume is designed to.
produce identification with Black read rs. Much of the ambiance surrounding this boo)c ... ; .
is created by the author's tendency to code switch from standard English to Blackidionl..
Combined with a series of interracial cartoons throughout the text, the bidIalecTaI writing -

' strategy serves to suggesthoth the nature of the language itself, as well as thtliocialand ,

political implications of historical and e6nteiporary Black English usage. It isWreshing :-..
to read an account of Black verbal bChavio written by a native-speaking author. For
some non-Blacks, the cultural viewpoints expressed verbally and non - ,verbally may
appear to be somewhat oversimplified and stereotypical. 'However, to ,Fuecumb to this
tendency.and suggest cultural bias is to deny the author one of her strongest arguments, J.,

that Black English is a liVing and vital asmi of the Black experience; Influenced by both
positive and negative perspectives about the dominant society, the development of Black
English reftegts the operation of a rwpush-pull" syndromes the push Seinpuward the, fa,

acceptance of White culture; and the pull resulting from thodesise to identify with she
BlackAmerican's cultural and Facial legacy. The dynamics,:of push -pull can help tck:.
illuminate, the complex sociolinguistic situation thatzontinues to exist in Black Anierica.

, By articulating her own cultural viewpoints, some of whith White readers willfmd
uncomfortable, the author illustrates conditions and perceptions common in Black
exPerience which have had a profound impact on. the'development of Black English.
Black English is a well defined language code which grew out of s I, economic, and / ,.
pokiest conditions and is a living and vital aspect of Black lifeAmithe it dehtonstrates .

.

;

.

these qualities in her own writing, as well as drawing heavily froth dialer
literature, philosophy, folklore, preaching, and the stree

Linguistically, Talkin and Testryin presupposes little if
study of language. While it is possible to find what is re

availahleand more comprehensive treatments of the various
unique contribution) of this volume lies in its ability
cam 'sated sociolinguistic features of langua

, tre ment is both accurate and stimulating.

.

p
and sty

04,

etearch, .

yprevious experience in the
orted here in other readily
spects of Black English, the
de a holi is portrait of the °

le sue a way that the
ir

. .. 4.

Throughout the text, the author adop a creolist perspective tad English.. .
development. A pidgin- developed as a langua e of transactiohletw African slaves ra
and Whife slaveholders. Over a period of time, is inisture 9f Engli: and the West
African languages developed, became widely distri ed, and graduall evolved into a '
Creole. Sniitherman arguei, "Black Dialect is an African fo f nglish reflecting
Black America's linguistic-cultural African heritige, arid the-co ins of secritude,
oppression, and life in America. Black Langugge is EuroAmericali s c ;
American meaning, nuance, tone and gesture:" Utilizing examples f m varioussources,
T alkin and Teidlyin reviews those discourse patterns and comm, 'cation style's unique ,

°'

-
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to Black society including rapping, signifying, th zens,tounding, toasts, and talking
I .back. Particularly excellent are-the discussion he tonaraspects of Black semantics

and the "call-response" characteristics of Blac prea mg.

Unlike many existing works dealing with Black English, this volume makes a direct
contribution to the study of intercultural communication by discudingthe interpersonal,
social, and educational implications of Black language variance. Identifying th e effects of
language form and differences on Black-White relations, ethnic identification, and
academic achievement, the author presents insight into many of the problems

- encountered. by Blacks in thedominint society. While this segment of the text contributes
to our understanding of potential interracial communication problems, e to
suggest solutions beyond discussing *grams which appgi-to-be-r t e right direction.

Overall, Talkin and Testifyinpreserils a carefully prepared, well written treatment of
Black language..culture. and communication. The boo It'esignificanee lies in its ability to

' transcend the frequently explored general concerns found in many, works on Black'
English, and, focus on the elements of the language itself, its historical antecedents, social
development. and the way Black English functions as a communication system. It is
perhaps in the latter category that this book makes its majorcontribution. After reading
this book, one cannot avoid feeling azwell as understanding the form, scope, and usage of
Black English.

WILLIAM G.17)kvEy
Arizona. State_ University

o TOPICS 1N-- CULTURE LEARNING. Volume 4. By Richard W. Brislin
Honolulu: East-West Center, 1976, pp. 78. . .

Humility'and an appreciation of growth may be the prime requisites for reading
Volume 4 of Topics in Culture Learning. Coniistently the authors have woven the same
intangible properties into their individual articles and into the work as a whole. Humility
is necessarily prerequisite and product when one considers the scope of the ankles
contained. A third of ,the seventy-eight page volume reflects the movement "Towards
Cross-Cultural Research' from "A Variety of Perspectives:" This cooperative article is
the result of presentations and discussions which occurred during a four month project
on "Cross-Cultural Research for the Behavioral and Social Scientists" held in 1975-6 at
the East-West Center's Cultur rning Institute. This article, as well as the rest of the
volume, is "a concrete and tangible de nstration of what can be done cross -cjilturally.
it shotiis4hat while cross-cultural and oss-disciplinary collaboration is extremely
difficult Vue to differences in personaliti s. in cultures, and- in disciplines), it is still
possible, and the results can be rewarding nd satisfying." Working on the projectwere
fifteen scholars from eight countries and four disciplines.Titeir discussion is divided into

. sections on "The cognitivirand affective aspects of culture contact," language and
communication," and "culture change." Within this format, fifteen individually-ainhored
pieces treat topics such as international and intrethnic stereotypes and prejudices, yearl
and nonverbal communication, bilingunlis and the relation of educational and
industrial organizations with the surrounding 'community.

.4
13to
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The diversity within the cooperative article continues throughout the rest of the
volume. The remaining forty-odd pagettcontain seven 'articles treating such topics as
cultural excitant in the social sciences, delivery of piychologicat services innon-western
settings, written and Oral language learning. "no-saying," attribution in culture learning,
anihhe social issues-attendant upon cultural relations.

The main weakness of-sq_many short discussions is the possibility that readers will be '
left with several unanswered questions. Readers and authors, however, are invited to test
whati Oshima might call their "referential skills" encoding and information -re t ing.
Two excellent resonfces are available for the latter. Documentation and extensi listsof
references, near throughput the entire volume. In addition, the authors oT the opening
article provide a list of addresses and invite readers to contact them if further information
is desired.

A feeling of humility is-present at least in part because the authors have shared a
moment in their own growth. The reader is not presented with the definitive statement on
She topic at,hand, but rather a glimpse into the (development of "greater awareness and
deeper insights into the differences and overlap in the various diiciplines." Growth is at
best uneasy, and at times awkward, as,couflicOng statements. are laid bare before odr
eyes. To say that these moments of conflict and awkwardness appear in Topics-is not to
comment negatively on the work. Rather, the aOthoabhave captured and reflected for us

eo- a moment in the emergence of a field. Both research and application are focal points of
the conflict.

. I
As a research tool in the study of interoulturalcontact, neither "pure" empiricism nor

"pure" introspection has found its comfortable place. Writing on acculturation, Itaurasi
seems almOst apologetic about the personal nature of the data in observing that "I must
warn the reader that because of the absence of empirical data on the Roturnans in urban
areas, my observations are highly speculative..Save for the references to Howards'
findings (1972) on rural Rotuman, my observations have been dawn heavily from my
personal experience as a Rotuman, living now in Fiji." Contrast this statement with one
by q'Driscoll,-who states that "it seems fair tcl say that (empirical) research on human,
values has provided little information about th4 relationship between value's and culture
contact. This is partly due to methodological problems in studying values and partly to
the lick of a conceptual framework for understanding the empirical linkage between
values and otiftr variables' relevant to culture; contact. Until 'and unlessiScith of these
difficulties can be overcome, our knowledge in this area will remain peripheral." The calls
for additional research oLlg.empirical nature are not withou't merit. However, givenihe
admittedly tentative nature of conclusions drawn from empirical data gathered tOdate,
one must wonder at our apologies for the personal data (which need be considered no less.
valid).

Use of knowledge is also questioned. Phillip's discussion of "Emerging Issues in
Cultural Relations in an Interdependent World" provides the forum for examining the
conflict. At the edge of our consciousness is the admission that "the situation prevailin g in
western societies also seems criticart, .. First y, advanced nations find it difficult to
regulate and con tr 1 unilinear technological growth and the closely linkedeppetite for

'super - affluence. Se ndly, they appear to be unwilling to reconcile themselves to the real
possibility that pru liniits have already ren passed in the utilization of scarce

.
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nonrenewable resources." A second realizationhowevar, may be somewhat more
difficult. Phillip's description of third world education echoes as startlingly applicable to
the west: a system which has failed to reform. with the times, little done "to enable,
educational syStems to respond more imaginatively and effectively to the aspirations of \
newly independent nations" (substitute 'newly liberated people"), a need for programs'of
functional, cultural, and "civic" literacy.

lr

The quality of Topics may result from so many perspectives being brought together. Its
unity of diversity provides An excellent view of the momentary stasis of a field.

04

SHARON RUHLY

San Jose. State
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VOLUMES I--IV, 1974-77

NEW C. JAIN and WILLARD A. UNDERWOOD

PART 1: TABLE OF CONtENTS

The tides of articles and book reviews appeatirkLin4h2crabk of Cor,atents are listed
is

voluthe by Vohnie. They are numbered tonsecutively, so asp make possible the use of
the Subje4ct Index and ,the Author Index which appear later in this Cumulative Index.

..
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1. Adapting Communication Research to the Needs of Intertiational and Intercultural
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.
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